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Special introductory offer: 1.8 microseconds for the price of a 6.

Introducing the Ampex RZ, up to 16,384 words
of core memory with a complete cycle time of
only 1.8 microseconds. And a price tag lower than
many 4 and 6 microsecond memories. The latest
in the highly successful Ampex R series (RVQ,
RQA, RQL, RVS), the RZ also offers a longer word
length: 8 to 56 bits. With no redundancy in drive
circuitry. Access time is faster: 650 nanoseconds.
And the RZ has a wide environmental range:
+ 10°C to +45°C. The RZ is fast, big and flexible
enough to be used as a main-frame memory, an
auxiliary memory or for high-speed bulk storage.

AMPEX

And because of its relatively low-cost, it's well
worth your consideration, whether you're looking
for a high-performance system, aid conversion,
or a way of updating your present computer. Suggestion: write Ampex for full details. Why Ampex?
Because we can offer you core memories in a
wide variety of storage capacities and speeds.
With cycle times from 24 to 1 microseconds in
capacities up to 1 million bits or more. Ampex
Computer Products Division, Culver City,
California. Term leasing and financing. Sales
and service engineers throughout the world.
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IN 1774, one year before the outbreak of the Revolutionary War, Great Britain banned

the exportation of arms to the colonies. It was not until the war was under way that the
colonists took measures to provide a weapons arsenal. In Virginia, the legislature solved
the problem by establishing their own forge on the Rappahannock River. Here, the first
official American military pistols were manufactured and used throughout the colonies
in the fight for independence. - Today, solutions to the problems of defense are infinitely
more complex and often directly related to the practical implementation of the computer
sciences. - At

COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION,

experience and craftsmanship are basic

capabilities applied to such areas as the design and development of a communication

650 N. SEPULVEDA BLVD.
EL SEGUNDO, CALIFORNIA

system for the nation's space program; problem-solution in atomic energy research;
weapon systems studies; war gaming, and analysis of bombing systems for supersonic

WASHINGTON, D. C . • HOUSTON
SAN FRANCISCO·

aircraft. - A few of csc's clients include

IBM, RCA,

Douglas Aircraft, Lockheed Missiles

& Space Co., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Litton Industries, Hughes Aircraft, Astrodata,

and the U. S. Government. - Write for a brochure describing csc services.

A SOLUTION IN DEFENSE

Officer's pistols carried by Major General
Charles Lee of the Continental Army. Lock plates
are marked "Rap Forge." The .62-caliber
pistols are smooth bore with 8~" barrels.
Smithsonian Institution Collectioll
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SDS MAGPAK TAKES THE GRIEF OUT

BEFORE MAGPAK
To assemble a program

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Mount paper tape and load assembler.
Run source program cards.
Rerun cards with source program.
Punch out object code.
Rewind paper tape.
Load object program.
Load tape subroutines.
Load data.
Execute the program.

Magpak is a magnetic tape system
developed by Scientific Data Systems specifically to fit SDS 900
Series software. It takes seven
inconvenient, time consuming,
error-causing steps out of small
computer operation. With Magpak,
budget-limited computer users can
have large computer convenience
and efficiency at half the cost.
SOS Magpak, a compact, low cost, automatic programming oriented
magnetic tape system, is available with all SOS 900 Series Computers.
It has the functional capability of four SOS standard IBM-compatible
magnetic tape units at a fraction of the cost. Magpak consists of two

2

independently controlled magnetic tape drives mounted on a 10Y2" by
19" panel that fits any standard SOS 900 Series Computer rack. Each
tape drive holds a self-contained, dual track, magnetic tape cartridge
with
total capacity of more than 4 million characters. All Magpak
controls and programming functions are identical to the controls and
functions of standard SOS high-speed IBM-compatible tape units. Any
program written for these standard units can be run on Magpak.

a

Magpak system costs
A typical SOS Magpak system, including an SOS 910 computer with a
4,096-word memory, card reader: typewriter and a comprehensive software package (FORTRAN II, SYMBOL Assembly System, METASYMBOL and MONARCH Monitor Routine plus a complete library of
subroutines and utility programs) costs only $81,000 ($2,350 per month
on lease). A competitive system with comparable convenience and

CJATAMATICJN

OF SMALL COMPUTER OPERATION

WITH MAGPAK
To assemble a program

1. Load single card deck containing source program and data.

2. Execute the program.

performance costs twice as much, yet operates up to ten times slower.

Magpak convenience saves money
In addition to its low original cost, Magpak greatly reduces operating
costs. Most small, scientific/engineering computers are used on an open shop basis. They
are generally operated by high salaried technical personnel with only moderate computer
usage skills. This results in lost time and
operating errors. With Magpak, both the time
required to operate the computer and the
opportunities for human error are greatly
reduced. And the easy to carry, easy to store,
easy to mount Magpak tape cartridges eliminate the wear, tear and sequencing problems

inh(;lrent to paper tapes and cards. With Magpak, you simply load a
punched card source program and execute your problem in a manner
identical to operating a large, expensive computer sy~tem.

For more information
If you would like additional information about SDS 900 Series Magpak
systems, contact your nearest SDS sales and service office, or write
on your letterhead for our Magpak Data Bulletin.

S;\. -It;;

900 SERIES/MAGPAK

SCIENTIFIC DATA SYSTEMS

1649 Seventeenth Street, Santa Monica, Calif.

Sales offices in New York, Boston, Washington, Philadelphia, Huntsville,
Orlando, Chicago, Houston, San Francisco. Foreign representatives: Instronics,
Ltd., Stittsville, Ontario; CECIS, Paris; F. Kanematsu, Tokyo; RACAL, Sydney.
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This is Computape reel #8741-11

: Reel #8741-11 was part
of an order shipped to the Engineering
Department of a leading University. There
it was selected at random and subjected
to a continuous wear test. In 268,853
passes no permanent dropouts were experienced.
@

Yes, outstanding . . . But

another example of the longer wear
qualities of Computape. Longer wear, less
static build-up, greater reliability than
ever before.
Test it yourself. Against any other tape.

1+) COMPUTRON

INC.

122 CALVARY STREET, WALTHAM, MASSACHUSETTS
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\NHICH
PAGE PRINTER
DO YOU NEED?
With several new and different lines of Teletype send-receive and receive-only sets, how do you decide which is best for you? While they
may seem alike at first glance, there are actually many differences.
Let's begin with the most
obvious difference. The Model
32 send-receive set has a 3-row
keyboard, like the familiar
Model 28, but the Model 33
and 35 have 4-row keyboards.
Why the shift to a 4-row keyboard when the 3-row keyboard
has been standard for many
4-row keyboard
years? To avoid the shift! That
is, to avoid the need to shift in order to type numbers and
common punctuation marks. Besides saving strokes and
cutting down on errors, the 4-row keyboard is familiar to
any typist.
Now, for the not so obvious differences. The Model 32
page printer operates on the 5-level, 7.50 unit code, but
the Models 33 and 35 handle an 8-level, ll-unit message
and data code which conforms to the newly approved
American Standard Code for information interchange. Both
the 32 and 33 units are available with a friction feed platen.
The Model 35 can have either a friction or sprocket feed
platen, the latter for use with multiple~copy business forms.
The Model 35 has the exclusive "stunt box" that can perform a wide variety of switching duties including "editing"
incoming messages, as well as
turning on and turning off unattended Teletype equipment.
The Models 32 and 33 are
equipped with a simplified
5- and S-/evel tape
"stunt box."
What do these Teletype machines have in common?
Many things. They operate at 100 wpm; have pneumatic
shock absorbers for smooth, quiet carriage return; all-steel
clutches that engage at high, positive pressures to insure
slip-free operation; and quieter nylon gears and pulleys
that last longer and cut maintenance to a minimum.
What about optional features? The Model 35 offers
many modification kits to serve individual needs. Included

are vertical tab. horizontal tab, page feed-out, and a variety
of different width platens for printing on business forms.

Now, which machine should
you use? Though your specific
needs have to be taken into
consideration, the following will
serve as a guide: Where the
traffic ranges from normal to
light, Models 32 and 33 are the
most economical. The Model
35 is designed for handling a
stunt box
much larger volume of messages and data, as well as offering increased versatility for
on-line and off-line communications.
What are some typical applications? This Teletype
equipment is used to handle a variety of business needs,
such as to link sales offices with customers, production
plants with company headquarters, warehouses with distribution outlets, purchasing with outside suppliers.

multiple-copy forms

All business forms can be typed
on this equipment, such as
invoices, payroll checks, personnel records, sales orders,
freight bills, tracers, and reservations. In addition, they can
be used to gather information
for sales reports, expense figures, production schedules, and
account facts.·

This kind of equipment is made for our parent company,
Western Electric, Bell System affiliates, and others who
require the utmost reliability at the lowest possible cost.
To obtain a new and informative brochure on the uses of
the Model 32, 33, and 35 equipment, write: Teletype
Corporation, Dept. 81E, 5555 Touhy Avenue, Skokie,
Illinois 60078.'

TE,LETVPE
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Solution by simulation

CONTROL SYSTEM OPTIMIZATION ATTAINED ·IN
RECORD TIME WITH HYBRID SIMULATION
A new generation of problems hav'e
emerged in recent years, exceeding
the complexity and accuracy requirements of those which had previously
challenged equipment and personnel
capabilities of major computing laboratories. Traditional computing techniques, i.e. analog or digital, were
unable to handle them. New techniques and equipment were required.
One form of hybrid computation is
the association of a' general purpose
analog computer with a complement
of general purpose digital logic, memory and conversion components. Its
genesis was rooted in the desire to
exploit the high-speed integration capability of the analog computer. The
consequent need to control and
change the analog's program on the
basis of previous results at correspond'ingly high-speed, led to the adoption of parallel digital devices programmed to exercise the necessary
logic, control, timing and data storage
functions.

~
~

Optimizing the Real Time
and 1000 X Real Time
Simulations
Optimizing response to pilot input
commands can significantly improve
the performance of high-speed aircraft. A recent study at the EAI Princeton Computation Center confirmed
this. An aircraft adaptive control system was simulated on a HYDAC 2000
hybrid computing system.
The analog portion of HYDAC 2000
simulated dynamics of the aircraft both
in real time and at 1000 times real time.
A reference model representing the
idealized aircraft response was also
simulated at 1000 times real time. The
digital portion of the computer made
an efficient multi-parameter search
through a decision making sequence
accomplished with programmed logic
elements.
For a given pilot command, the response of the reference mode'l and
the actual aircraft were computed at
high speed and compared. Gains in
the control loop for pitch, roll and
yaw were systematically varied until
values were determined which gave
the greatest correspondence between
these two high-speed systems. These

~Ptimizedvalues

. The employment of such a hybrid '
compu.ting system significantly extends
the simulation capabilities of the modern computing laboratory. It permits
the actual "automating" of certain
classes of problems and achieves impressive savings in computation time
and engineering evaluation effort.

~

were determined

53:>

Advanced Hybrid
Computing Systems
EAI undertook in 1961 the development of a hybrid system that would
meet the requirements specified in its
own and customer computer laboratories. These advanced computing
tools extend the science of simulation
by: 1. enabling complete system simulation. Onboard digital computers,
actuators, etc., may be readily included within the simulation. Transport delay simulation, accurate function storage, multi-variant function generation,
partial differential equation solution
and other complex functions and calculations are now practical. 2.
increased simulation laboratory efficiency. logic control, high-speed iterative techniques permit automatic pa":
rameter search, optimization, stability
'studies, parameter sensitivity analyzing, etc.
EAl's series of integrated hybrid
'computers includes: HYDAC 2000comprising the 231 R-1Z analog computer and the Series 350 digital operations system; HYDAC 2400-comprising the 231 R-1l, DOS~350 and the 375
(DDP-241 general purpose digital
computer.

~ -4;3 ~

~

~

within 0.1 second after the pilot initiated his comman'd. The gain settings
were then implemented in the, real
time model of the aircraft. This process continued to occur with gain val~es being upped ten times a second
as the input signals changed.
The study is described in EAI Application Study 3.4.5H, available on request.

*

__~

y

For detailed information on HYDAC
2000 or 2400 and their application, or
for research support services available at EAI Computation Centers,
write today ..

EAI

:LECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., Long Brllnch, New Jersey

ADVANCED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION SERVICES/ANALOG ',COMPUTERS/HYBRID ANALOG-DIGITAL COMPUTATION EQUIPMENT/SIMULATION SYSTEMS/,
SCIENTIFIC AND lABORATORY INSTRUMENTS/INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROl SYSTEMS/PHOTOGRAMMETRIC EQUIPMENT/ RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS/TEST
AND CHECK-OUT SYSTEMS/MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH AND DEVElOPMENT SERVICES/FiElD ENGINEERING AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SERVICES,
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One reason is that MAC Panel puts extra measures
of quality into the production of its Heavy-Duty
Computer Tape. And it's not just a white glove
treatment. It's white hat, coat and shoe covers
as well. Overdoing it? Maybe by some standards,
but these extra steps help assure reliable tape.

MAC PANEL COMPANY

- - - ------- --.------.. ---- ----------------..-.-----------

performance. MAC Panel's gravure coating process, MAGNE-FLO coating, is another step that
results in uniformly consistent signal output,
better wear characteristics. In short, greater tape
reliability. Your MAC Panel representative has
more facts, up his sleeve ... and testimonials, too.

MAC~

High Point, North Carolina

Representatives throughout. the United states,' Canada, Latin America and Europe
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• Automatically Programmed Tools
(APT) and numerical control technology will be' made available to
industry in a series of seminars. The
first will be held on symbolic control
technology, May 21-22, at the ITT
Research Institute, Chicago.
• The Assn. of Management Consultants Inc. will hold its annual conference, May 21-23, at the Hotel
Continental, Chicago.
• The National Telemetering Conference will take place at the Biltmore
Hotel, Los Angeles, June 2-4.
• The Systems Engineering Conference and Exposition will be held concurrently at the New York Coliseum,
June 8-1l.
• The Univ. of Southern Calif., Los
Angeles, will hold a short course on
hybrid computation, June 8-19. Topics
will include partial differential equations, system optimization, sampleddata control systems and man-machine
. systems.
• Five intensive courses on digital
computers in real time, digital computer engineering, automatic programming, numerical analysis and automata theory, sponsored by the Univ. of
Michigan, Ann Arbor, will be held
June 8-19.
easy to use. Ifyo'u wish,' we will p~ogram it for you,;
.
. It's priced low enough for many firms To switch from payroll to cost acto make the first step to automating counting, for example, just plug in a
different program panel.
.
all routine office work.
The
6010's
efficiency
is
so
high, yet
As you see it above, the 6010 will cost
its cost so low, that companies with
you under $20,000.
one overloaded computer may find
Its capabilities are similar to larger this compact'machine tobe a wel-'
computers. It is faster than any other come addition·:in· key operations,
computer its size.
. such as q'ualitycontro,l; billing or
The 6010 will accept directions from numerical controL·;
, ~',
punched tape or cards, or from its We offer sales,'se~vice',and instructypewriter keyboard. It prints data tion throughout·the world. Call your
directly on forms and produces a local Friden Systems man to see how
punched tape for further data proc- inexpensively"the 6010 Computer can
essing. It offers random access storage and performs logical functions.
.•
It will do a variety of jobs.
to F rid en, Inc.,
Your own people will find the 6010 San Leandro, Calif.
The Friden* 6010 Computer is a
small, solid state business computer.

fl den

~~t~~ftt:~~~~f~~f~"F

A Subsidiary of The Singer Company

*A TRADEMARK OF FRIDEN, INC.

• The Graduate School of Business
of the Univ. of Chicago will conduct·
a faculty seminar, sponsored by the
Ford Foundation, June 22-July 31.
Mathematical models and digital
computers in business is the subject
of the seminar.
• A course in Advanced Techniques
of Programming Digital Computers,
sponsored by Physical Sciences Extension and Engineering Extension,
UCLA, Los Angeles, will be held
June 22-26.
• The Fifth Joint Automatic Control
Conference, sponsored by the IEEE,
will be held at Stanford Univ., Stanford, Calif., June 24-26.
• The 19th annual meeting .of the
Association for Computing Machinery will be held at the Sheraton Hotel,
Philadelphia, August 25-27.
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BREAK THE SOFT\vARE PERFORMANCE BARRIER
When the chips are down and the only thing that counts is performance, call SPC, the one company that always
delivers, the one company with total software competence ... over 100 computer specialists in systems, in real
time, in software, in scientific applications.
That's why the tough problems go to SPC ... the big ones, the dirty ones, the ones never tried before.
Performance-:-wise, SPC routinely cracks computer and engineering software systems assignments that would
break the backs of giants.
CASE IN POINT: Douglas Aircraft Company, Missile and Space System Division, where the S-IVB stage of the
SATURN vehicle is under development. In support of this massive effort, directed by NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center, one of the world's most advanced and complex automatic checkout and ground data acquisition
systems is now taking shape.
The systems use three CDC-924-A computers; continuously monitor over 800 analog, digital, and discrete data
points; accept commands through an engineering-oriented automatic checkout and test compiler; initiate stimuli
and provide automatic conditional test alternatives according to responses; permit automatic control of static test
firing; control emergency shutdown and restart; and provide both a continuous running picture and quick-look
analysis of test status.
SPC systems programming specialists, together with Douglas and Mesa Scientific Corporation systems engineers,
are providing the advanced analysis program system design, and unprecedented systems programming performance needed to get the big bird off the ground.,,,,:,,,, """""'>
Exceptionally sticky problem? Sure. But sma~hirig.performanc~'}ec()rds is as regular as clockwork at SPC. Total
Competence where it really counts - in,~ysf~ms,inreal time, in ~ofhyare, in scientific applications - substantially reduces the conventional norm,{of"time and cost. '
,',
"""""""
In real time engineering control sy~tems;'comp'{~ter software systems";""'diita;;:'acquisition systems, multiple computer systems, simulators, process control systefns, informatidn systems, management systems, command and
control systems - wherever the systems and programming pro~lems are toughest - for complete project responsibility or expert on-site assistance - SPC outp~rforms all ,Oth~rs.
For your computer system problem, call SPC. SPC wants ydur business and a chance to demonstrate what
expert knowledge and superior performance re~iiy'"'~~h~:,··'''''''''''''''
An Equal Opportunity Employer, SPC wants moree~pert, hard-charging people who live to outperform. If that's
you, if this is your kind of company and you'd-li.ke tosharein~'ur,growth, write personally to: J. N. Graham,
Vice President and General Manager. "
""'~,

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING CORPORATION

1833 East 17th Street, Santa Ana, California. Phone: (714) 547·0069· Offices in Inglewood, Pasadena, Washington, D,C., Boston. An affiliate of Mesa Scientific Corporation
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knights in real time land
Sir:
As a Champion of the Underdog, I,
Sir Modred, shall undertake the defense
of the ogres slain by the gallant knight
encased in Junior Steel ("The Fabulous
World of Real Timeland" by T. B.
Steel Jr., March, p. 24). A sword
moulded from what Copi calls "the
Irrelevant Conclusion" should be easy
to shatter. Consider the plight of the
Naive Beginner who was attempting
to relate system time to "real world"
time. Our hero concluded that all
systems are subject to external time
constraints, simply because a job must
be finished in a reasonable period of
time. But surely our Naive Hero should
have concluded that our Beginner
expected there to be a continual series
of time constraints which may even be
clearly defined. By an "extremely clever
act," the Humble Author rendered
the Naive Beginner speechless.

\Vhat of the Practical Realist? He
is unfortunately not a "common fellow," for he is the one who follows the
Holy Grail, PROFIT. Of course, the
future is of great concern to the
sllccessflll Practical Realist. Here the
lance of Specious Reasoning is sharpened to a fine point. Is it true that
if one says there are time constraints
from the external environment, one
implies it is hard to meet the specifications? Surely neither statement
follows from the other. Perhaps the
system can easily meet the external
time constraints, even though these
constraints are of great concern to
the user.
How can we revive that slain
dragon, the Knowledgeable Expert?
This terrible creature was crushed by
one irrelevant question: "Can we
quantify the deadline and save the
phenomenon?" The answer given is
an incorrect "No," rather than a correct "Sometimes no." But in those
cases in which one can't quantify,
perhaps one can find a dependence
between deadlines, or perhaps one can
plan for surprise deadlines.
I am glad that the "Sin of Sloppy
Thinking" has not affected Sir Galahad.
I agree with him in spirit, but not in
practice, that deadlines imposed by

system designers are not important.
But a rejection of deadlines imposed
by the customer or user is tragic.
This rejection is based on the assumption that the customer is a "liar" or
perhaps only a "fool." Perhaps the
user is a blind machine who is not
interested in a "ton' of listings," but
is ready to use the results, if presented
in Braille.
LOUIS A. RAPHAEL
Scientific Data Systems
Santa Monica, California

Sir:
To restrict our thinking to the idea
of a mere deadline seems very strange
indeed. Rather, we must think in terms
of computational rates, input rates
and output rates that must be compatible with the mechanical rates of
a plant.
A definition of real-time systems
incorporating the idea of dynamics
accepts a computer and a business
corporation as such a system . . .
I am sure that any company that has
had a computer shift the digits on
a cheque several places to the left
appreciates this coupling more than
Mr. Steel.
JAMES

D.

KENDALL

DCF Systems Limited
Malton, Ontario, Canada

Hey, look me over ... The Anelex High Speed Ribbon
that is ... and you won't overlook the results you get with
your Anelex High Speed Printer when an Anelex Ribbon is on
the job . . . more good copy, faster, longer.
Ask for the details, price list and quantity
discounts. Anelex Corporation, 155 Causeway Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02114.

ANELEX®
HIGH

SPEED

RIBBONS

Sir:
From the taxonomical jungle of RealTimeland, Humble Author Steel has
brought back, alive and squirming, a
definition of "real-time" that includes
payroll applications and excludes airline reservation systems. Such a definition is contrary to traditional usage,
to say the least.
. . . Perhaps the proper approach
toward definition would be to abstract
from a sample of exemplary systems
those attributes uniquely "real-time."
Here are some attributes I find useful
in telling the r~al-time systems from
nonreal-timers.
1. Real-time systems are continuously
operating systems. They cannot be
arbitrarily interrupted without the.
high probability of seriously degraded
performance.
2. . .. are those.in which the current
time (not just the date) enters as
a factor into the calculations. They
have to keep track of minutes and
seconds, not just months and days.
(An hour-counting system, then, would
be a borderline case) .
3. . . . are those whose inputs are
automatically collected from their
sources and whose outputs are auto-
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matically distributed to their users.
4. . .. are those whose inputs cannot
adequately be scheduled and whose
outputs are constrained by responsetime limitations (severe enough to
make processing delays ~igh~y~ _lln~
desirable).
;
I should be very much surprised if,
from this short list of attributes, there
could . not be constructed a useful
definition, in high agreement with
traditional usage, of that much abused
term, "real-time."
CHRlSTOPHEH.

J. SHAW

System Development Corp.
Santa Monica, California

norbert wiener: in memoriam

Sir:
The death of Norbert Wiener in
Stockholm will leave a void in the
world that may not be assessed for
many years .. He lived as prophets
always do: ignored by most in his own
country; venerated by his disciples;
often ridiculed by the press and its
readers; and rarely believed. Outside
his own country, Wiener has been
revered as one of the very few very
great men of this century.
We, at home, who take some pride
that we revered his genius and who
have known his prophecies to be the
truth, shall miss the great master. We
feel keenly that we have lost his
guidance, his inspiration and his wisdom. But we also know that he will
live as long as there is a civilization
in which human beings can strive to
achieve what he worked for: the
human use of human beings.
ALICE MARY HILTON

New York, New York

fortran VI

Sir:
Regarding your story on the IBM/
SHARE committee (April, p. 17) ,
on March 6, the SHARE Executive
Board by unanimous resolution advised IBM as follows:
The Executive Board has reported to
the SHARE body that we look forward to the early development of a
language embodying the needs that
SHARE members have requested
over the past 3~~ years. We urge IBM
to proceed with early implementation of such a language, using as a
basis the report of the SHARE Advanced Language Committee.
BEN R. FADEN
For the SHARE Executive Board
North American Aviation
El Segundo, California
. CIRCLE 16 ON READER CARD
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This is

a new··product!

rFM-202

MAGl/fTIC

fIlM

M£MOR~

Fabri-Tek's 300-nanosecond thin-film memory system has been on the market
for well over a year now, so we refuse to call it "new." Some people are just
catching up to the memory system technology we offered last year, but they
still haven't caught up with the Fabri-Tek Series FFM-202 Magnetic Film
Memory System.

If you have such applications as scratch pad storage, index registers, real time
data processing, or any of the new exotic data processing problems where high
speed with reliability is needed, then here is your answer.
• 300 nanoseconds full cycle .200 nanoseconds read or write only • 150
nanoseconds access time. Read only, write only, read-restore, read-modifywrite operating modes • Capacities up to 512 words of 36 bits each • Full
Fabri-Tek quality, realiability, and maintenance ease
Why wait for others to announce their new products when you can have the
answer to your high-speed memory problems today. Write, call, or wire Robert
E. Rife, Fabri-Tek Incorporated, Amery, Wisconsin. COngress 8-7155 (Area
715). TWX: 715-292-0900.

~ABR.II==TIEI~
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. they're
starting
to copy
us

Its e ems t hat i n -p-r-o-v-i~n.....:...g~t-o-~;::.::::--------'----------------,
business and government that
multi-processing really works,
we convinced the competition
too! They used to knock us. Now
they're knocking themselves out ~ ..
trying to develop multi-proces- -(
sors of their own. But remember
this: only the Burroughs B 200,
, B 5000 and D 825 are right now
routinely running production
programs for their users, utilizing
effective multi-processing. The ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !
proof is yours for the asking.

.

:'/'.~- -~.'=:"

Burroughs Corporation Ll 0 <'"
Burroughs ....

Detroit, Michigan 48232
Burroughs-TM

'0-)
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The new fully-militarized 500 RM Tape Reader
At last! ... a reader conceived, designed and built
specifically for military applications - the tape reader
that meets all applicable MIL specs including require·
ments for low temperature operation.
It's Photocircuits' new high-speed 500 RM ..•• the
fully-militarized photoelectric reader that gives you
n~ading speeds up to 1,000 char/sec. and 8" reels for
maximum data storage. The new 500 RM's exclusive
printed-motor direct-capstan drive eliminates completely all the brake and pinch-roller problems typical
of today's hybrid or conventional units - giving you

accuracy plus reliability unequalled by any ordinary
tape reader.
Details and specifications on the fully-militarized 500
RM are yours for the asking ... or, if commercial/industrial applications are your interest, ask about
Photocircuits' new high-speed 500 R. Write today to:

•
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TAPE READER DIVISION
GLEN. COVE, NEW YORK
CJRTRMRTICJN

DATAMATION

BUSINESS
& SCIENCE

SYSTEMS
ANALYSTS

PROGRAMMERS
. . . with Scientific or Business Computer experience in the application of data process·
ing systems for the collection, programming
and dissemination of information at a high
input·output level. Orientation in large Communications Systems desirable. B.S., M.S., or
Ph.D. in EI ectrical Engineering, Mathematics,
or Physics essential.

-I

-

HIGHLY DESIRABLE ASSIGNMENTS
IN
• PENNSYLVANIA
• CALIFORNIA
• MASSACHUSETIS
• FLORIDA
• WASHINGTON, D.C.
• MARYLAND

• PROGRAM SYSTEMS
ANALYSTS
To develop requirements and prepare specifications for design evaluation tests, to examine
operation of experimental and production mod·
els of the system. Design of system tests and
special test operating procedures. Will particl·
pate in live system testing of various complex
systems. Will analyze test data and prepare
documents which spell out results and con·
clusions to be derived from system tests. These
conclusions should cover adequacy of the de·
sign logic and implementation of equipments,
computer programs, and control manning.

• SENIOR PROGRAMMERS
Will be responsible for the overall planning and
supervision of computer programs. Will assign,
outline and coordinate work of programmers
and write and debug complex programs involv·
ing mathematical equations. Requires experl·
ence in the operation and programming of large
electronic data processing systems, such as
the AN/FSQ-7 or 8, IBM 700 or 1400 series,
RAMAC 1301, or Philco 2000 series.

BO
B6
~2
~8

)3

)7

• COMPUTER
PROGRAMMERS
To develop and/or analyze logic diagrams,
translate detailed flow charts into coded mao
chine instructions, test run programs and write
descriptions of completed programs. Requires
experience in the operation and programming
of large electronic data processing systems,
such as the AN/FSQ·7 or 8, IBM 700 or 1400
series, RAMAC 1301 or Philco 2000 series.

Direct Resumes in Confidence To Dept. 801
G. T. EVANS
ElTlployment Manager

PHILeo
A SUBSIDIARY OF FORD MOTOR COMPANY

TECH REP DIVISION
P.o. BOX 4730 PHILADELPHIA, PA, 19134

COMPUTERS, COMMUNICATIONS
IN HEAD-ON CLASH
ASCII,established as an American standard code
for information interchange last summer, may be
headed for trouble in its implementation cycle.
Although ASA's BEMA-sponsored X.3 has voted to
publish a proposed standard for high-order-first
transmission, low order can't be counted out yet.
And even if high order gains the standards nod,
it's doubtful that the federal government or the
communications industry would use it.
GSA has specified low order first for a big '64
Western Union communications system; DOD has
specified low order for its successor to FIELDATA;
the Bureau of Standards favors low order, as do
international communications interests. Even with
publication, no consensus for high order is foreseen.
But if it did pass, it might be a non-standard
standard.
FORTRAN VI
VERY MUCH ALIVE
The SHARE executive committee says its carefully
worded statement to IBM (see this month's letters)
on npl (new programming language, or F-6) was not
tentatively negative, but "as enthusiastic as we
could make it" after only three or four days of
study. "It's definitely a good language ... contains
nearly all we'd been asking for," say~ one member.
The committee hurried its recommendation to IBM
so work could proceed; no floor motions were made to
shoot it down, despite some criticism resulting ...
maybe from confusion about the aims of npl, which
originated from desires to extend and improve
FORTRAN. Now it looks to SHARE leaders like something
quite different ... not a FORTRAN replacement, but
a language for scientific applications with data
processing overtones. They doubt it will prove
attractive to GUIDE, a user group with stronger
COBOL leanings.
The npl specs were made available to ASA's X.3.4
programming languages subcommittee, but even serious
preliminary standards study is months away. Although
SHARE says it did not consider the 'question of
standards implications in making its evaluation, the
implications loom large. IBM competitors must now
decide to push implementation of npl for their
machines
or wait to see its fate as the third
language for the 360. Decisions, decisions.
360 TRIGGERS ANNOUNCEMENTS,
NEW MARKETING GIMMICKS
Evidence of 360's impact was strong at the SJCC,
where several new machines were unveiled, including
3 C's DDP-224 and DEC's PDP-7. The 7, featuring a
1.75-usec memory, is program-compatible with the
PDP-4, sells for maybe 10% more. With a $95K price

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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computer
careers

Our clients have present critical
needs in the $9,000·$25,000 class
for Managers and Seniors and men
who can accept management reo
sponsibility and professional growth.

-

N
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C

A
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PR

EUROPEAN and

NATIONWIDE CHOICE
N.Y., N.J., MASSACHUSETTS, WASH·
INGTON, D.C., BALTIMORE, PHILA·
DELPHIA. HUNTSVILLE, HOUSTON,
DALLAS, FLORIDA, OHIO, UTAH,
CALI FORNIA & OTHERS

.,10
19

28
37
46
55
64
73

Contact us you
some expene.nce
or interest in any of the follOWing:

o Scientific Computation or An·
alysis-For unusual Aerospace and
Lunar programs. IBM 7000 type ex·
perience & strong Mathematics
oReal Time- Programming

o Software Development-Lan·
guages, Compi1ers, Assemblers,
Monitors or Sub Routines
o Operations Research/Analysis
-Linear Programming plus Com·
puter Applications
o Systems-Planning, Design,
Analysi.) of State of the Art Massive
Data Handling Systems
o Programming-Large Scale
Computers
o SYSTEMS DESIGN/DVMT-New
Military on·line D.P. Systems work
with sales/mktg/ customer engi·
neering
Personalized individual service by
our technically trained staff helps
you locate that unique position.

ANELEX MODEL 800
RANDOM ACCESS DISK FILE
GIVES MORE FOR THE MONEY
Capacity, speed of access and reliability are provided at a cost which
makes Model 800 the most practical Memory System for virtually all
computers currently being built ... as well as those planned for the near
future. The eight disk system has a capacity of more than 200,000,000
bits. Access time averages 100 msec. Reliability is assured by Anelex's
reputation for excellence in producing peripheral equipment for the
data processing industry. The efficient design of the Model 800 substantially reduces size, weight and complexity of the file while providing simplicity of operation and ease of maintenance. Write today for further
~
. information on how the
Model 800 can suit your
"""
design requirements.
8£___~ 155 Causeway St., Boston 14, Mass.

A N E LE
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all' QUAL.ITV

newest

COBOL &

FORTRAN

Software Implementation &
'Techniques, Programming I
Analysis-$9-21,OOO

CRTRMRTICJN

-

T
(

~

(

Write in confidence outlining Para·
meters or call (collect) Mr. Albert
(Area Code 212) PLaza 9·1720

.n

a·~

aLBeRT. neLLlssen. IOC.
leading Consultants to Management
in the Data Processmg Field
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510 MADISON AVENUE, N.Y. 22, N.Y.
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SJCC SOCIETY GLEANINGS

RUMORS AND
RAW RANDOM DATA
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tag for a typical system, the 7 will compete with
the likes of the 224 ... SDS 920 and 930.
GE, meanwhile, privately pushed its new family,
the "600/compatibles," featuring new airborne
(A-605) and military machines (M-605, M-625), to go
along with the previously leaked 625 & 635. GE
hopes the 600 will help it capture a hunk of the
command & control market, estimated at 900 megabucks/yr by '65 and $1.2-billion by 1970.
Honeywell was busy. Besides demonstrating its 200
Liberator and discussing the new 1.75-usec-memory
300, the company set up a weather service. A recorded
message at a NYC phone number predicted sunny skies·
over Washington, "clearing fog." Earlier messages
had been more pointed: "Temperatures of minus 360
degrees in Poughkeepsie," falling due to a cold .
front caused by customers asking if the 360 was
designed to satisfy their needs or the
manufacturer's. Privately Honeywell says it will
be building 60 200's a month by the end of the year.
AFIPS re-elected its·officers (chairman is Don
Madden), decided to continue its search for a
voice-of-the-industry secretary . . . . ACM heard the
report of its committee of thoughtful persons, who
think the Association might want to change its
name, also start worrying about dwindling membership ..
Why? Fear that time sharing, other new techniques,
will automate the programmer out of existence. The
answer: an education program to upgrade applications
programmers to systems programmers . . . . The IEEE
merged the old computer committees of its founding
societies (IRE, AlEE) into a new one: Society for
Computey Sciences, headed by Keith Uncapher . . . .
ASA's X.3.4 subcommittee made a recommendation that
the U.S. representative to the forthcoming
international standards meeting recommend concurrent
and equal-favor development of ALGOL, COBOL and
FORTRAN standards . . . . The recently revised COBOL
committee may be revised again.
EA Industrial Group,NYC, has been formed to design,
manufacture and peddle industrial control systems.
The firm is also sale U.S. distributor·for the
computer products of England's Elliott Automation.
Now quoting Elliott computers in its bids, EAIG
plans to announce its own digital control computer
"soon." Now 10 people strong, the firm will
manufacture out of LA.
Another new firm, U.S. Magnetic Tape, Chicago,
is getting ready to market a new "super tape."
Digital Equipment Corp. says it's sold more PDP-6's
since the 360 announcement than before ... Ampex
will build an IBM-compatible nine-channel tape unit
which should be available this year. Look for all
else to follow suit . . . . In addition to s~arting
its own institute, CEIR will offer to market
products of information processing firms. The deal
would include sales promotion, advertising and PR,
would represent the industry's first nationwide
rep effort . . . . IBM is negotiating for contracts to
build two super 360's (mod 90), probably for the
AEC . . . . A DEC employee is said to have met a
minister in an-Australian pub who asked him his line.
When the American said computers, the minister said,
"My grandfather was in that line." That's right, he
meant Charles Babbage . . . . One 7090 user estimates it
might cost him $3-million at each of three
installations to reprogram for the 360.
19
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a $41,000 multiparameter analyzer ... and general
purpose computer By combining the PDP-5 computer and a dual channel
analog-to-digital converter, Digital has developed a dual-purpose machine that's priced lower
than many special-purpose analyzers-and less capable computers. Unique among analyzers, its
parameters are programmed in rather than built in. This way, parameters may be easily altered.
There is an ample core memory for a 56 by 64 matrix. And although each channel
has a capacity of 4096 counts, channels may be made double
length through programming to achieve a count capacity in excess
of 16 million. A built-in data channel permits a 12-bit
event to be entered in six microseconds. • As a computer,
the PDP-5 can be used for such functions as peak area
integration, spectrum stripping, curve fitting, and a wide
variety of other mathematical analyses. The machine has
a 55,555 additions-per-second computation rate, a 1024- or
4096-word random access magnetic core memory, 12-bit word
length, 24-bit arithmetic, two-megacycle bit input via built-in
data channel, external device program interrupt, input-output
buss for direct connection of as many as 64 external devices, .
and a complete software package-including programs to
perform standard one- and two-parameter data taking and data
display functions. The $41,000 price tag includes the PDP-5,
CRT display, analog-to-digital converter, keyboard printer,
paper tape reader, and punch. • If these facts have
EQUIPMENT
whetted your appetite for more detailed information, we'd
CORPORATION
be happy to talk to you about the PDP-5 at your convenience!,
MAYNARD, MASSACHUSETTS
los Angeles • Palo Alto • Park
Ridge, III. • Washington, D. C. •
Parsippany, N. J. • Pittsburgh,
Pa .• Ottawa, Canada • Munich,
Germany • Sydney, Australia
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REPORT
THE SERIES 360:
SALES. BY OSMOSIS

NEW TARGET FOR GAO

No wild enthusiasm was kindled among Government
computer users by IBM's 360 announcement. The 18
to 24 month hiatus before any hardware will be seen
made for a somewhat soggy initial reaction. But
Government folk, like their commercial counterparts,
are well attuned psychologically to acceptance of
IBM's latest as the "logical next step."
One sidelight: The 360's modularity features may
in part answer cries of "oversold" that frequently
emanate from the General Accounting Office. It's
even possible that leasing, a bad word lately aroulld
Government agencies, might come back in style.
Will the transition to the 360 be automatic?
That's probably the way to bet, but since the 360
is such a departure from its immediate predecessors,
especially in software, a number of Government users
"are thinking radical thoughts about other
manufacturers. "When the time comes to turn in our
7094," noted one astute Federal computer shop
operator, "our operating continuity will be
disrupted in any event by the 360, so we may just
as well look over what the other manufacturers have
got to offer. Maybe we'll find a computer that'll
do our job better,."
The openminded approach, however, is likely to
be confined to the more sophisticated scientifictype users within the Government.
The General Accounting Office has focused its
gimlet eyes on the costs borne by the Federal
Government on behalf of Government contractors who
maintain large in-house computing complexes and bill
their costs back to Uncle Sam. Ordinarily the
expense involved in maintaining these computers is
buried in overall project costs, but GAO gumshoes
have been dredging up some of the fiscal facts. Big
dough is involved. People who ought to know say that
the amount of money spent on computers in this
fashion by the Government exceeds the amount it
spends directly for EDP gear,which places the figure
in the $700-million-annually ,ball park.
First large contractor to be tied to the stake
and baited on these charges in a GAO report was
Martin Marietta Corporation, at whose Aerospace
Division facilities GAO claims the Government will
be paying unnecessary costs of $7.7 million over a
five-year period, $13 million over a six-year period.
This, says GAO, is because Martin Marietta leased,
rather than bought, several oodles of IBM equipment.
"Nonsense," Martin Marietta has in effect answered,
but the Congressional watchdog agency remains
convinced it's on the trail of something big.
The GAO report also contains its usual
recommendation that the President establish a central
source, facilit"y, agency or §,o!!!gt1!ing for Government
computer acquisitions and their utilization. H. R.
5171 - the Brooks bill - meanwhile languishes in
Continued on page 101
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If you're using
your telephone service
only for "people talk"... you may be only half using it!
Once, business phones were strictly for peopleto-people communicating.
Not so today. Bell System DATA-PHONE service
has changed that. It has made it possible to speed
volumes of operating data-payrolls, invoices, inventories-over the same telephone lines you use
to plan a meeting or arrange a business luncheon.
Combine DATA-PHONE transmission with your
regular telephone service-and you achieve an integrated information-handling system that can help
you save time, control oosts and. minimize paperwork throughout your operation.
One of our Communications Consultants will
bring you all the details. Just call your Bell Telephone Business 'Office and ask for his services.

Bell Telephone System
Serving you
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LEST WE FORGET
SEAC retired last month with all the fanfare befitting the last official public appearance of a vigorous teen-age pioneer. Put to work at the National Bureau of
Standards in 1950 (what were you contributing to computing then?), SEAC
has since performed nobly, with dutiful precision - if not always with grace
and elegance - in a wide range (perhaps not quite 360 0 ) of important problem
solving and information processing experimentation. SEAC graduates constitute
a Who's Who of numerical analysis and computing. The machine helped in the
development of linear programming ... and the H-bomb.
The farewell party was fun. Old SEAC friends told stories that would have
made a human retiree laugh and cry. Like the day they proclaimed a "Very
Good Friday" because "SEAC can addl" The next Monday, said Dr. Ralph
Slutz, they di'scovered "it couldn't subtract." This was corrected, as was the
strange malfunctioning characteristic which 'could be resolved only by jumping
on the wooden floor supporting SEAC. There was the day the typewriter ran
out of paper. So the printout of prime numbers was recorded on toilet paper.
To those who worked with the machine at all hours of the day, SEAC took
on a human personality ... female, of course. She became the "good old girl"
who performed faithfully even though her adder was deSigned backward and
upside down, whose weak joints sometimes made jiggling fatal.
Ida Rhodes, first studying the description of the machine, couldn't figure out
the meaning of the Greek letter mu before the word "seconds." The week that
was to be devoted to a study of a "scatter-brained scheme" stretched to three
years, and a beautiful relationship with "that beautiful, precious, precocious
SEAC . . . a little darling who performed beautifully from the start."
"Bewildered, bewitched and bothered" by what she called a miraculous birth,
Ida felt it was "a mirage, a trick ... that her senses were being duped. But,"
she added, "it has been for the past 15 years a most diligent, faithful and competent servant." And it taught her that the efforts of dedicated people can create
what their senses tell them is impossible.
To this enchanted observer of SEAC's swan song, the ceremony underlined
a couple of key ideas. John Todd, chief of the computer lab at NBS in SEAC's
early days, stressed one of them when he pointed out that the first computer
user was an engineer or mathematician. Today he is a bank manager. He
described modern computing as a "mail order business," fit for "spades and
shovels" . . . and added that "the best and most interesting work will be done
with the mathematician close to the console."
Time-sharing and the remote console open a door to a closer relationship
between man and machine than has been possible lately. But we doubt that it
will ever approach the good old days. But if it allows the people with the
problem to do some direct, dynamic, creative work without hours of coding or
educating a programmer, it will be a step backwards in the right direction.
The farewell party re-enforced another of our pet notions: that it's the people
behind the machine who count. We learned that the bright, creative people who
built, developed and tutored SEAC were especially warm human beings . . .
not the stiff, learned stereotype egghead of popular legend. To these people to the Sam Alexanders and Ida Rhodes' - the computing profession owes
continuing gratitude.
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Data processing is speeded up when source documents
are used as input to activate· machines, whether by MCR,
OCR, or punched cards. Extremely close tolerances in input
documents are a 'must' for perfect results.
Moore forms are manufactured to serve as accurate
input media for all types of data processing equipment.
For example, Moore Tab Card forms are made with the

grain long, offering maximum rigidity along card length,
affording greatest dimensional stability.
Moore MCR printing meets exacting ABA specifications
for accuracy in reading-sorting operations. OCR forms
made by Moore meet the highest standards for correct
readings by all optical scanning equipment.
Moore precision products are the result of years of

•
Ie

experience in practically every type of form construction.
32 modern plants, close to you for service, have the most
modern equipment, the most knowledgeable, personnel.
The Moore man knows equipment and the proper form
construction for each machine. Rely on him for recommendations on forms and forms systems to get the utmost
from your equipment.

Ask the Moore man for suggestions- he can help.
If you work with forms, we can show you how to make
forms work for you.
'The right business form for every form of business'
Niagara Faits, New York
Emeryville, Calif.

Park Ridge, III.

Denton, Texas

Over 500 offices and factories in North America

MOORE BUSINESS
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OPERATING
SYSTEMS

boon or
boondoggle?

by T. B. STEEL, JR.
When a group of computing old timers gathers
together, the conversation often turns on some
harrowing experience of console debugging.
'
Viewed through the mists of eight or 10 years such experiences tend to take on a poetic character. One is led to
the conclusion that only here is found true rapport 'between men and machines;, only in this way is real computing done. There is a key truth in this point of view and
we shall explore it in a moment. Naive advocacy of this
position, however, ignores an elemental fact of life. Scores
of man-hours can be purchased' for the cost of one machine hour.
Operating systems were born from this observation. The
sole purpose of early operating systems was elimination
of idle ti~e. Modern operating systems attempt a great
deal more than minimization of idle time, and the history
of the development of operating systems is largely a story
of this changing philosophy. To see this development in
perspective it is important to' keep in' mind the original
problem. '
Even a casual observer could easily discern the primary
sources of idle time in an environment where' the programmer marched into the machine room with his card
decks and listings, preparatory to an extended session of
playing with the console keyboard. First, an inordinate
amount of time was wasted whenever the machine hung
up and the programmer scratched his head, trying to fig,ure out what to do next. Second, nothing at all happened
-not even constructive thinking-when a job was done.
The departing programmer had' to gather all his material
and insure that nothing was left undone. The new user
had to get himself and his material properly emplaced. 1

The growth of problem size and the attendant increase
of magnetic tape usage further complicated the problem
of logistics.
The initial step toward a solution to this problem was
obvious: get the programmer back to his coding sheets
by hiring professional machine operators and instructing
them to take a standard action on unanticipated machine
stops. This helped by streamlining the logistics and eliminating head scratching at the conso]e,2 but even operators
took a noticeable amount of time to remove one job and
initiate another. The next step-automation of as many of
the operators' functions as possible-is apparen!.today; in

1 It was during this hasty transfer of authority that the worst calamity
would occur-a dropped card deck (often unsequenced). If this deck be. longed to the oncoming' user, idle time mushroomed. Paper tape has
its virtues.

problematical whether it really cut cost. To the author's knowledge no
study was ever made to see if the machine time saved was worth the cost
of the operators. It doesn't really matter because total machine time available had already become a problem by the time operators were widely
employed.

D

~ It certainly helped to cut down the time t~at the run light was off. It is
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Mr. Steel is a computer systems
scientist in the Advanced Technology & Research Directorate
of System Development Corp.,
Santa Monica, Calif., and a
senior research leader of the
Information Processing Research staff. He;s particularly
conce~ned with applications of
mathematical logic to dp
theory. He is AFIPS rep to the
IFIP TC-2 Programming Language committee, and secretary of X3.4 Common Programming Languages subcommittee. He holds a SA and MA
in math from U. of California.
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the early fifties its conception was an imaginative accomplisbment.
.
A corollary for the automation of the machine operator
is the necessity for rigid control of access to the machine
console .. As might be expected, this has caused a great
deal of complaint. Most of the objections come from programmers who feel that they are unable to debug their
programs without intimate interaction with the machine.
Experience proves this false. Also lost, however, is the
capability for. a 1,lser to monitor the progress of calculation
in his problem: In certain cases this loss is kCGnly felt and
cannot be repaired by programming alone ulltil helll'istic
programming or some other aspect of artificial intelligence
technology. succeeds in reproducing hunulll de'cisionmaking in problem-solving situations.
Assignment of priority for the invention of an idea has
been a hazardous undertaking since the time of Newton.
The author doesn't know-and really never expects to
know-who first thought of, an operating .system. First
thoughts are unimportant in this sort of business anyway.
The man who counts is the one who implements and publicizes an idea. Perhaps the first serious semi-public discussion of the concept took place at an informal meeting
of 701 users in Herb Grosch's hotel room during the 1953
Eastern Joint Computer Conference in Washington.
Among those present were representatives from the General Motors Research Laboratories, the installation that can
claim the credit (or assume the blame) 3 for introducing
the operating system to the computing world.
General Motors developed and used an elementary operating system late in their 701 experience. The effect of
the introduction of this system on their machine room
productivity was such that they felt compelled to construct a similar system for their next machine, a 704. The
Los Angeles Division of North American Aviation had
been impressed with the effectiveness of the GM system
and was also planning to obtain a 704. In 1955 the two
installations joined forces to produce an operating system
for the 704. The unparalleled success of the 704 spread
the GM-NAA concepts into all corhersof computing
,through the medium of the concurrently developing
SHARE organization. Soon, most 704 installations had
operating systems of their own, and not long thereafter
the idea jumped the boundaries of machine type. Today
operating systems are used almost universally in connection with large computers.
This rapid dispersal of the operr.ting system concept is
a striking example of the influence of cooperation and
communication on the information processirig business.
In the absence of SHARE and the other user groups, a
few operating systems would have been developed by individual installations in splendid isolation, but the suddenly acquired ubiquity of the notion would not have been
forthcoming. Aside from the user groups there are two
other potentially unifying forces in the information processingcommunity: the professional societies and the manufacturers. By and large the pragmatic orientation of operating system development has prevented interest in them

from breaking through. the theoretical bias of the professional societies, and the manufacturers have been quite
slow in understanding the requirement. -1 The original
problem attacked by operating systems-minimizing idle
time-is not reaIiy a computing problem at all; rather, it
is a problem of ins~allation management. It is a users'
problem and was solved. by users.
The basic idea of a primitive operating system aimed
at the elimination of idle time is job stacking (or batching).1i Rather than being loaded into the machine independently and immediately executed, a collection of jobs
is gathered into an input batch and the programs necessary
for each job, together with the relevant input, .are all
loaded onto an input file. There is a program, normally
kept in the main store, whose function is to load the next
job from -the input file, halting only when there are no
more jobs to process. All jobs are required, upon completion, to transfer ,control to this program, and the machine
operators are instructed to execute the appropriate manual
transfer if anything goes wrong. Aside' from trivia, like a
routine that sets all of the unused portion of the main
store in such a fashion that a wild transfer of control in
some job causes the next job to be brought in automatically, nothing else can be done to dispose of inherent idle.
time. The rest of the paraphernalia of a modern operating
system is designed to serve different purposes.
In addition to inherent idle time, deriving from the fact
that people and machines perform at different rates, there
is another kind of idle time which can plague a computing
installation. It comes from conHicts that arise due to
the independent decisions made by programmers in the
selection of machine components. A simple example of
such a situation is the case of .programmer N + 1 who
wants to use tape unit A as an intermediate scratch tape
just after programmer N has used the same unit as an
output tape. While operators run about dismounting and
mounting tapes-or, at the very least, changing switches to
rename tape units-everything in the machine must come
to a halt.
Given just the simple loading program described above,
however, the only thing standing in the way of the virtual
banishment of idle time is this complex logistics of input
and output. In order to make an operating system function
effectively, it is necessary that each program conform to
a set of input-output constraints in the interest of prevention of confliCts and the possible destruction of files.
The rules governing these constraints are complicated,
difficult to explain and impossible to enforce by management fiat. The solution is simple. An uncomplicated, obvious and enforceable rule is adopted to the effect that
all input and output is done through standard routines
that are part of the· operating system. In this way the constraints are embodied in a single program and universally
applied. Additionally, since the bulk of machine failures
in the past decade have manifested themselves in magnetic tape systems, centralized control of all input and output
permits .standard and effective recovery procedures. 6
An operating system that minimizes idle time through

3 The possibility that operating systems are a mistake is a serious one and
will be dealt with below. That they are a mixed blessing is unexceptionable
as the current furor over turn-around time makes clear.

5 "Batching" is really the better term. Commonly; jobs are stacked on a
serial file and executed in the order of loading. With the advent of random
access mass stores, a batch of jobs can be deposited in the store and executed according to some priority scheme that is quite independent of
the order of loading. Thus, the job file ceases to be an ordered stack and
becomes an unordered batch.

4 There are facts to support this contention. For example, at the beginning
of 1956 three 704 customers-RAND, Lockheed, and North Americanpooled their free checkout time to improve its utilization. The IBM people
were startled at the idea of the simple. program written. on the spot that
allowed the stacking of assemblies so that operator intervention was not
required from .one to the next. If such a trivial departure from stacking
input to an applications program was surprising, it is no wonder that the
more sophisticated idea of stacking whole jobs did not occur to them.
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6 This is not logitally true. The individual programmer, knowing what his
own program is up ~o, can, in principle, do a better job of error recovery
than can a standard routine. The trouble is that the programmers usually
don't bother to try.
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a job sequencer and centralized input-output has accomplished its assigned task. Such a system provides a bonus
value, however, for it makes possible a number of things
that could not sensibly be done ,in its absence. This is a
direct consequence of the fact thCtt an operating system
pro~i~es a focal point inside the machine for capitalizing
on mformation derived froin the inter-job transition. For
example, if a machine is equipped with a real-time clock,
appropriate routines can automatically log jobs, compute
macbine time charges and prepare machine utilization
reports. Also, .on a machine with parallel input-output
channels, it is often possible for input of the next job to
begin prior to completion of output for the last job. While
this sort of thing may seem old hat to the reader today,
it was far from obvious not so long ago and, furthermore,
was (and still is) hard to do right.
Channeling all jobs through a single focus permits other
economies and procedural simplifications. An obvious and
almost universally employed strategem is the collection of
frequently employed service routines, such as assembly
programs and compilers" into a single HIe. The. principal
virtue of this procedure is riot to save loading time,7 but
rather to provide a single, common copy of each service
program. Thus, everyone uses the same versions of the
service routines, modification and maintenance being reduced, thereby, from a hopeless nightmare to an unpleasant chore. Additionally, establishment of a system file leads
to the possibility. of phasing.
Phasing is perhaps the least understood and most maligned aspect of operating system technology. The essentials of the concept are simple. First, input translationassembling, compiling, decimal to binary data conversion,
etc.-is done for all jobs in a batch, the re5ults going to
an intermediate file. Then, execution of all jobs takes place
with all results recorded in binary form on another interme,diate file. Finally, output translation-binary to decimal
data conversion, formatting, etc.-is done for all jobs in
the batch.8 The original purpose of phasing was to save
storage space. Input and output routines seem to consume
a great deal of space and on machines with small stores
it is possible to free a large part of the main store for calculation by relegating the. input and output portions of
the program to separate phases of processing. This gain
, is paid for, of cpurse, by addition of the time required to
write and subsequently read the intermediate file. As main
stores have increased in size, the marginal gain from phasing has become less important. We might say that phasing
is a passing phase.
Before leaving the subjeot of phasing it is worth noting
two additional matters. First, it is possible to save a fair
amount of time in the input and output phases if the pertinent service routines can all be kept in storage, thus
eliminating repetitive readings of the system file. To my
knowledge this has never been successfully done for an
input phase, largely due to the inordinate size of compilers
at the time of major interest in phasing. It has, however;
been done for output translation and proven quite effec~
tive. The second observation is that phasing represents
the high point (or low point, perhaps) of the divorce
between user and program. In a phased system there is
7 Whether

the service routine is on a system file or on the input file has
no bearing, generally, on the time it requires for loading. Time ;s saved,
of course, in the peripheral activity of originally loading the input file.

no longer a continuing span of time during which a given
user's job is run. It is this fact mGre than anything else
that led to loud objections to the whole concept of phasing.
Those aspects of operating systems discussed above
have all dealt with the problems of running a job shop,
and, as such, are concerned with machine efficiency and
management information gathering. Recent operating systems have been cloaked in a panoply of devi<:es aimed at
aiding the programmer. Thus, routines whose original purpose was to handle input-output logistics have been turned
into input~output control systems that virtually eliminate
the need for a programmer to know anything about machine input-output. Integration of compilers and the loading routines of operating systems has provi<1ed some storage allocation capability. The vast array of debugging
aids incorporated into today's operating systems is an
attempt to atone for pushing the programmer out of the
machine room.
Today, operating systems are being developed to deal
with all the problems mentioned above and, in addition,
are being designed to handle the requirements of new
hardware capabilities-direct data inputs, miscellaneous
interrupt conditions, multiprocessing, and so forth. It
should be evident that a modern computing installationat least to the extent that it is a lob shop-could not function effectively in the old fashioned environment. This
does not mean that operating systems are ,vholly beneficial, however. The problem of removing the man from
the machine has already been mentioned. Associated with
this is the problem of turn-around. In many shops it takes
far too long for a job to pass through the system, and we
begin to see the converse of the problem cperating systems were designed to solve. A great deal of man time is
now expended to gain a little machine time. Finally, to
date operating systems have been invariably ad hoc programs, highly inachine-dependent.
Solutions to both problems are on the horizon. The notion of on-line programming-providing the user with, direct access to the machine-made economical by multiplexing users (time sharing), is rapidly gaining adherents.
It promises to bring back the old rapport between the user
and his program without the associated inefficiencies. Also,
operating system functions are not as machin~-dependent
as one might suppose. Work is now underway to implement an almost 9 machine-independent operating system.
So far there seems to be no work on a machine-independent, time sharing, on-line system but there is no compelling
reason why such a system can't· be built. I will stick my
neck out far enough to predict that this will be the wave
of the future, with time sharing coming first.
Now we can return, brieRy, to the question, "Are operating systems a good thing?" It is now my belief that
they are not-to the extent that the emphasis on job batching has taken the user away from interaction with his
program. They have certainly been a necessary evil, however, machine costs being what they are. Perhaps the
traditionaL operating system has been an essential detour
in the attainment of efficient on-line operation, for this
too has its control system and, while different from a batch .
job sequencer, is no less an ove'rbead program common
to all users. And it seems certain that large machines will
rarely be used hereafter without some central control
program.
•
makes sense on binary machines. This is not entirely true; although phasing
was invented for binary machines and is more advantageous on them.
l1
Almost" means that approximately 95% of the lines of code in the
system be in a machine-independent procedure language and will not require change for a new machine.

9

8

The emphasis on binary in this discussion suggests that phasing only
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OPERATING
SYSTEM
FOR THE
800/1800

"admiral"

by JACQUES BOUVARD
The development of an operating system for a
large scale digital computer is a challenging
undertaking. The designer has to cope with a
variety of so-called "desirable" characteristics which too
often appear partially conflicting. Underlying these conflicts is the fact that the operation of a computer brings
into play three separate, but intimately related, elementsnamely, the computer user, the machine and the software.
Each of these elements has its own requirements, capabilities and limitations.
Recognizing that the computer is essentially a tool whose
problem-solving capabilities are enhanced by the software,
the basic task of the operating system is to help the user
in exploiting the capabilities of the hardware-software
complex. On a standard computer, this is achieved by
relieving the human operator of the burden of detailed
execution supervision. The operating system provides for
automatic transition among the successive jobs to be processed. Automatic program set-up involves library search,
loading into memory,data distribution and output collection. The need for operator intervention is further reduced
by the availability of debugging aids, restart facilities,
logging procedures, etc.
On a computer equipped with built-in multiprogramming
capabilities, the functions of the operating system go far

D
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beyond these standard services. Automatic time-sharing of
the central processor and input-output facilities among
sev~ral programs eliminates the imbalance between processing and input-output activities. Sharing of memory space

Mr. Bouvard is a staff analyst
in the· programming systems
division of Honeywell EDP,
Wellesley Hills, Mass. His activities there include design and
implementation of the Executive system for the 800 and
J 800, systems analyst for
FACT, and project manager for
Admiral. He was. recently appointed project manager for
the development of all software for the H-200. He holds
an MS in electrical engineering from the Univ. of Paris, and
an MA in math from Harvard.
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The Honeywell BOO/ 1BOO systems consist of - a central processor, magnetic
tape drives, control units, peripheral
input-output devices and an operator's
console. The central processor includes
core storage, arithmetic and control sections,and a traffic control and multiprogram control capability for parallel
processing of up to eight programs
simultaneously.
Traffic control is a device which
monitors all peripheral activities and
provides proper channel connections at
proper times between central processor
and peripheral units. Up to eight input
and eight output channels may be
operated' simultaneously. Multi-program
control coordinates demands of up to
eight completely independent programs
running simultaneously and in parallel.
Parallel processing directs timesharing for up to eight active programs. Each program may start, proceed and stop independently of other
programs. The total gain in efficiency
of this technique will depend on the
nature of the programs being run
simultaneously.
Parallel processing is a hardware
of the central processors of
both the H-BOO and H-l SOO systems.
The H-BOO central processor has a minimum of 4,096 words of core storage,
the H-IBOO a minimum of B,192 words.
(A Honeywell word consists of 54 bits,
six of which are used for checking, 4B

feature
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for information in normal usage). Both
central processors also contain a 256
register control memory, which is divided into eight identical groups of 32
special registers. The special registers
have numerous functions, including
word masking, indexed addressing, indirect addressing, and supervision of
parallel processing tasks.

Memory speeds for both core and
control memories is two microseconds
per word in the H-IBOO and six microseconds per word in the H-BOO, which
is equivalent to 120,000 three-address
instructions per second and 30,000
three-address instructions per second,
respectively.
The systems, while designed primarily
for business. computation, also possess
scientific capabilities, 'including a floating point unit that operates at nano-

second speeds.

and external devices provides for the absorption of any
excess capacity and eliminates idle system time during
inter-job setup. Finally, parallel processing permits the
complete integration of the system so that it can be
effectively coordinated from a single location. This simplifies
the overall system operation and increases the equipment
utilization. The operating system thus becomes a computer
management tool capable of automatically controlling the
processing of the work load while optimizing the hardware
utilization. At the same time, the operating system must
remain sufficiently flexible so that it can adapt itself to the
operating policies of the computer user; it must be capable
of responding instantaneously to any command issued by
the human operator.
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This quality of adaptability to the operating environment
must also apply with respect to the hardware and software
characteristics. The operating system must be capable of
operating on any system configuration. It must alsG be
compatible with all available programming systems without
imposing upon them any artificial restriction which could
impair their efficiency or ability to perform a job. Finally,
all of these characteristics must be implemented at the
lowest possible cost in terms of hardware and computer
time overhead.
the admiral operating system
These considerations have been used as guidelines in
the development of the new ADMIRAL operating system
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for the Honeywell 800/1800. Both of these systems embody
the concept of parallel processing as a standard hardware
feature. Earlier developments in the field of multiprogram
operating systems include the Honeywell Executive System.
This initial package, designed for a minimum H-800
configuration, utilizes the static scheduling approach. In
this system, the schedule is prepared during a preliminary
phase. During execution, a small supervisory routine controls
the processing of the work load according to the predetermined schedule.
Another multi program operating system developed at
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. embodies the concept
of dynamic scheduling. In this scheme, scheduling is performed during execution and thus the work load need not
be specified ahead of time. This approach provides for a
more flexible operation at the expense of a somewhat
larger supervisory routine.
With the availability of larger H-800 system configurations and with the announcement of the H-1800, the
development of a more sophisticated operating system
called ADMIRAL was undertaken at Honeywell.
In an attempt to create a system well fitted to the
user needs, preliminary specifications of the system were
drawn by a design committee and reviewed with some
13 large Honeywell 800 users and potential Honeywell
1800 users. Following a full month of marketing survey,
recommendations were submitted to a design and implementation team which drafted final specifications, incorporating
many of the user suggestions.
dynamic scheduling
ADMIRAL's major function is to schedule the processing
of the workload to continuously maintain maximum utilization of the available equipment configuration. This is
achieved by always attempting to saturate the system, i.e.,
by keeping as many programs as possible in simultaneous
operation. The scheduling algorithm must, however,
recognize a number of practical considerations:

1. Dependence. To conform to the natural Row of the
work load, ADMIRAL recognizes the concept of jobs.
Each job consists of a series of programs which depend
upon each other for input-output. Programs within jobs
can only become eligible for execution once all of their
logical precedents have been completed.
2. Urgency. The relative urgency of each job is described by means of a relative priority coefficient assigned
by the human operator. These coefficients govern the order
in which jobs are examined by the scheduling function for
selection and execution.
3. Hardware Requirements. Another feasibility criterion
recognized by the scheduling algorithm is that, at any
instant, the total amount of equipment allocated to the
programs in parallel operation cannot exceed the total
available configuration.
At the beginning of a shift or at any time during
execution, the operator may submit new job requests. Job
descriptors, usually in the form of a small card deck,
are immediately input and stacked into an internal queue
known as a job list.
The scheduling function is activated each time a change
occurs affecting the job list or the system utilization. The
job list is then examined, one job at a time, by order
of priority.
The hardware requirements of the first program in
each job are determined and matched against the current
available equipment. If enough equipment is available,
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the job is selected for execution and its first program is
started. If, however, a conRict develops between the hardware requirements of the first program in a job and the
current unused system capacity, the job is passed over and
the scheduling function proceeds to inspect lower priority
jobs. To avoid permanently bypassing a job with large
hardware requirements, each time a job is passed over,
its priority is automatically raised, up to a maximum
priority. When such a job exists in the job list, further
scheduling is momentarily sllspended until sufficient equipment is released back to the system to accommodate that job.
Another important consideration is that once a job has
been started, it should be completed as rapidly as possible.
For this reason, whenever the scheduling function is activated following the completion of a program, it B,rst
attempts to select another eligible pro'gram from the jobs
in current execution. If and only if all eligible programs in
the current jobs have been started, the scheduling function
considers selecting new jobs from the job list by order of
priority. This method prevents starting too many jobs at
once and having to interrupt jobs frequently during execution, which might entail a considerable amount of tape
file saving and remounting operations.
Processing of high priority jobs with little or no delay
implies the capability to interrupt jobs having lesser priority
and conRicting equipment requirements. This is achieved
by means of so-called absolute priorities which are recognized by the scheduling function. There are two types
of absolute priorities: TOP and SUPER.
TOP priority jobs are immediately selected from the job
list and started as soon as enough equipment becomes
available. No other program in any other job can be
started as long as there exists an eligible program waiting
in a TOP priority job.
SUPER priority. jobs are handled in the same manner,
except that the scheduling function will interrupt as many
programs as necessary to insure continuous processing
of such a job. This scheduling scheme insures automatic
and optimal system utilization while providing the operator
with the possibility of instantaneous manual override.
hardware allocation
The scheduling function also involves hardware allocation
for each program. As soon as a program becomes eligible,
ADMIRAL automatically determines by inspecting the
program the amount and nature of equipment that it
requires to operate. These requirements (in terms of memory space, tape units, and other peripheral devices) are
matched against the currently available system configuration to determine if the program can nm now and, if so,
to perform detailed allocation.
To fit a new program in memory, ADMIRAL attempts
to find the smallest unused area capable of accommodating
the program. This scheme avoids splitting memory into a
number of small spaces. If,. however, no single empty
space large enough to hold the program exists and if, on
the other hand, the total unused space exceeds the program's
size, all other programs currently in memory are compressed
toward the lower end of memory. This process creates a
gap of available space at the upper end of memory into
which the new program can be fitted.
In allocating tapes, ADMIRAL attempts to distribute
the load among the available input-output channels. The
tape allocation scheme is also aimed at minimizing the
amount of tape handling by the operator between programs.
When several programs of the same job manipulate the
same logical file, inter-program setup can be reduced by insuring that the same physical unit is assigned to this file
throughout the execution of the job. ADMIRAL interprets a
statement on the job descriptor which specifies a logical
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equivalence between the symbolic addresses of such a file
in the, various programs of the job and assigns a single
physical tape unit to this file.
To enhance the flexibility of the scheduling system and
achieve greater equipment utilization, ADM,IRAL also
proviQes for dynamic hardware allocation throughout execution. Should the hardware' requirements of a program
vary during the course of execution, equipment allocation
may be performed only when the equipment is actually
needed, upon request of the program itself. Similarly,
equipment may be released back to the system when no
longer needed. For example, a program may initially
require the use of a card reader to enter a few parameters,
or it may use a large number of tapes during a sorting
phase and only a few during a reporting phase. Such a
program can request the necessary equipment when it is
needed, use it only as long as necessary, and release it for
use by other programs. This dynamic allocation feature is
also particularly useful when dealing with programs whose
requirements cannot be accurately determined in advance
because they depend upon the particular data, being
processed.
checkout facilities

ADMIRAL is a checkout as well as a production operating system. It includes a complete set of debugging aids
such as a program correction facility, test data distribution,
pinpoint dynamic dumps with flexible editing format, and
memory difference dumps (in which only those registers
:which changed since the previous dump are edited).
Dumps can be requested when the program is submitted
for execution or they can be obtained upon operator
command at any time during the run.
ADMIRAL incorporates a number of automatic restart
features and manual recovery procedures. Restart or anchor
points are set upon program request when reaching convenient logical breakpoints. Intermediate results may thus
be preserved as a guarantee against possible system malfunction. Restart points are also set automatically when a
program must be interrupted. ADMIRAL dumps the
contents of memory allotted to that program and records
the current positions of the external files. Later resumption
is achieved without loss of computer time by restoring the
program to the status it was in at the time of setting the
restart point.
To keep the human operator informed of the progress of
the run, ADMIRAL logs the identification of each- program
at the start and at the end of the program. It instructs
the operator of any decision it may take concerning job selection or hardware allocation and requests manual operations
where necessary. The operator may override ADMIRAL's
decisions through a set of commands issued from the console. Such commands may consist of changing job priority,
adding or deleting jobs, interrupting, dumping, or restarting
a program (or system of programs), modifying the system
configuration, etc. ADMIRAL's response to these commands is immediate.
,internal structure

Adaptability of ADMIRAL to a wide variety of hardware
configurations and software systems is achieved by means
of a completely modular structure. The system' is placed
under control of a master coordinating function, permanently retained in memory and capable of recognizing service requests issued by the operator or by any of the running
programs.
Each call is analyzed and the proper function executed
through a number of independent sub-functions which can
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be brought in and out of core memory as required. At the
start of the run, the operator assigns to ADMIRAL a
certain area of core storage. This area is automatically
divided into three portions. One of them is ,allotted to the
Coordinator; another is used to stack up the job descriptors.
The rest constitute a pool-storage which is divided up
among the various sub-function and associated communication arrays. New sub-functions are placed at the highest
available locations within the storage-pool while arrays are
assigned starting at the lowest locations. In this manner,
the available space is concentrated in the middle of the
storage-pool and can be used either to accommodate new
sub-function or new arrays.
,
Control transfer between sub-functions is accomplished
through the Coordinator, and can be one of three types--'open, closed, or return. Open transfers merely pass control
over from one sub-function to another. They are used to
link the phases of a sequential function. Closed transfers
define a new depth in nesting. They are used to call a
sub-function in the manner of a closed subroutine. Conversely, Return transfers cause control to be returned to
the next upper nesting level.
Data communication between sub-functions is accomplished through overlapping arrays associated with each
sub-function. Storage allocation for these arrays is performed by the Coordinator each time a new sub-function is
activated. In the case of an Open control transfer, the
array of the calling sub-function is totally released and the
corresponding area assigned to the array of the called subfunction. In the case of a Closed transfer, the array of the
calling sub'-function is not released, but may be partially
overlapped by the array of the called sub-function. The
calling sub-function can thus preserve intermediate results
while allowing the called sub-function to access the neces-'
sary data. Finally, when a sub-function performs a Return
transfer, its array is totally released.
This scheme eliminates the need for a fixed common
array. It also provides for allocating arrays only when they
are needed, for only the amount necessary and for only as
long as they are actively used.
internal segmentation

Each sub-function consists of a string of coding which
remains invariant throughout execution. Moreover, this
coding only involves index or indirect addreSSing and thus
is not sensitive to actual allocation. Sub-functions can,
therefore, be retained' in memory as long as sufficient
space remains available and be re-activated at will. They
can also be moved in memory without any need for code
relocation. These properties provide for an extremely efficient, while simple, dynamic segmentation scheme.
When a new sub-function is called for and there is
insufficient space available within the storage pool, one or
several inactive sub-functions must be released. A simple
overlay technique is used. Each sub-function is assigned
a "weight" coefficient which denotes its relative frequency
of use. This weight is automatically raised by the Coordinator each time a sub-function is activated. To make
room for a new sub-function, the Coordinator merely scans
the storage-pool and determines which sub-function is
currently used the least frequently. This sub-function is
released. The gap thus created is filled by "squishing" all
adjoining sub-functions toward the end of the storage
pool. The additional space obtained is thus automatically
added to the center area of the storage-pool, and the
regular space allocation procedure can be used for the new
sub-function and associated array.
Because of the extreme simplicity of this segm'entation
scheme as well as efficiency of the storage allocation
process, the cost of ADMIRAL in terms of memory space
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and computer time is kept to a mInImum. Furthermore,
this modular structure provides for accommodating various
programming systems without imposing upon them any
artificial restrictions. Local service functions, such as program loading and relocation,segmentation control and
internal restart procedures which may vary from one programming system to another, are handled by different sets
of sub-functions. These various sets of sub-functions, known
as Local Monitors, are specifically tailored to meet the
requirements of each programming system. Other more
general functions, such as work load scheduling, are accomplished by a unique set of sub-functions called Master
Monitor.
example of internal operation
The interrelation between the Master Monitor and the
local monitor sub-functions "is illustrated in Fig. 1. This
example involves the operation of the scheduling function,
which is activated by the termination of a program.
When a program terminates, the Coordinator calls in
the job selection sub-function to determine which job is
to be examined first. Once a job has been chosen, the
program selection sub-function checks to see if there exists
any eligible program in that job. If so, a local monitor
sub-function is called upon to examine the eligible program·
and determine its hardware requirements. Memory and
peripheral allocation sub-functions are then used to decide
whether sufficient equipment is currently available and to
make detailed allocation. This information is then passed
on to the bootstrap sub-function, which locates the first
segment of the program, loads it, and relocates it by
means of a local loader and relocator.

The experience has shown that, on the average,
ADMIRAL requires less than five seconds of computer
time for scheduled program.
The problem of queueing the calls to the Monitor is
automatically resolved by the hardware with no time
penalty. Whenever ADMIRAL is activated, an interlock
is set which prevents further calls until completion of the
current function. The method used is analogous to. that
employed by the machine to stack the demands on inputoutput channels. Calling programs are stalled as long as
the Monitor remains in operation. Special provisiOris are
made, however, to enable the operator to override this
interlock when necessary.
Job descriptors are entered into the waiting list either
via the console or by means of any conventional input device. Depending upon the situation, this input device may be
assigned to ADMIRAL either permanently or only when
the need arises to enter additional job descriptors. Full-time
assignment of an input device is well suited to the. case
where the work load consists of a large number of short
jobs; temporary assignment would probably be preferred
in a production type of operation.
Job descriptors specify the identification and nature
of the programs which compose the job. They may also
include optional information such as absolute hardware
assignments, tape consistency data, program corrections,
dump requests, or test data .. Test data is automatically
written onto a tape assigned to the job.
The ADMIRAL system includes a library of utility
programs which are available to the user for instantaneous
call. These programs are scheduled and run like any other
programs. They perform standard service operations such
as tape handling, data editing, or peripheral conversion.

operating characteristics
It. is worthwhile noting that ADMIRAL's services are
only required intermittently, mostly as part of each program's setup. The job of time-sharing the central processor
among the active programs is automatically handled by the

example of operation
The dynamic scheduling feature of ADMIRAL is illustrated in Fig. 2, using a simple example which involves only
three jobs. The first is a master file updating job consisting

Fig. 1 The Admiral
Scheduling Function

Fig. 2 Exarriple of
Dynamic Scheduling
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standard multi-program control feature built in the hardware. This feature operates on an anticipatory basis, out-ofphase with the main memory, and therefore does not require additional memory cycles. The operation of ADMIRA.L is thus quite similar to that of a real-time program;
it normally' remains dormant, becoming active only in resporise to a call issued by the operator or by one of the
running programs. The cost of ADMIRAL in terms of computer time is further reduced by the fact that it itself
operates in parallel with the rest of the work load. Only the
calling program is interrupted when ADMIRAL becomes
~ctive'; other programs proceed normally ..
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of four distinct programs: CONVERT, a card-to-tape conversion program which writes a transaction file on tape;
SORT, which arranges the transactions in master file order;
(scientific) subprograms to be compiled and executed.
This job includes the programs CARD, which converts
the source decks and associated test data onto a common
input tape; AUTOMATH, which compiles and executes
the source programs, writing dumps and program results
onto a common output tape; PRINT, which edits and
UPDATE, which uses the sorted transactions to produce an
updated master file; and PRINT, which creates a printed
report. The second job consists of a batch of AUTOMATH
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prints the output tape on the printer; and PUNCH, which
punches the compiled subprograms on binary cards. The
third job consists of the single program EDITOR, which
edits and prints a report from a magnetic tape file.
In order to illustrate the way in which ADMIRAL
handles the scheduling of these three jobs,' it is necessary
to make certain assumptions about the times that the jobs
are submitted and about the running times of the various
included programs. In Fig. 2, it is assumed that the master
file updating job is entered into the job list at 8:00 in the
morning. Since all of the required equipment is available,
the job is immediately scheduled and started. At 8: 15, the
card conversion is completed, and the sort is immediately
selected by ADMIRAL and started.
At 8:20, the operator submits the scientific compilation
job. Again, all of the required equipment is available, so
. the card-to-tape operation is started immediately, and at
8:40 the AUTOMATH compiler begins the series of
com pila tions.
The operator next learns at 8:45 that a report to be
produced by the program EDITOR is urgently needed.
The third job is accordingly submitted with a TOP priority
assignment. However, this job is temporarily delayed due to
the unavailability of equipment. When the sort terminates
at 8: 50, the scheduling funCtion, recognizing the existence
of a TOP priority job in the waiting stack, interrupts job
#1 and immediately schedules the report generator.
When, at 9:05, the TOP priority report is completed,
job #1 is resumed with the program UPDATE. At 9:20, the
series of AUTOMATH compilations and executions terminates, and the editing of the common output tape is started.
Next, the UPDATE program is completed at 9:35; however,

to evaluate accurately the full impact 6f ADMIRAL over
computer operations. Nonetheless, the experience to date
has confirmed that the concept of a large-scale computer
system equipped with multiprogram capabilities and placed
under the automatic and continuous management of an
operating system is feasible, practical and economical.
The case of Honeywell's Aeronautical Div. is typical of
the kind of computer productivity which becomes possible
under this new concept. Computer processing at Honeywell
Aero reRects most accurately the pace and complexity of
today's aerospace industry. A 32K, IS-tape H-1800 is used
for producing both regularly scheduled and "special study"
management information reports; the computer is also used
as an integral tool in the research, design engineering and
evaluation loop of product development. The work load
may, therefore, be divided into four categories:
1) scheduled runs
2) planned "fill in"
3) ~equested "~!l in"
4) on demand
Without parallel processing, a balance of central processor and magnetiC tape speeds could be achieved only at
the expense of artificial programming restrictions. Without
dynamic scheduling, effective exploration of the parallel
processing capabilities required rigid and sometimes impractical scheduling practices.
The combination of the parallel processing features of
the H-1800 and ADMIRAL now allows the operating
staff to use the scheduled runs and planned "fill in" as a
base to which "requested fill" and "on demand" work can
be dynamically added.
On the basis of the experience gathered to date, it is
estimated that, thanks to ADMIRAL, it will be possible to

Fig. 3
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0/0 Central Processor Capacity Utilized
Tape Hours
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due to the unavailability of the printer, the program REPORT cannot be started until 9:40. At this time, the two
programs REPORT and PUNCH are scheduled in parallel.
ADMIRAL may use a variable amount of equipment,
depending upon the type of operation. It requires as a
minimum one control group, the first 1,216 words of
memory in any bank, and one magnetic tape unit. More
equipment enables ADMIRAL to operate even more efficiently and to perform additional functions. For example,
more memory can be used to hold more sub-functions in
core storage and to reduce the need for access to tape.
An additional tape can be used for dynamic dumping,
.logging, and storing restart information.
conclusion
In July 1963, a preliminary skeleton system was released
to a selected sample of users for field test. The following
December, a second package was delivered which inCluded
the bulk of the system. Additional releases incorporating
the most advanced features are due by mid-1964.
It may be necessary to wait another few months in order
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750
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900
90%

-40%
+37%
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+40%

cut central processor hours and increase. the average
number of tape units in simultaneous use, as shown in Fig. 3.
The utilization rate of the central processor will increase
from 60 to 97%, thus realizing a 40% cut in the required
central processor time. Tape time increases by 17% and
the tape utilization rate from 50 to approximately 90%.
To the ADMIRAL user, a substantial saving in central
processor time may result in one or several consequences:
a cut in overtime rental; an increase in capacity, and a
decrease in "turn around" time which can be vital for
scientific installations.
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360 philosophy

FOR THE 1410/7010
by NELSON L. BARNETT and A. KENNETH FITZGERALD
The problem of inefficient machine room operation-spending as much time mounting tapes as
,
processing, and remounting a job after each
phase~has been fully recognized during the past several
years. Many of the monitor systems designed to solve
this." problem have actually resulted from some fairly
astute retrofitting of monitor to previously written compilers and installation programs.
Designers of the new 1410/7010 Operating System,
on the other hand, enjoyed the opportunity of planning
and building an entirely new and integrated system. The
design effort was initiated by laying down certain system
concepts.' It was agreed that the system would be:
., Developed and issued as relocatable modules with
no absolute patches,
• Symbolic throughout, to eliminate absolute references and simplify the communication problem,
• Recursive so that the system itself can generate
any modification of itself,
.
• Standardized at the interface of all subsystem
elements with the monitor, to reduce monitor core
requirement and make programs independent of
one another during development and use,
• Open-ended for adding new hardware and functions, and
• Operated with one set of procedures for both IBM
and user programs.
With these basic concepts in mind, several system objectives were designated as design goals.
• Primary goal was to provide programming support
for a wide range of machine configurations and
processing applications, penalizing none with functions not desired, nor Jacking those functions desired by a minority.
• The supervision and control provided would be
as compatible with user-written programs as with
the compilers and utility programs provided with
the system.
• The monitor would enable users to batch process
any mix of scientific, commercial, testing and production jobs.
• The operating system would be so constructed that
the compilers would not have to compromise speed
for supervision.
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• Diagnostics would redu'ce the number of jobs rejected because of minor program errors.
• Compile-and-go facilities would be included for
any number of subprograms constituting a given
program, to simplify operations and reduce the
number of machine passes required to debug a
program.
• The loader would hav:e the ability to gather subprograms from different language compilations and
assemble them into a single program.
• Input-output assignments would be made on a
symbolic basis so that tape drives, for instance,
could be scheduled at execution time to suit the
convenience· of the machine room.
• All programs would permit a telecommunications
interrupt at any time, without any special coding
being written in the programs themselves.
• Programming standards, testing tools and operating
procedures would be established to reduce elapsed
time from problem definition to production status.
The operating system designed to meet these objectives
, is an integrated set of programs using a common operating
procedure. It consists of the control programs, both resident and non-resident, and the compilers, production and
utility programs which are dependent upon the control
·programs. for an operating environment. By the nature
of some of the objectives, such as continuous processing,
some monitoring services must always occupy main storage. However, many other functions are transient in nature-thus the reference to resident (in main storage) and
n'on-resident control programs. Basic and rigid standards
were established early and maintained throughout system
development for such' functions as index register usage,
calling sequences, subroutine definitions, and control card
nomenclature. These standards helped assure the system's
modular integrity.

system control
Three major elements make up the system control.
These are the resident monitor, the non-resident transition. al monitor, and the non-resident linkage loader.
The resident monitor contains routines for error checking
and channel scheduling for I/O, a communication area,
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console inquiry routine, I/O tables, load routine, and endof-program routines. These remain in core storage while
the operating system is functioning. In a communicationsequipped system, a Tele-processing O supervisor is part of
the resident monitor as well.
.
The transitional monitor contains routines required to
permit transition from one job or program to the next
during batch processing. It includes I/O assignment routines, part of the console inquiry routine and a control card
interpreter. It modifies and augments the resident monitor
as required. Those duties which do not have to be performed while the user's program is operating are performed by the transitional monitor. This is carried to the
extent that many routines in resident monitor are initialized by the transitional monitor instead of by the resident
monitor. This results in a trade-off between Rexibility at
operating time vs core storage :it operating time. The
console inquiry is one such routine.
Though considered as a control function, the linkage
loader is called into operation· and functions as any normal
batch program. What sets the linkage loader apart· from
the other elements of the system is its preparation of dependent programs-those that must operate under the
monitor-for execution, and its unique relationship to the
control programs during generation of a specific operating
system. The linkage loader converts relocata ble programs
into absolute format for execution by resolving symbolic
linkages and data references. Independently· compiled relocatable programs are permitted to refer to locations in
each other with direct linkages resolved by the linkage
loader. The loader permits partial or complete overlays
of program segments or phases.
The linkage loader assigns a subprogram to a particular
area of storage in accordance with several factors: the
size of the installation's resident monitor, the size and 10-"
cation of any other subprograms to be loaded at the same
time, and control card information specifying unique
storage assignments.
batch programs.

Compilers, Sort Dennition and utility programs written
for this system come under the category of batch programs. Any dependent program is written with the knowledge that the system's IOCS and mopitor do in fact exist
and control the Row within the machine. Source programs
written in Autocoder, FORTRAN, COBOL, and Sort Definition programs "are translated into relocatable subprograms in a format acceptable to the linkag'e loader. The
linkage loader converts these programs Into an absolute
program for subsequent execution.
Both COBOL and FORTRAN processors compile source
language programs directly into machine language; ° ° This
process bypasses the intermediate stage of a lower-level
symbolic language program common to many language
compilers, and in part accounts for the significant· compilation speeds achieved by the compilers. Since the compilers produce relocatable modules,. subprograms from
various language compilers can be combined into a single
program, large programming projects can be segmented
into smaller programming efforts, and subprograms can
be' shared among severai projects.
sort definition program

Sort functions are easily introduced into object programs through the· sort definition concept employed by
the system. A sort is defined by the programmer through
the user of sort control cards. The Sort Definition program
then tailors a specific sort to fit the functions desired,
(e. g., fixed or variable length records; true sort or merge;
*IBM trademark
**The ~ew processor offers approximately four ti"mes compilation speed
impro"vement over FORTRAN 40K, and 18 times over FORTRAN 20K. The
times below are for a batch of 26 customer programs, comprising a total

two, three, four or five way merge). The sort control
cards cause the Sort Definition program to select from
55 prewrltten modules a combination of routines or modules that provide the most efficient sort procedure. The
routines 'are properly combined into a working sort
through the linkage loader's control cards.
system flow

The overall system Row is controlled by control cards
placed at appropriate points within a collection of jobs to
be processed; System Row can be altered by receiving an
interrupt signal from a communication network.
A simplified How of information within the operating
system is shown in Fig. 1. The dotted line between the
various elements listed in Fig. 1 represents how control
is passed from· element to element within the system. The
solid line shown between the resident monitor and the
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transitional monitor depicts the inherent connection required between these elements. This provides the necessary resident monitor communication with little or no
extra overhead required. Due to this direct and intimate
connection between transitional and resident monitor, several functions otherwise destined to be in core at all times,
have now been relegated to reside at least in part in the
transitional monitor.
Aside from the control programs, the compilers, Sort
Definition and production programs are essentially free
of dependence upon one another and as such, get identical
treatment from the monitor." This is because control cards
are efficient and because IBM and user-written programs
do operate at the same level and meet the resident control
at a common interface.
Development of compilers for this system, in fact, took
advantage of this facet of system How to speed the work.
Autocoder was used to compile modules of the FORTRAN compiler; the linkage loader was then called into
action and built a FORTRAN compiler; the newly created
FORTRAN compiler was executed and the process' was
then repeated; Any complex of programs can be constructed to forni an integrated job in order to· reduce the critical
turnaround time often experienced during developrrient
of a complex system.
A user would probably take advantage of this facility
when using the Sort Definition program. A sort, quite
often, can be considered a phase of a large program. On
this basis, it is possible to: execute Autocoder and assemble process one; execute Sort Definition which tailors a
specific sort; execute Autocoder and assemble process two;
and then execute linkage loader, which in turn builds a
production program of the form, "process, sort, process,"
with the sort being the middle phases of the program.
This illustrates how a sort can be integrated into a program. Itis equally feasible to build a sort as a stand-alone
program. Furthermore, it shows how a program destined
of 2,687 source cards. Speed improvements for the COBOL processor on
,the 1410 and 7010 (four programs, 5,600 source cards) range from 16-1
to 33-1.

to be on an installation's system operating file can be tested
before it is ready to be stored on that file.

telecommunications

syste~

The Tele-processing Supervisor and Tele-processing
programs are optional resident functions, as seen in Fig. 2.
This relationship illustrates how the resident monitor can
be augmented with user programs since Tele-processing
programs are written by the user to meet his own needs.
The dotted lines between the resident monitor and
Tele-processing Supervisor and between the Supervisor
and Tele-processing programs illustrate how the overall
system How is changed upon receipt of an interrupt from
a communication network. The system offers facilities for
dumping the batch program and for calling in a TeleFig. 2
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processing program which then gets control. When the
communication· service is completed, control is restored
to the batch program at the· point of interruption.
Complete flexibility is given to the user by permitting
him to retain some Tele-processing programs in core permanently while less frequently used programs are called
as needed into the batch program area in core or into an
area reserved for Tele-processing programs.
In a system with a· communications network, detection
of an interrupt signal while the resident monitor, transitional monitor, compiler, sort or any other program is in
operation, results in temporary suspension of processing.
Registers and indicators being used by the batch program are saved in memory as a data block by a combination of IOCS and Tele-Processing Supervisor routines. No
special coding is required in any user's batch program to
satisfy communication demands.
When one of the Tele-processing programs is in operation and a second communications signal is received, the
second interrupt will be remembered and properly serviced· after the first is serviced. After the communications
service is provided satisfactorily, which may require calling
one or more Tele-processing programs into operation, control will be passed by the monitor back to the batch programs at the point where the interrupt occurred.. Any
pending batch I/O requests continue to be serviced during a Tele-processing program operation.
The I/O assignment scheme uses "indirect addressing"
to achieve flexibility with a minimum residen.t core storage, thus avoiding dial spinning, tape dismounting or remounting, and unnecessary disc reformatting. Symbolic
refererices are written in data HIes. Assignment cards inserted in the control decks equate symbolic names with
physical units. When a program begins execution and requests the IOCS to "open" a data file, the IOCS, in cooperation with the monitor, links the appropriate data file
in the user .program with the physical unit to which the
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symbolic name has been equated. I/O assignment is accomplished by two tables in resident monitor and. two
corresponding tables in transitional monitor. The construction of I/O tables is such that no wasted storage is expended in resident monitor. Direct linkage to one entry
in one of the resident monitor tables from each data file
within a program as well as the more intricate linkage
from transitional monitor to these tables are resolved by
the linkage loader.
The IOCS uses list processing procedures for queueing
I/O requests and service activities. Complete provision is
given to a user for intercepting the IOCS at various points
in its internal operating cycle. Exits such as I/O-operation. being-completed, errors-uncovered, and standard end-offile and end-of-reel exits are among those provided.
List processing works on a priority of "first in, first out"
for batch requests. This is altered when a communication
interrupt occurs, at which time priority is given to the
communications equipment. Any batch request queued at
.the time of interrupt continues to be serviced on a first
in, first out priority during the processing of the communication request.

system generation
The system generation is designed to facilitate the cre-.
ation of a unique operating system that provides an efficient vehicle for processing the work load within an installation. This is realized by prcviding an integrated
package containing the necessary control programs and
dependent programs in an integrated fashion to minimize
cost in time and equipment. In general, for each installation there exists some optimum combination of system
elements which, when integrated with 11ser programs,
forms the best possible operating system for that installation. It is to this· end that the· system generation process
was directed. In the past, the concept of system generation has been employed by so-called editing programs
which permit the removal of system elements, as well as
the addition of· user written programs.
Here, system generation creates a set of direct linkage
points for the resident monitor and their corresponding
symbolic equivalents. These are stored in tabular form
and made available to the linkage loader for subsequent
object program tie-ins. This form of communication, rather than the vector list scheme, was used because of its
space and time-saving characteristics. It is only necessary
to regenerate the resident monitor when new functions
or additional equipment are added to the system. Object
program changes, such as in the compilers or in any userwritten program, do not require regeneration of the total
system. Through the use of the linkage loadel, this .process provides a completely symbolic system for the user
with no dependence on absolute references between functional modules, and no critical points anywhere in memo~
ry even for the resident monitor.
System elements (approximately 300 modules) are contained within a relocatable library and can be contained,
. in whole or part, in the system operating file or on a separate tape or disc file. The libraries are referred to by the
linkage loader in. building programs during the generation
process and building absolute programs for immediate execution.
In the system generation process, the user is permitted
to select, add, delete, or modify any modular ele'ment in
order to satisfy his equipment and functional requirements.
To allow this, the system was designed with a minimum
of required control functions and with interfaces that permit adding additional control modules and dependent program modules. There is no penalty in performance or core
requirements because of functions not selected. A man-
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datory set must be generated, but this can be replaced
with user-written functions having the same external interface, though different internal logic.
Those modules of the monitor and IOCS not needed
at a particular installation, such as modules required to
provide system residence on disc, can be discarded. Those
portions of the resident monitor, including IOCS, whiCh
are extremely variable are generated from macros, so that
little or no excessive characters are generated for a given
configuration or function. Resident monitors can range in
size from a minimum B.7K characters of memory to as
much as 35K in an extreme case, meeting the needs of 40K
to lOOK users. The installation without communications,
but with compile-and-go capabilities in a 40K tape en-
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vironment, requires approximately 11.5K for the monitor.
System generation is a process which utilizes the Autocoder compiler, the linkage loader, the Sort Definition,
and the inherent system How capabilities in tailoring a
unique system for a specific installation.
One can only expect that future operating systems will
be even more effective;'more powerful supervisors of data
processing systems. Certainly with the, Significant trend
toward real-time data handling and processing, operating
systems must be capable of responding to increasingly
complex equipment configurations and functional requirements.
Although this article is directed specifically at the 1410/
7010 Operating System, the recently announced System
360 is conceptually consistent and in most caSes has taken
the next logical step in providing a truly integrated and
flexible set of programming packages.
•

master control pro,gram

by CLARK OllPHINT
Two of the major B 5000 design objectives were
( 1) that all programming was to be done in
ALGOL and COBOL, and (2) that the operation
of the' system was to be directed by a Master Control
Program (MCP) which would relieve the operator andespecially-the programmer of virtually all the inefficient
and error-causing details of peripheral unit designation,
memory area assignment, and so on. The simultaneous
and coordinated design of the computer and the programming system has produced a hardware-software system so
well integrated that all B 5000 users employ the standard
programming system (with minor modifications for special
applications in a few cases). It has been the experience
of B 5000 users that the exclusive use of compiler languages in programming gives advantages in documentation, program preparation, and debugging which cannot
be over emphasized.
Another major design objective was that processor time
unused by one program during input-output operations
was to be used to process other programs, and that the
availability of this feature was to have no effect on
program preparation. In other words, the system was to
operate in such a way that the programmer need have no,
concern, about relative processor-I/O times. This objective
has far-reaching implications. For example, if one program
is to be run while another is waiting on input or output,
then both must be in memory at the same time. Since
the system was designed to free the programmer from
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houskeeping chores, and to allow any simultaneous, mix
of ALGOL and COBOL compilation and execution, all
allocation of memory and peripheral units must be done

at the time the programs are executed.
operation of the hardware
One would expect that this approach to computer design
would result in a different breed of computer, and this
has indeed been the case. For example, one of the unusual
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features of the B 5000 is the "stack," which is used to
store operands, subroutine return information, subroutine
parameters, and temporary values used by subroutines.
Each program has its own stack in memory. As. operands
are brought from memory they are placed at the top of
the stack, pushing down all other items in the stack.
Arithmetic operators use the top two values in the stack
as operands, remove them from the stack, and leave the
result in the top of the stack.
.
The stack actually consists of two arithmetic registers,
A and B, in the processor, and conseclltive cells in core
storage. The S register in the processor is initially set to the
first address of a group of words to be used for the stack.
If A and B are both full and an operator is executed which
causes an operand to be added to the stack, then (as part
of the execution of the syllable) S is increased by one,
the contents of B are stored in the word now addressed by
S, and the contents of A are transferred to B. The A
register is then free to receive the operand being added
to the stack. If B is empty and an operator is executed
which requires two operands, then the reverse action
occurs: the contents of the word. addressed by Sare
brought to the empty register, and S is decreased by one.
Analogous operations take place if A or both A and Bare
empty. This technique achieves the effect of a push-down
stack, and makes it unnecessary to move any word in the
stack from one memory cell to another. Except for the
arithmetic registers A and· B, which are shared by all programs, each program has its own stack. Thus, in generating programs to do series of arithmetic operations" the
compiler does not have to make provision for storing
temporary values; they simply remain in the appropriate
stack until they are needed. Since all parameters for
subroutines, including the return address, are in the stack
rather than in the body of the subroutine, recursive subroutines are executed as easily as non-recursive subroutines.
It has proved to be truly gratifying, in our experience,
how this implementation of the stack concept has made
recursi~n almost trivially simple.
Since a program and its data may be anywhere in
memory when the program is executed, it is useful to
have an easily accessible table into which the MCP may
place absolute addresses for those segments of the program
or its data which are in core storage. Such a table, called
the Program Reference Table (PRT), is created for each
program. The R register in the processor unit is set to
the base of the PRT, and all memory references in -the
program are relatjve to the R register. Operands, descriptors qf data segments, and descriptors of pr6gram segments are in the PRT.
If a segment is in core storage, its descriptor contains
the base address of the segment. The program may read
or store any element of a data segment by using the data
descriptor and an index of the element. Branches from
one program segment to another, or subroutine entries,
are performed by using a program descriptor. If a segment
is not· in core storage, a bit in its descriptor is set to zero;
any reference to that segment then causes the program to
be interrupted so that the MCP can bring the segment
from a drum into core storage.
When an input or output operation is executed by the
B 5000, an input-output descri~tor containing the peripheral unit number, the type of operation to be performed, and a base address in core storage, are sent to an
I/O channel. The I/O channel then executes the operation independently recording errors if they occur. When
the operation is completed, the I/O . channel sets a bit to
interrupt the processor and stores a result descriptor in
memory.
There may be as many as four I/O channels in a
(I;

*One drum is required in a minimal B 5000; a second is optional, even in
a two· processor system.

B 5000 system. No extra complication arises, however,
from the presence of multiple channels; neither memory
modules nor I/O units are permanently connected to any
specific channel, nor is the programmer concerned in any
way. The connection is made when an I/ 0 descriptor is
sent to an I/O channel, the first channel available receives
the descriptor and executes it~ regardless of which memory
module or peripheral unit is involved.
Two important MCP functions are made possible by the
timer, which is an integral part of the B5000: to enable
log-keeping, and to prevent a program from getting caught
in a loop and staying there until the operator recognizes
the fact and stops the program. The timer is a six-bit
counter which is incremented by 1 every 60th of a second;
after 64 counts, overflow oCCurs and causes an interrupt.
After four such interrupts, the Mep compares the elapsed
processor and 110 time with the (optional) estimate supplied by the programmer. If the running time exceeds the
estimate, the program is removed from memory and the
operator is notified. As implied above by the word "optional"
in parentheses, the programmer may omit the estimated
processor and/or I/O times; in this event, the MCP inserts
a time "estimate." As of this writing, the MCP word
reserved for· this estimate is then arbitrarily filled with
l's, yielding an "estimate" of approximately 9.7 hours.
Naturally, if one wishes to employ the time-keeping
abilities of the MCP, he begins with a pessimIstic estimate
and refines it as he gains experience.
A program being executed will be interr~pted when any
one of 40 conditions occurs; some of these have been
described above. When a program is .interrupted, the
contents of all the pertinent registers are stored in the
upper part of that program's stack, and control is transferred to a location associated with the condition causing
the interrupt. At that location is the beginning of an
MCP routine which will take the proper action.

operation of the standard programming system
The standard programming system, including the MCP
and the ALGOL and COBOL compilers, is sent to users
on magnetic tape. A small card deck is used to load the
MCP on a drum. Either compiler, or both, may also be
loaded on a drum. If a compiler is not in drum storage,
the MCP will find it· on the tape and read it in when it
is required. The MCP and ALGOL compiler together
require about half of one drum; if the COBOL compiler is
included, about one-and-a-half drums are needed. Each
drum contains 32,768 words.
The MCP uses one magnetic tape, called the Program
Collection Tape (peT;, to store programs scheduled to run
but not yet brought into memory. All other tapes are
available for programmer use, but are individually recog~
nized (if labeled) and selededby the MCP as required by
various programs. The programmer need not (and· indeed
cannot) designate specific magnetic tape units, although l
the operator can. The operator is notified when a reel is
to be removed or put o~ a given unit; the message also
gives the name of the file and of the program.
The MCP allocates core storage for a program as the
program requires it. If the storage requirements of the
program exceed the available amount of core storage, the
Mep automatically overlays segments of the program or
its data to make room for other segments. Because of this
feature, programs can be executed on the B 5000 ~ven
though they apparently require more core storage than
is available.
Obviously, any program-and a compiler is no exception
-requires some minimal amount of Core storage. for its
execution. In order to execute the MCP, the compilers, arid
most object programs, three out of a possible eight memory
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modules are required on a B 5000. However, overlaying
program segments and retrieving them later will require
processor and I/O time, thus adding to the time required
to execute a program. Considerable increases in program
speeds can be achieved hy simply adding one memory
module. No program changes are required for adding or
deleting memory modules or peripheral units, unless a
drastic deletion results in .em, unworkable situation (e.g.,
attempting a three-tape sort with but two magnetic tape
units on line) .

mcp functions
The major functions of the MCP are listed below in
the order in which they are uS'ually invoked.
1. Scheduling and loading programs
2. Reading program and data segments from a drum
when required by a program
3. Allocating and overlaying core storage
4. Assigning peripheral units and input or output
buffer' areas for each program
5. Initiating input and output operations, and recognizing the completion of these operations
6. Removing. a' program from memory when it is
finished or when certain error conditions occur
7. Adding programs to or' deleting programs from
a library
8. Maintaining a log of system operation, which is
written on any uni,hen requested.
'
The MCP is composed
31 segments, some of which
are discussed below. Dep ssion of the 'LOAD button on
the B 5000 console reads 512 words of the MCP from a
drum into core and transfers control to the initial portion
of the MCP. The Initialization Routine in the MCP then
reads into core those' Mep segments which are to remain
permanently in core, and initializes all MCP tables.
Four segments of the MCP rerpain permanently situated
in core: the Program Control Routine,' Input-Output Initiate Routine, Input-Output Complete Routine and Storage
Allocation and Overlay Routine. All other segments are
read from a drum as' they are required, and remain in
core until the space is needed for some other purpose.
, The Program Control Routine is used to transfer control
to any segment which may not be in core. If the required
segment is not present, the Program Control Routine will
obtain space for it and read it frqm the drum. The
Program Control Routine, also has the function of deciding
which program is to be executed if more than one is
in memory ready to run. After an interrupt has been
processed by an MCP routine, control is returned to the
Program Control Routine, which in turn resumes (or
initiates) processing of one of the programs in memory.
The Program Control Routine chooses the highest priority
program that is ready to run. (A program is not "ready
to run" if it is waiting on an I/O operation).

program scheduling and loading
Programs are scheduled' and loaded by two segments of
the MCP called Collection and Selection. Collection adds
programs to the schedule as they are specified by program
header cards. A header card may call for a program to be
compiled and executed, in which case Collection will add
the compiler to the schedule, and, when compilation is
completed, will add the compiled program to the schedule.
If a header card calls a compiled program from a library,
Collection will add that program to the schedule. ~n
every case, a program is merged into the schedule in
priority order behind all programs of equal priority already
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in the schedule. When processor time is available, Selection
is notified by the Program Control Routine, and will attempt
to find a program in the schedule which can be loaded into'memory and executed; It will check information collected by the compiler as to memory and peripheral' unit
requirements, and will choose the first program in the
schedule which will run in the amount of system now
available. It then loads the selected program into memory
and leaves it ready to begin operation when chosen by the
Program Control Routine. The entire program is written
on the drum in this process, and the' beginning segment
is also read into core.
When space is required in core storage for any purpose,
the Storage Allocation Routine is used to obtain it. All
available' core storage is in a linked list, with the smallest
space first on the list· and the largest last. When core
storage is requested, the first available' section of core
large enough to satisfy the request is removed from the
list, the required amount of space is assigned in that
section of core, and' the remaining amount is linked into
the available storage list. If there is not enough core
storage available, the Overlay Routine is called to make
more storage available. Since there is a copy of all MCP
segments and program segments on a drum, it is not
necessary to write these segments on the drum when they
are removed from core. Data . segments, however, are
written on the drum if they are overlaid.
The order, in which assigned memory is overlaid is:
first, "overlayable" MCP segments (all segments except
the four permanently in core); second, program segments
of the lowest-priority program; third, data segments of the
lowest-priority program. The second and third steps are
then repeated for all remaining programs, proc~eding from
lowest to highest priority. The overlay operation continues
until either the required space has been made available
or there is nothing more which can be overlaid. In the
latter case, one of the programs in memory actually requires more core. storage than the compiler has estimated.
It is then too late to take corrective action; an error
message is typed out, and all programs in process are
terminated.
When either a program segment or a data segment is
overlaid, the space is linked into the available storage list,
and the descriptors associated with the segment are marked
absent so that any future reference to the segment will
cause a "presence bit" interrupt.
As a program is executed, it may, from time to time,
branch to program segments not in core, or try to refer
to data not in core. In either case a presence bit interrupt
occurs and the Presence Bit Routine in the MCP must
find the required segment on the drum, obtain core space
for it and read it into core. When this is completed,
the s~gment is marked present and the program is left
ready to run as soori as it is chosen by the Program
Control Routine.

input-output
The assignment of peripheral unit numbers and buffer
areas is made at the time a program first reads or writes
a file. The MCP maintains a record of the file names of all
input files and the units on which they are mounted,
and the units on which output files are mounted. The
Four-Second Routine in the MCP is responsible for maintaining this table. This routine is so called because it is
normally executed on every fourth timer interrupt (approximately every four seconds). In the course of its operation,
it also determines the status of all peripheral units. If
the unit is a magnetiC tape unit, the Four-Second Routine
reads the first record on the tape and stores the name of
the file mounted on the unit. Once the file name _has
ClRTRMRTIClN
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been recarded, the tape will nat be read again unless
the Faur-Secand Rautine detects a change in the status
af the unit. After such a change (e.g., from ready to'
nat ready), it is necessary to' read the tape label again
when the unit is. returned to' a ready status. If a tape is
mounted with a write ring, the Faur-Secand Rautine also.
checks a purge date in the label to' ascertain whether the
infarmatian an the tape can be destroyed. If the purge
date has nat been passed, a message to' that effect is
typed aut, and the aperatar has a chance to' carrect a
passible errar:
When a file is apened, an input-autput descriptar is
created which the program then uses in the executian of
any aperatian with that file. To. perfarm a read ar write aperatian, the program executes a Program Release aperatar,
causing an interrupt which requests the MCP to' perfarm
the specified aperatian. After checking the availability af
the requested unit and any ane af up tafaur I/O channels,
the Input-Output Initiate Rautine in the MCP will either
initiate the aperatian ar put it in a waiting list af I/O
operatians, and then call the Program Cantrol Rautine
to' chaase a pragram to' run. The program requesting an
I/O aperatian is eligible to' run, since it may nat need
the infarmatian just requested far same time. If it tries to'
use the infarmatian befare the aperatian is camplete, it
will be interrupted and set "nat ready" until the aperatian
is camplete.
When an I/O aperatian is campleted, it causes an
interrupt. The i/o Camplete Rautine in the MCP then
initiates a waiting aperatian if passible, sets the pragram
waiting an the aperatian just campleted "ready," and
calls the Pragram Cantrol Rautine to' chaase a pragram
to' run.
When a program is finished, it executes a cammunicate
aperatar, which causes an interrupt. The Cammunicate
Rautine in the MCP clases any files nat clQsed in the
program; returns all care and drum starage assigned to'
the pragram; calls the Lag Routine to' stare infarmatian
abaut . the pragram; and, if the program finishing is a
campiler, calls Callection to' add the cam piled program to'
the schedule. It then calls the Pragram Cantral Rautine
to' chaase anather pragram to' run.

library tapes
The library tape maintenance system cansists af a group
af routines to' add ar change programs an a library tape.
The header card calling far campilatian may specify that
the program is to' be added to' a library ar is to' replace a
program af the same name already an a library tape.
Anather cantral card may be used to' call a program
fram a library, either far additian to.. an ather library ar as
a replacement far a pragram with the same name in a
library. All pragrams to' be placed in a library are written
an the Pragram Callectian Tape (PCT) when the abave
cards are encauntered.
A library tape is created an recagnitian af a library
tape maintenance cantral card. This card may either
cause a specific library tape to' be capied with additians
and replacements as nated abave, ar it may cause a new
library tape to' be created cantaining anly thase pragrams
previausly specified to' be added to' a library. After the
tape is created, a message an the Message Printer gives
the aperatar the name af the library and the unit an
which it was created.
log

At any time, the aperatar may request that the lag
infarmatian be written an the peripheral unit af his chaice.
The first line af the lag for each pragram shaws, fram left
to' right, the name af the pragram, whether the pragram
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was campiled (COM) ar executed (RUN), remarks from
the header card, the date, start time; finish time, number
af secands the pracessar was used far this pragram, reasan
far stapping the pragram (EO}
narmal program finish;
ERR = errar finish), and the number af secands the
peripheral equipment was used far this program. Each
succeeding line gives infarmatian about a file declared in
the pragram. This infarmatian, fram left to' right, is multifile identificatian, file identificatian, preparatian date, cycle
number, number af secands this file was used by the
program, number af secands this file was assigned to' the
program, number af errars encauntered in reading ar
writing this file, and, far thase files actually apened,
the type af peripheral unit an which the file was lacated.
To. canserve table space, peripheral unit names are abbreviated: CR means card reader, LP signifies line printer,
and MT indicates magnetic tape; additians naw being
incarparated will include PR far paper tape reader and

=

Fig. 1. Typical B 5000 Log Output
T(R~14

co. COMPILATION CARD

0000000 QUA

00000 01 a0004 00019 000 CR

0000000 OUTPT

00000 01 00010 00016 ooe LP

MCPPCT

COOErIL 00000 01 00001 00012 000 MT

0000000 SaLT

00000 01 00000 00000 000

0000000 SOL T

00000 01 00000 00000 000

0000000 LIBRAR

00000 01 00000 00000 ooe

TERMI4

64049 0016 0016 00023 (UJ 00024

RUN

64049 0016 0011 00017 (OJ 00006

0000000 TAPEREC 00000 01 00002 00016 000 MT

0000000 CAROREC 00000 01 00000 00016 000 CR

PP far paper tape punch. The last calumn is blank if
the file was 'declared but never actually used in the
program. A typical lag is shawn in Fig. 1.

results
As, was ariginally planned, all pragramming far the B
5000 is being darie in ALGOL ar COBOL. Bath campilers
cantain features which have praved to' be highly satisfactary in checking aut programs. Estimates af increased pragrammer praductivity resulting fram the use af campiler
languages indicate a manpawer saving af abaut a factar
af 10 in pragramming, checking aut, and dacumenting
typical programs.
In aur awn experience, bath campilers were written in
ALGOL, and we realized an increase in pragrammer
praductivity af faur ar five to' ane; i.e., if the campilers
had been written in assembly language, It wauld have taken faur ar five times as many man-haurs as were
actually required to' camplete the task.
The increased praductivity af the B 5000 resulting fram
the use af narmally idle pracessar time is highly dependent
an the type af programs being executed. If a graup
af programs are all processar-baund, no. time can be
saved by running the programs tagether; it is nat ~nusual,
hawever, to' find twa ar three pragrams which run tagether
in very little Iriare time than that required to execute the
langest program af the graup.
Mast cases· fall between these twa extremes. In the
usual case, a group af programs can be executed in .less
time than is required far the same graup if each program
is run alane, but will require mare time than that required
far the langest program. (This shauld nat be taken to'
imply that the sharter pragrams will nat be finished befare
the langest ane). The actual time saved depends an the·
am aunt af idle pracessar time which wauld be available
•
if the pragrams were executed serially.
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ELECTRONIC
SYSTEM
DIVISION

edp system selection

by ROBERT B. FOREST, Editor
DATAMATION: Could we begin with your name and
title?
MC CLOY: Colonel Edward McCloy, chief, E;DP Equip.:;
rilent Office, Hanscom Field, Bedford, Mass. The Office is
part of the Electronic Systems Division of the Air Force
Systems Commarid, which has headquarters at Andrews
AFB near Washington, D.C. Our code symbol is ESQ.
DATAMATION: I wonder if you could describe briefly
the goals of the EDP Equipment Office-which we can
refer to as ESQ-and perhaps the scope of this activity?
MC CLOY: Let me take them in reverse order. The EDP
Equipment Office, ESQ, was established in January 1963
to be the single EDPE selection agency in the Air Force
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Discharged as an Infantry ma;or after WWII, Col. McCloy
ioined the Air Force in '47 and
has since held comptroller and
data systems management positions. For 3~ years, prior to
his present assignment, he was
responsible for dp equipment
selection and software development for the AF Logistics
Command, and has been with
ESQ since its inception. He
holds a SS in Commerce from
Iowa State and an MSin Susiness Administration from Ohio
State.
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for business and scientific systems and for some selected
additional systems. We are involved only with those which
are to be competitively procured. If sole source selection
is approved by Hq USAF, which sometimes does occur,
where a sole source situation exists, we don't get in the
act. Our primary goals are 'to insure that we get equipment
that can do the job effectively and economically for the Air
Force, and that we have full competition and objective
selection to meet the Air Force data systems requirements.
DATAMATION: Is this scope or are these goals the same
as, they were when ESQ was established?
MC CLOY: Yes, except that we have an added function
of evaluating all unsolicited EDPE proposals.
DATAMATION: And you don't anticipate any other change
in the goals or the scope?
MCCLOY: No.
DATAMATION: How are you organized to achieve this
job?
MC CLOY: We have three divisions. One, quite small, is
a Plans Division, which establishes basic procedures and
handles management controls. We have two additional
divisions, one of which is systems oriented (systems now
meaning data rather than equipment system orientation).
Its role is to work with the user to insure that we understand the system requirement, and that this requirement is
properly specified to, and satisfied by, the manufacturer.
The other division is hardware and software oriented, and
is made up of technicians with a programming background.
The two divisions jointly go through the evaluation. The
work is handled on a project basis, taking those skills and
people necessary to handle the particular selection. As
such, a project will have people from both divisions.
DATAMATION: How many people do you have in ESQ?
MC CLOY: The authorization is 45. As of this morning
we have 43. Of those, six are secretarial, the remainder
are either supervisory or technical. And the makeup of the
technical staff is about 50-50, military and civilian. You
might be interested that, for the roughly 20 technical
civilian positions we have, we had over 150 applicants;
I'm very pleased with all of the people here.
DATAMATION: I was going to ask you about the quality
of your people and how you hold them. I presume that
you can't always compete with private industry's salary
level.
MC CLOY: I've been pretty fortunate; we have had
recognition of the skill requirement here, and have been
able to compete fairly well. We went on a rather agressive
recruiting campaign, and had applications from allover
the United States, as well as the U.S. Army in Europe.
I think the people here for the most part are glad that
they came. In some ways, I can't think of a Detter opportunity for an individual who has gone a fair ways in the
data systems business and wants to broaden himself. He
will be exposed here to a wide range of applications,
particularly of management-type or business systems. The
Air Force, as you probably know, is the world's largest
user of these equipments, and they do have a great variety
of applications. Our analyst also is exposed to a wide
range of equipments., We take the proposals and break them
down in great detail, analyze them very closely, so he
gets to become aware of the capabilities of various manufacturers' equipment and various categories of systems.
DATAMATION: What kind of background is required
for the work?
MC CLOY: We structured ourselves to civil service classifications; one of these is the digital computer system analyst, and those in the systems division are then defined as
system analysts. Many of the analysts, of course, began as
programmers. In the technical division, we have designated
them as programmers. An independent survey was made
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'of our group recently, just to see how we were progressmg,
and the survey team was quite surprised at the range
and depth of experience of the civilian employees here.
The average experience is about eight years.
DATAMATION: Is the system analyst in a higher position
than the programmer?
MC CLOY: No, these work in parallel. We were able to
get recognition here of the skilled programmer. There has
been a tendency sometimes, in some organizations, to
"graduate~' from programming to analysis, but we don't
look at it this way. These are two skills that are parallel
and complement each other.
DATAMATION: How do you handle what might be a
problem with your military personnel? Are they always
able to achieve a rank that allows them to earn an amount
equal, or simila;, to their civilian counterpart?
MC CLOY: This is a dilemma. It depends on the individual
and the rank. The recent pay raise helped in the lower
grades. At the captain level, for example, each competes
fairly effectively for his age. One of the programs the Air
Force has today is to encourage service careers for second
lieutenants. They have a mandatory tour of four years,
and after that they do a lot of soul-searching whether they
are going to stay in service or get out. But if we can
talk them over that hump (and by that time they are
usually first lieutenants), we're in. They can see some
rapid promotions on the civilian side sometimes, so it's a
perpetual problem-no different, I guess, in my function
than anyone else's.
DATAMATION: Now, could you describe your function
here, and the process by which a bid is evaluated?
MC CLOY: Well, about two years ago Hq USAF found
that it had three major problems in the data systems area.
The first was a lack of effective systems control. A user
could solicit hardware proposals from manufacturers and
make a selection before Hq USAF really knew what he
was up to. He would, however, have to get Hq USAF
final approval. Second, there was a lack of consistency and
objectivity in applying the criteria by which equipment was
selected. The third was the need to standardize systems
among commands. It became apparent that it was highly
desirable to have one skilled organization do the equipment selection in relation to standard systems approved
by Hq USAF. So they really did the two things simultaneously: put systems under control and centralize equipment selection for approved systems.
If a user has a bright idea of something that he wants
to put on a computer, he starts with a Data Automation
Proposal, or DA:P. This goes up to Hq USAF. If this is
blessed and if there are implications of new equipments,
then we get a copy of the DAP so that we can begin
to become familiar with the problem. If - new equipment
is nbt required and the DAP is approved, the user proceeds
to develop the system on in-house equipment. As I said,
where there's an implication of new equipment then we
become familiar with the project. Now we don't work with
it very closely, but only intermittently. We don't help the
user design the system; that's his task, as we don't have
this many people. As we gain experience, we can give some
guidance to the scope of the project, the possibilities of
the kind of capabilities which are coming down the pike,
etc. For the most part today, we have insured that the
user has documented his system in such a way that after
it is approved by Hq USAF, we in turn can put this out
into a Request for Proposal to manufacturers. The user's
final product is called his data systems specification, which
is the documentation of his requirement in more detail
than his original proposal. The DAP is a little less than the
classical feasibility study; the Data System Specification
is a little more. The specification again goes up to Hq
USAF; if it is approved the systems specification is sent
47
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to us. We finalize it from an equipment selection standpoint, and put in other data which is of the evaluation type
-questionnaires for the vendor, how he is to respond, what
formats he should use, workload data so' he can time the
system out, etc. We then finalize the Request for Proposal
(RFP).
Prior to issuance of this RFP, there are certain things
we have to go through. Hq USAF has directed that all
selections be done by what are called System Source
Selection Board techniques. This means that there is a
final committee, of which I am usually the chairman, which
makes the selection. It also says that the criteria for these
selections will be established prior to the issuance of the
RFP. In other words, by the knowledge that our people
have gained about the specification by working with the
user, we establish the things which will be evaluated and
how they will be weighted in relation to the total. The
RFPs are then sent out to the manufacturers. We're open
for questions during a period of time. If one manufacturer
asks a question, we answer to all manufacturers (unless
he asked about a proprietary item) so they have the
benefit of the same information.
They then come in with their proposal. In some cases
they must then actually run a problem, which we call a
benchmark problem, on their own equipment. The proposal
and the benchmark data are then evaluated by what we
call an Evaluation Group, which is an element under the
Systems Source Selectiori Board. This evaluation group in
turn has sub-groups, each of which analyzes an area. For
example, we could have a cost sub-group, a systems subgroup, a software sub-group, etc. These each work toward
the pre-established criteria, but without access to the
results of the other groups; this assures objectivity. In
other words, no one on this Evaluation Group can put
together the results and say, "I know who won this one."
For example, the systems sub-group does not know what the
impact of system timing might be on costs because they
don't know the costs. So this assures objectivity by keeping
the evaluation sliced up. Each of the evaluation subgroups then comes up with its validation and evaluation
against these pre-established criteria, without weights.
These are given to the Board; the Board applies the preestablished final weights, and the final values then become
the basis for the Board decision.
I might make one other comment here, in light of
the original question, that has to do with validation and
analysis: I think the vendors are finding out that we are
going into the ability of their equipment to do the job in
much more detail than any customer, at least Air Force·
user, has ever done before. We're getting down to the rock
bottom of equipment capabilities and their response to the
proposal. We're not buying brochure treatments. My impression is that the vendors are impressed with the degree
to which we are searching through the proposals to insure
the selected equipment can do the job.
We can't afford to have a near miss. The manufacturer
cannot afford to have a near miss. It has been taking us
roughly six to eight weeks in our analysis before we come
up with a winner.
DATAMATIqN: Would it be possible for a particular
manufacturer to help a user develop a DAP in such a way
that it almost pointed to his equipment?
MC CLOY: Among my responsibilities is the evaluation
of unsolicited proposals. This goes along the same route
of system approval. We have asked the manufacturersnot required them, but 'asked them-not to participate
with our users, and Hq USAF has directed our users
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not to use vendor assistance in any way prior to equipment
selection. We have stressed that what normally happens, if
the manufacturer makes such a study, is that by the time
the DAP has gone through the selection or development
cycle, it turns out his equipment isn't the right one to do the
job. Additionally, one of my basic responsibilities is to
insure that a specification is not "manufacturer-oriented."
If a user has inadvertently oriented the specification to
given equipment. we will modify the specification to
eliminate those elements. We insure that the RFP is competitive.
DATAMATION: What procedure is there to help the
user make sure that he has evolved a· sensible system under
the DAP?
MC CLOY: Well, I think it occurs in two ways. First,
we have a rather deep reservoir of experienced EDP
people in the Air Force. The first computer installed by
the Air Force,' I think, was in 1952, and they were rather
widespread by 1958. Consequently, the initial analysis is
usually done by competent people. Second, there is a
series of review channels; the final one for the DAP and
the specifications is up to Hq USAF, where they have a
comprehensive review process, with a final buy-off by
what is called the Data Automation Panel. This is a part
of the system review that I talked about, and it's quite
comprehensive.
'
DATAMATION: Now, you mentioned a board which sits
on the results of the various evaluations sub-gl:oups. ~What
is its composition?
MC CLOY: The System Source Selection Board usually
consists of five to seven senior personnel from my office,
primarily my. division chiefs and myself. After going through
this two or three times we found it was a good idea to
have a consistent board, getting experience, whereas
in many AF boards a man may serve once in his lifetime.
Then we also go elsewhere in ESD to bring new blood and
new ideas to the Board. And in turn we hope to give
some experience to the rest of the ESD in some of the
problems in equipment.selection. Now, in those cases where
we are getting multiple equipment, such as equipment
for 152 installations, we may establish ,a formal SSSB.
This is a, Hq USAF Board, chaired by a general officer,
and with representation of the various major air commands
affected. In that case, ESQ serves as Evaluation Group,
in support. This probably will occur about once a year.
So far ~e've had' one case of this sort.
.
DATAMATION: What steps do you take to make sure
that a bid is open to as many qualified people as possible?
MC CLOY: We have a list of all known manufacturer"s
of EDP Equipment which we refer to for each requirement.
In addition, we give it widespread publicity by synopsizing
in the Department of, Commerce Bulletin. Also, we put
out normal· press releases-every once in awhile you pick
it up in Datamation!
The Air Force has a policy that any vendor responding
must be able to respond to the total system requirement.
That is, a vendor cannot say, "Let me furnish a printer
for the system." He must respond to the total system
requirement. Of this list of 34 manufacturers, some really
cannot react, so they may. try to sub-contract to a major
manufacturer. If they make, say, a CRT display system
and we have a CRT requirement, they might come in with
a firm that lacks display capability. So we get proposals
from a considerably lesser number than the total list.
DATAMATION: Might any of these be considered a
systems management or consulting firm?
MC CLOY: No. We have had some consultant firms ask.
for our RFP. We have always responded stating the systems
requirement, but, today, we have not had a second letter.
DATAMATION: Are any steps taken to ensure that small
CATAMATICN
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firms have a chance to bid against large companies?
MC CLOY: Yes. First, the list I mentioned contains many
of the smaller manufacturers, and we reach additional
potential suppliers through the Department of Commerce
Bulletin and other media. Second, our analysis techniques
protect the smaller comp'any. A big company, for instance,
might be able to bring in more people, spend more time
in preparing their proposals, etc. We insure that the
capabilities of each equipment proposed is measured against
the stated system requirements.
DATAMATION: One of the factors considered in your
, evaluation are software capabilities. How do you measure
this?
MC CLOY: The ideal way is to run the system; this
gives you a better reflection of the software. capability
than anything else. This is quite expensive, and we can't
do this on a capricious basis. It's also time-delaying to
the user, who is anxious to go ahead with the selection.
So you try to pre-establish what you think will be wanted;
for example, you might say you have to be able to sort
in a certain number of sort keys in a certain sequence.
Now" you really have two kinds of requirements. One
is that which I will call a go-no. go. The RFP says you
must have a report generator; this you either have or
you don't. If you don't, you don't compete; you are
considered non-responsive. And these we state in the RFP
in what we call Mandatory Requirements. You must be able
to respond to this. Beyond that, some of them are effective
in degrees. For instance, we may say that you must have
a COBOL compiler for required COBOL. Then we might
say for each optional feature of COBOL that you have,
you get some extra consideration.
DATAMATION: How direct a concern to you is programming costs, and how do you evaluate or measure it?
MC CLOY: We have found that competitive equipment
for similar system requirements have. approximately' equal
programming costs. This is particularly true in the Air
Force where policy calls for COBOL and a standard
scientific language. We are looking for more precise techniques for measuring programming costs without requiring
actual programming of systems. I guess we are all familiar
'
with the lack of common data in this area.
DATAMATION: Do you have any evidence that COBOL,
for instance, is lowering programming costs?
Me CLOY:' I specifically have no such experience. Hq
USAF recently put in Air Force-wide a single program on
a variety' of equipments and proviped programs in
COBOL. Some commands had machines with COBOL
compilers; some did not, but used the statements as a
specification language, It was estimated that the conversion
by those with COBOL compilers took approximately onefourth of the,manhours of those that did not.
DATAMATION: How wide are the variations in the
COBOL's that you're receiving as parts of proposals?
MC CLOY: For the most part the differences are coming
in the options-they're basically complying with the mandatory requirements~ Again,-one of the things we're working
on is standard COBOL benchmark programs, which will
enable us to compare equitably competing equipment.
DATAMATION: You also mentioned vendor support in
training, backup capability, maintenance support, etc. How
do you measure or evaluate a company's training capability?
MC CLOY: To date, this has ended up, not intentionally,
as a go-no' go requirement. That is, We make as a requirement that you will provide a certain level of training, and
either are willing to do this or not. Now we CQuld, for
example, say, "And I want to know how good your
instructors are." How can I really evaluate that? One
manufacturer may have the best instructor in the country,
acknowledged as such, and the vendor may say, "He will
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instruct your people." But that individual could quit before
the training occurs. So we specify a mandatory training
req uiremen t.
Now, we are beginning to develop a system-our own
data system, you might call it-to collect data as to the
effectiveness with which the manufacturers have met
these requirements. One of the points we have made
strongly to our user is that we expect to get data as to
how both the manufacturer and Air Force met the commitments as specified in the RFP and proposal, and then
we can build a file of data on the manufacturers'
true reliability.
DATAMATION: How do you decide when to use the
benchmark problem in your evaluation procedure?
MC CLOY: There are a variety of considerations, of course.
A prime one is the importance of the system. For example,
a recent proposal set a maximum monthly rental of $7,000.
Well, you can't ask the manufacturer to do a lot of systems
analysis and programming for a maximum monthly rental
of $7,000. However, if the system is to operate at multiple
locations, we want to be sure it will run effectively, and will
require a benchmark. Then there are some applications for
which it is quite simple to run a benchmark, primarily
the 'scientific computers. Most of them have compilers
which, when given the problem in standard language,
take no time at all to compile, with little cost to the
manufacturer. On the other hand, when we decide to run
a benchmark we limit our selection to announced, physically available equipment and software, and exclude announced equipments not yet physically available. We also
must be careful that we don't drive out the manufacturer
who has good equipment but lacks the working capital
that he is willing to risk. In the base supply package for
approximately 150 computers, where they did run a benchmark, we estimated the cost to run in the hundreds of
thousands of dollars to participate. As I said, we can't
require this type of expenditure capriciously.
DATAMATION: Who selects the benchmark problem, and
determines that it fully measures the capabilities of the
hardware?
MC CLOY: The user writes the problem to our specifications, and we ensure that by running the problem the
equipment will also do the job.
DATAMATION: - Do you make recommendations to lease
or purchase equipment?
'
MC CLOY: We always consider lease and purchase as
options, and indicate where the break-even point would be.
This decision is based upon the anticipated life of the
system in the Air Force inventory. Hq USAF has to balance
this in terms of fund availability and the latest potential
for change in projected system life. It's a volatile world!
DATAMATION: The Air Force order for 150 computers,
to which you referred, was for an inventory control
application at numerous bases. What led to this "fleet
order" decision?
MC CLOY: The Air Force, from the start, tried to establish 'and maintain a standard base supply system. But
it began with punched card systems, acquired tube-type
computers and, when transistorized hardware came out,
had about five or six different pieces of gear. We found
that when we tried- to convert a standard system to nonstandard gear, we didn't end up with a standard system.
What we found was that each major command had a
programming office, and this was expensive. An airman who
moved from one command to another had to be retrained
for' the different s~pply system established there. And
when the Logistics Command, the granddaddy of the supply
system, tried to get information on a common baSIS from
all commands, they couldn't get it because the computers
were producing different- kinds of products. So their first
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problem was to have a standard supply system.
DATAMATION: Do you foresee a trend, then, toward
more and more standardization?
MC CLOY: This is a general Air Force policy today. If
you have a common requirement and a common system,
this is often best satisfied with standard equipment.
DATAMATION: What kind of relation do you have with
such organizations as MITRE and System Development
Corporation?
MC CLOY: We have explored various automated techniques to be applied to this business with the help of
MITRE. We have had some training provided by System
Development Corporation, but no assistance in the equipment selection process from either.
DATAMATION: You have indicated your attempts to
study the possibilities of "automating" the selection process. Are outside firms studying this for you?
MCCLOY:· Unfortunately, our budget does not allow this.
And also, I think it's healthy for our people to interlace
this function with their other work, though I have
found that this is difficult to do. The need to concentrate
on day-to-day business negates a man's staying on research,
so we try to rotate our personnel between necessary research
and the normal selection work.
DATAMATION: What are your plans and hopes for
future evaluation techniques, including an automated
system?
MC CLOY: I feel strongly that evaluation is based upon
system throughput capability and ability to do the job.
I am very concerned about what I. call the dimensions of
the system. If I had the choice of having a system big
enough or having a precise statement of running time, I'd
be more concerned with having a system big enough for
the job. The running time is subject to many vagaries
such as programming capability.
We have found that our highly technical people have
spent a fair amount of their time in drudgery, as in
detailed timing analyses. I think it's highly important they
use their skills for judgment rather than drudgery so that
we need an automated timing and analysis capability of
Some sort. I think in order to do a better job, the best
job we can conceivably do, we must have either a bench. mark or simulate a benchmark through some system of
automated analysis. I hope to do this. We've been looking
at the kinds of things which are available, and hope
within three of four months to come up with a specific
plan on how to solve this one.
DATAMATION: I assume that you do not intend to
automate out the human factor or final judgment, but
only to take out, as you said, some of this drudgery.
MC CLOY: That is correct. This drudgery means translating general performance specifications into throughput,
for instance-where five· manufacturers who have all proposed equipments specify hardware characteristics and
internal speeds. We get other factors on such things as
software efficiency, make system inputs, and end up with a
result. There are so many unknowns that are hard to
anticipate-such things as multiprocessing, memory utilization, segmentation, a variety of these kinds of things that
if timed blindly can produce an anwer that isn't reasonable.
Once you get into these things, you find a myriad of
decisions to make. An automated system forms a basis
for judgment; it doesn't substitute for it.
DATAMATION: Is there a trend of leaning more toward
one manufacturer? As you get a certain number of one
kind of equipment for inventory control, and then possibly
tie in the inventory control with a slightly larger systelll
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for producing manage~ent reports, and maybe that would
then tie into a large system at Hq USAF, I wonder if
this might tend to "lock in" one manufacturer?
MC CLOY: There are several factors which preclude this
going to the degree you suggest. In the first place, there
is a certain amount of compatibility growing in industry.
As you know, for example, just about every manufacturer
has the capability of using IBM tapes. So industry has,
to some degree, taken care of tile problem for us.
The Air Force bends over backwards,· as do we, in our
review of specifications to prevent a specification which
would preclude competitors. We could pay a cost for'
this-it can cost you money to convert, and so forth-but
we would think over the long haul that this cost would
pay us back in terms of increasing cqmpetition in the
industry and, through competition, obtaining more for our
AF dollars. Also, the Air Force has a communication
system called AUTODIN .. One of the functions of
AUTODIN is to take in data in one mode, depending
~pon the data processing capabilities at the input station,
and put it out at whatever mode they have at the other
~nd. This takes care of the "different levels" problem you
posed.
DATAMATION: What effort is made here to select equipment from different manufacturers-spread the work
around?
MC CLOY: This does not affect our selections. When
this office was set up, one of the ground rules given
me was that we could not get involved in that type
consideration. For example, we've already made' a selection
involving approximately 150 computers from one manufacturer. Do we make sure he does not get the next one?
That's not our role in any manner, shape, or form; nor
is it Air Force policy to select in or out any vendor
except on the merits and cost of the case in hand. We
make each selection on its own merits, based on the preestablished criteria I spoke of.
DATAMATION: I wonder if, say, a management consultant could take over this function for commercial enterprises?
MC CLOY: Probably, but it would be useful only for a
user who genuinely wants a competitive selection.
DATAMATION: What have you learned in your first
year of operation?
MC CLOY: We've gained a lot of valuable experience
from the four system selections we've made to date, arid
preparation of additional RFP's enough to feel establishing the office was a good idea. We've also learned that
the entire area of equipment selection and evaluation has
been rather naively approached by the industry and by
users, and not enough attention has been given to it.
Third, this is a very tedious and difficult task if the job
is to be done adequately; we have to get into a great
amount of detail. There are many unanswered problems:
What is multiprocessing? What is the capability of equipment in multiprocessing? What is the implication ori a
given system requirement? Is what the manufacturer said
realistic without actually running the problem? I think
we're doing a pretty fair job in the light of the state of
the art and the timetable we are operating on, and
we're confident of the selections we have made.
DATAMATION: How have the users responded? Do
they resent this as a usurpation of some of their functions
and responsibliities?
MC CLOY: Much to my surprise, they're quite enthusiastic.
In the past, the user was getting his lumps when he
made selections. As I said, he wasn't skilled in it, and
had· no opportunity to become skilled in it. At a recent
conference, to my surprise, the users said, "Thank God
for you. It's your head now, not mine."
.•
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What to say
'W'hen the boss
cOlDes
right up to you
and asks
point-blank:
"Dudley, .
'W'hat cOlDputer
should 'W'e
buy?"

parlays a two-microsecond
memory cycle, simultaneous
peripheral processing, a priorityinterrupt faCility, expandable
memory capacity and a flexible
communications capability."

computer for his company is the
H-200, newest and smallest member of Honeywell's fine family of
computers. Rents for as little as
$3,000 a month. That should do
it. But ifhe still wants more facts,
get in touch with us at Wellesley
Probably the boss won't have the Hills, Mass. We'll be glad to come
slightest idea what you're talk- over and help out.
ing about. No matter. Move
ahead boldly.
Of course, if. you and the boss
Talk about the need for out- are on very friendly terms, skip
standing peripheral equipment. the saies talk. Just tell him, "Dad,
And compatibility. And a con- get the Honeywell 200."

trol memory. And superior software packages. And lean-overDon't hedge. Come right out and backwards service. Don't be
afraid to pour it on.
say, "Boss,at the rate we're
growing, we need a multi-pur- Now he's ready for the clincher.
pose, business-like computer that Declare that obviously the only

[~.
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NON - DECISION
THEORY

treading corporate waters

by DAVID BOURLAND, JR.
In the course of a recent project in naval operations research, it occurred to the wri"ter that it
was high time to apply one of the fundamental
tenets of operations research: for the team to visit and experience personally the operation under study. Accordingly, we undertook a visit to the seashore to have a look
at the ocean. The ocean was quite interesting, and not at
all as we had imagined it to be. Surely this experience will
greatly enhance our future effectiveness in naval operations research: "We were there."
One particularly curious thing happened. While observing the ocean in actual operation, one of our number
stumbled upon a journal which had been. washed up on
the beach. This journal contained the fruits of obviously
extensive deliberations, some of which had been obscured
by sea water. However, it was possible to make out the
basic structure of a theory of executive action which seems
too important to keep from general circulation. The balance of this paper contains the fragments of what seems
to be a "Non-Decision Theory."

D

the fundamental theorem
Still preserved, fortunately, is the most important portion of this work: the fundamental theorem upon which
all else rests. The formal statement is:

The scientific administrator should never make a decision.
The proof is quite straightforward (as, indeed, proofs are
supposed to be, unless they can be made to be "elegant;"
these latter are never straightforward), and is of two parts.
Firstly, we observe that a decision is either right, or
wrong. If it turns out that the wrong decision waS' made,
it is clear that the theorem is trivially true. On the other
hand, suppose that the correct decision was made. This
would merely place the administrator in the position of
having to make another decision on a future, more complex problem (which he would most likely botch). Hence,
even the right decision leads to unfortunate results except
52

for a set of measure zero. And therefore the theorem is
true almost everywhere~
the command and control theorem
We turn next to the important Command and Control
Theorem:

Subordinates should always be instructed, in difficult
situations, to "Play it by ear."
This follows directly from the Fundamental Theorem.
Alas, it is becoming almost impossible to find competent
junior personnel these days.
Since each person, in a given job, has only a single decision to make (this decision is of course apt to be wrong,
and he will then be fired), a more appropriate unit is desired. This is needed because no matter how effectively
an honest-to-God decision is avoided, one must still seem
to make decisions. We therefore adopt for our basic unit
of Non-Decision Theory l/lOOO-th of a decision, or the

Mr. Bourland is senior staff
engineer with Martin Marietta's· Elect~onic Systems and
Products Div. in Baltimore. He
has been engaged in systems
and operations research acfivties with Booz, Allen Applied
Research Inc., Univac's Advanced Systems Research, and
MIT's Operations Evaluations
Group. He is a member of
ORSA and the Institute of General Semantics, and holds an
MBA from the Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration.
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milli-decision, symbolized by'?". This symbol has been
chosen· in recognition of the uncertainty and mystery that
always surrounds decisions (i.e., 1000 milli-decisions).
This brings the present theory in line with the empirical
law that:

What normally passes for a "decision" (i.e., a few
milli-decisions) is actually three orders of magnitude
away from the real, genuine article.
the dynamic case
It is asserted that:

ad
~ D j Ln Di, O<Di<l,
at
where D represents decisions, measured as usual in ?
The proof is left (thank goodness) as an exercise for the
student. As a hint, it is pointed out that the quantity on
the right is negative; the significance of this negativity
should be apparent to those who have been following the
emerging spirit of Non-Decision Theory.

==

hebert's last theorem
The following is quoted verbatim from Drew Pearson's
column of 18 November 1961 as it appeared in the Washington Post and Times Herald:
[A contract of $296,000 has been let for] "Research in
the General Area of Decision-Making under Uncertainty.
Attention is to be primarily directed at decision situations
characterized by the desire to optimize the value of some
measure of accomplishment.
"Obviously," commented Congressman Edward Hebert,
"this is about how to make a decision when there is no decision to be made."
This theorem (however apocryphal it' may be) should
stand for years as a challenge and inspiration for us all.
three back-to-the-wall theorems
It sometimes happens that the situation deteriorates so
badly that a statement has to be made, involving a significant number of milli-decisions. The first step is to apply the
following Meteorological Theorem: 1
It always helps to know which way the wind is blow-

ing in the front offioe.
This is, in effect, the inverse of the Command and Control
Theorem. The proof is affected by merely changing the
arguments of the direction cosines from Xj to (7T-Xj), for
all i.
The following two theorems are asserted without proof;
their elementary theoretical nature does not require it, despite their great practical importance. Firstly we give the
Electronic Warfare Theorem:

If possible, get an expensive electronic device (i.e.,
a computer) to make the decision; if the decision
turns out to have been wrong, one of its tape units
can be disconnected and two programmers fired in
retribution.
In the fullness of time, one's activities will eventually impinge unwantedly upon the preserve of some other person
or group. Then appeal should be made to the Droit-deSeigneur Theorem:

When it becomes obvious that a decision will mess
things up signi{ioantly for someone else, the decision
should be advertised as hdving been made by Higher
Authority.
1 Sometimes called the Buys Ballot Theorem. One form of the completely unrelated Buys Ballot's Law goes like this: If the wind is blowing on my back (i.e., the plane of back is perpendicular to the axis
of wind flow in horizontal projection), and the low pressure area is
to my left, then I am in the Northern Hemisphere.
2

This theorem, and its proof, constitute a Non-Decision theory analog
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a danskin Jlinterest" theorem

There is no least interesting decision.
The proof here is by contradiction. Suppose there were
some least interesting decision, D M1N , and some initial
decision, Do>O. Upon reflection it may be seen that
DMIN would be a most interesting decision indeed .. Since
it therefore would be more interesting than an appropriately chosen Do, the theorem is proved. 2
two probability theorems
It is probably desirable to include two theorems concerning Large Decisions. They apply not only to Bernoulli
Trials, but. also retroactively to Bernoulli's Tribulations. Let
us first give the Weak Law of Large Decisions:

The larger the decision, the less necessary it is to make
it, for it will be Overtaken By Events.
Consider the dynamic case, given above. Since the first
partial derivative with respect to t is negative for all decisions, all tangents to the' curve must cross the t-axis.
Therefore for each tangent there is some t such that D=O
and hence it has been Overtaken. It is obvious that when
D=O the milli-decision expenditure rate is also minimal
for real values of t. Hence the Fundamental Theorem is
satisfied, and so the theorem is true.
We now generalize the above into the Strong Law of
Large Decisions:

A sequence of milli-decisions is said to obey the
Strong Law of Large Decisions if it converges, but
to a value significantly less than is required for some
action to be taken.
The proof involves showing that the Ault Criterion holds
and that the third Chandler-Hamby lemma applies. It can
be seen that the Weak Law of Large Decisions is a special case of the Strong Law.
future developments
The initial paper on this theory, based on the battered
manuscript mentioned above, appeared in a trip report
prepared as a Memorandum for the Director of Research
in December 1961. In this day of explosive technological
growth, it is to be expected that the state of the art provided by the original manuscript would soon be outgrown. This development is confirmed by the following
items.
• Today, in research centers across the country, experiments are being conducted to reveal the secrets which
lurk in micro-decision areas. The promises of nano-decisions lie just over the horizon.
• Rumors have leaked out concerning graphical techniques which make explicit use of non-decision space in
order to take a variety of non-parametric methods into
account.
• Several particularly promising doctoral candidates at the
Harvard Graduate School of Business Administration are
out collecting case material eVen now for a course to be
offered soon entitled "Non-Decision Theory for Middle
Management."
.
Perhaps the most telling indication that confirms the
wide acceptance of Non-Decision Theory is provided by a
small brochure in last week's mail. A West Coast university
will offer, next fall, a two-week cram course on this topic.
Taught by obvious experts in the field, the enrollment fee
•
seems quite reasonable at only $4500.

of a theorem in number theory due to the mathematician J. M. Danskin, which concerns the non-existence of a "lea'st interesting number."
Taken together these two theorems point the way toward a non-existence theory, which suggests an accompqnying non-uniqueness theory.
So far as the writer knows, Dr. Danskin has not published his result in
number theory.
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Outgrown your

Move up to the new GE·415the first computer that has all the right answers to your 5 most important questions
1. How long will it take to convert my
present programs? Wi th the new
G E-415, the change-over can be immediate, depending on the type of computer
sys~em you are replacing. Chances are
you can run your present programs as is.
. Rewrite them only if you want to, and
when you want to. This immediate changeover is made possible by General Electric's
unique Compatibility Option, based on
the G-E CAPACITRIX memory. Available on the entire General Electric Compatibles/400 family of computersG E-41 5, -425, -435,-455, -465.
2. When can I get it?
Make sure you
have a clear understanding on delivery.

Here's the story on the new GE-415:
First deliveries will be made this summer;
complete with all basic software packages. rour delivery will depend on how
soon you get your order on the books.
Demonstrations are being made now.
3. How much will it cost? Don't forget to discuss cost/performance as well as
purchase price.

The new G E-41 5 gives you far more
performance than any other low-cost
computer. For example, the GE-415 has
a cost/performance advantage over the
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than ariy other company. And, of course,
General Electric instructors and product
service people will make sure your system
gets started - and keeps going-smoothly
and efficiently.
5. What if I need still more capacity
later on? If I intend to grow - and to
expand my computer applications -will
I have to go through this whole changeover business again?

most popular computer up to 9 to 1. This
can mean savings of over $150,000 in 5
years. GE-415 systems start at $4,770 per
month.
4. What kind of help will I get from the
When you get a new
manufacturer?
GE-415 (or any other G. E. computer)
you get systems analysts and applications engineers who will help you plan a
data processing operation -or a total,
integrated information system. We call
these men The Problem Solvers-and for
good reason. They bring you General
Electric's great reservoir of computer
experience. We use more computers (185)

The new G E-415 is a member of the
General Electric COMPATIBLES/400
family of computers. Your initial investment is low, yourgrowth potential practically unlimited. You can move up to a
GE-425, -435, -455, or -465 over a weekend. You use the same programs. The
people you trained do not need to be
retrained. Think what this would mean
in terms of total data processing cost efficiency ,over the next 5, 10, or even 20 years.
The G E-415 and the entire General
Electric COMPATIBLES/400 family
represent a real breakthrough in the computer business. If you would like a detailed
presentation on the GE-415, talk to one
of the G.E. Problem Solvers. They are
located at your nearest General Electric
Computer Department office.

DATAMRTION

small computer?

f

Compar,e the new GE-415
-feature for feature, spec for spec-with any computer anywhere near its price range
Processor Features

•
•
•
•
•
•

and sorts 1200 MICR documents per
minute
• DATANET-20 single line data transmission controller
• DATANET-25 multiple processor/
adapter for coupling COMPATIBLES/
400 computers
.• DATANET-30 Data Communication
Processor for high-volume data processing and high-volume data communication functions

Program interrupt
Multiple level indexing
200 instructions
Indirect addressing
Simultaneous read/write/compute
Scatter/gather
Memory

• Up to 131,072 characters
• Memory cycle equivalent to 2.3 microseconds / character

Upward Compatability

Program Compatability Option

• No pre-passes or re-programming on
programs written for the most popular
small computer now in use
• Features the new G-E CAPACITRIX
fixed memory
Software

• COBOL and FORTRAN language
processors
• MACRO assembly program
• GE-400 operating system
• Automatic I/O coding
• Media conversion program
• Simultaneous media conversion and
production run
• Sort & Merge generators
• Report program generators
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Peripherals

• CR-20 card reader-900 CPM
• CP-10 card punch-:100 CPM
• PR-20 printer-1200 CPM, 136 cols.
• COMPATIBLES/400 line magnetic
tape subsystems up to 83KC
• Single and dual-channel tape controllers
• PS-20 perforated tape reader/punch
(reads 5, 6, 7, 8-channel tapes at 500
characters/sec. Punches 150 characters/
sec.)
• DS-20 disc storage unit stores 23.5 million 6-bit characters
• MR-20 magnetic reader/sorter reads

'. All programs and peripherals upward
compatible with other COMPATIBLES
/400 systems

GENERAL. ELECTRIC
r---------------------,
General Electric Computer Department

Section J-5, Phoenix, Arizona
Please send literature kit on the COMPATIBLES/400, Compatibility Option, and Software Systems.

Name ______________________________
Firm ___________________________
Title _____________________________
Street ____________________________
City ____________________Zone ______
State ________________________________

-~-------------------~
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selection and care

FLOORS FOR
COMPUTERS
by C. T. POTTS*

•

·
O

Often overlooked in the yurchase of electronic data
processing equipment that
costs hundreds of thousands of dollars
is adequate preparation of a room to
house the equipment. This oversight
can cause the purchaser a great deal
of inconvenience and expense.
Many customers fail to realize that
complicated electronic equipment requires a special raised or pedestal
floor. If the floor is' not ready by
delivery, the 'customer is faced with
the prospect of paying for high priced
equipment that remains idle until the
site is completed. In addition, the
customer may end up with a flooring
pattern that does not particularly suit
him because he has to take what is
immediately available.
Pedestal . floors were developed
specifically for use with data processing equipment. As the name implies,
a pedestal floor is simply a raised floor
s~t on pedestals, or pedestals and rails.
The space between the floor and the
subfloor' is needed to contain the
electronic cables and, in many cases,
acts as the plenum chamber for air
conditioning.
. In an electronic data processing
room, the floor has many jobs to perform. A pedestal floor must be high
enough to contain the electronio cables
and cable heads-usually six to eight
inches. It must be strong enough to
support heavy static loads, and have
removable panels so that there is easy
>

access to the cables for repairs, installing new equipment or changing
. locations of existing equipment. Further, the floor should have an even
fit to contain the conditioned air and
to prevent dust from filtering between
the joints. In some cases, it might be
desired to have the floor grounded to
carry off static electricity.
At the minimum, pedestal floor
manufacturers require six to eight
weeks to manufacture and install a
floor as specified by the customer or
architect. Floors have been installed
in much less time on rush orders; but
the customer then. has little choice
in the style and design of floor finish,
and usually has to take what materials
are available. In general, the longer
the customer delays ordering a pedestal floor, the more difficulty he is going to encounter in getting a floor
installed to his satisfaction.
There are a number of pedestal
flooring systems available but essentially they fall into two types-'
stringer and stringerless.
In the stringer system, pedestals or
jacks are adhered to the subfloor and
stringers or channels are connected
from one pedestal head to another.
Floor panels are then set on top of
the stringers (see Fig. 1).
In the stringerless or pedestal sy.stem the panels are set directly on top
of the pedestal heads and held in
place by various locking systems (Fig.
2.).
Panels can be easily removed in

Fig. 1
Stringer system offers stronger support, decreases lateral
movement. Note suction cup lifting device.

*Mr. Potts is manager of Fiber and Surfacing
Products Sales of the Industry Products Div.,

both systems by merely attaching a
suction cup device and lifting. While
the panels must be strong enough to
support machines, they must be light
enough for easy lifting.
Pedestal floors are made of aluminum or steel as well as combinations
of materials such as aluminum and
steel, or steel and plywood. Most popular sizes are 24" x 24" and 18" x 18".
Most panels are surfaced with
resilient tile flooring, either vinylasbestos or homogenous vinyl. A
strong contact adhesive is used to
bond the tile to the panel.
Armstrong Cork Co., which manufactures both types, recently conducted
personal. interviews with representatives of the six leading pedestal flooring manufacturers in the East and
found a growing trend to the use of
vinyl-:-asbestos tile.
Three basic reasons were cited:
1. Economy. Vinyl-asbestos tile sells
for less than half the cost of vinyl
tile, and is just as durable. One
pedestal flooring manufacturer called
it "The best floor for the money."
2. It is easy to maintain.
3. It is familiar in appearance.
Vinyl-asbestos is probably the most
widely used flooring materials for
commercial buildings.
There is a wide choice of color and
design in both vinyl-asbestos and vinyl,
provided the customer orders the
pedestal floor in' plenty of time to
enable the manufacturer to obtaiI;l the
selected tile. Basically, however~' the

Fig. 2
Stringerless or pedestal system has no cross sections to worry
about when installing or repairing cables.

Armstrong Cork Co., Lancaster, Pa.

.
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trend is for subdued colors to complement the electronic equipmentneutral colors with a subtle graining.

1.

maintenance

I,

When rolling equipment into place
over newly-installed floors, some form
of protection should be provided to
prevent dynamic load damage to the
tiles. A sheet of plywood or similar
material, laid down in the path of the
moving casters, will help distribute
the weight of the machine.
Use of hard rubber or aluminum
caster cups beneath the legs of heavy
computer equipment will help prolong
the lift of the resilient floors. To assure
limiting the load to 200 pounds per
square inch, the size of cups or furniture rests used must be calculated on
the basis of the diameter and width
of the caster and the weight of the
hardware.
Resilient flooring-the generic term
for linoleum, rubber, cork, vinyl, etc.-:is the easiest of any material to
maintain but, because a number of
maintenance materials can be harmful
to electronic equipment or wiring connections, special consideration is required. For example, floor wax, steel
wool, excessive amounts of water, use
of poor quality buffing pads, and
cleaners containing ammonia or chlorine should be avoided.
Two thoroughly-tested methods are
recommended to provide safe, practical maintenance for computer areas:
Using standard maintenance equipment
Cleaning-Apply a small amount of
good commercial floor cleaner diluted
approximately one part cleaner to 40
parts cool water, with a mop, being
careful not to allow the solution to
seep between the individual panels.
Next, scrub the floor with a fine
(polishing) grade nylon pad used
under a power machine. Take up the
spent cleaner with a mop or wet
vacuum. Let the floor dry thoroughly.
Finishing-Apply a thin coat of a
heavy duty commercial ·floor finish
with a mop by dipping the mop in
the finish and squeezing out the excess
liquid with a squeeze-type wringer.
Mop on the finish using a side-tn-side
motion, turning the mop frequently.
Repeat this process until the entire
floor area is covered with a thin film
of polish.
Maintenance-The floor area should
be swept daily with a treated dust
cloth or mop to pick up loose dirt or
dust particles. Burnish the tile occasionally with a fine grade nylon pad
under a power machine. Then go over
the burnished area with a dry vacuum
pickup unit to remove any dust. For
best results, this should be done as a
two-man operation. FreSluent dr..y
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Sophisticated - yet so simple
That's CEC's DR-2700 Digital Recorder/Reproducer
It took 31 months of intensive research

and development to perfect this instrument. But it was worth it. The 'D:R-2700
has set completely new standards of
reliability and efficiency for digital recorders. Yet it's so simple to maintain,
it virtually never requires off-the-line
servicing.
The DR-2700 is a consistent choice
for both commercial and military use.
These basic advantages will explain
why:.
• Solid state electronics throughout.
• No programming restrictions at
speeds to 150 ips.
• Int~rlocked command circuits to
prevent response -to contradictory
commands.

• Start/stop time less than 3.0 milliseconds.
• 7 through 16 - channel capability in
a 72-inch-high cabinet.
• IBM 729 IV compatible.
• %" or 1" tape configuration.
• All-metal-front-surface magnetic
head stacks.
• Vacuum - buffered tape storage for
gentler tape handling.
• Densities up to 555.5 bits per inch.
• Full line of optional accessories.
Are we delighted with the DR-2700?
You bet we are.

CEC

Data Recorders Division

More important, our customers are, too.

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS

For full information about the DR-2700,
call or write for Bulletin CEC 2700-X10.

A SUBSIDIARY OF BELL & HOWEll/PASADENA. CALIF. 91109
INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES: WaKING. SURREY, ENGLAND
AND FRANKFURT/MAIN, GERMANY

CIRCLE 25 ON READER CARD

FLOORS . ..

burnishings will reduce the frequency
of floor cleaning.
Using. an automatic floor maintenance
machine
This method is recommended for
larger floor areas.
Cleaning-Apply a small amount of
commercial floor cleaner diluted approximately one part cleaner to 40
parts cool water, with an automatic
floor maintenance machine. The machine will looseri soil, pick up .the
spent solution, and dry the floor in
one operation. If desired, maintenance machines that will also rinse
the floor can be obtained for an
easier, one-pass operation.
Finishing-Same as method one;
Maintenance-Follow the steps in
method one, except that the burnishing
can be done with the automatic floor
machine which also will serve as a dry
vacuum to pick up dust from the
nylon pad.
For heavily soiled floors (caused by
neglect or heavy wear), the following
steps are recommended:
1. Clean. the floor as previously
described. Rinse and let dry.
2. Apply Clorox full strength with
a mop that has been wrung out in a
squeeze-type mop wringer. Do not
allow the liquid to seep between the
panels.,
3. Allow to dry .. Then rinse with
clear water (again, keeping the liquid
from seeping between the panels.) The
Clorox will harden the surface and
make it more. resistant to both heavy
traffic and further soiling ..
4. When all traces of the cleaner
have been rinsed from the floor" let
dry, and apply a heavy duty commercial floor finish according to the
directions in method one.
If the floor is so heavily soiled that
the first treatment does not restore its
appearance, repeat the above method
after 24 hours. No floor polish should
be applied until after the second
treatment.
Companies installing data processing equipment need not become
experts on pedestal flooring systems
and their maintenance. However, they
can eliminate a lot of future problems
by ordering. their pedestal flooring
well in advance of equipment delivery.
Basically, all they need to know is
that a pedestal floor is necessary, the
types of pedestal floor systems available, the types and patterns of floor
tile desired, and that maintenance of a
computer room floor requires certain
precautions. Contact the pedestal
flooring manufacturer for help in selection, then give him the lead time that
lets him provide a trouble-free
installation.
•
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Datacase is sold, Installed and serviced locally!
• If the service you've been getting from your DP auxiliary supplier stops at
your door, you'll be delighted to do business with your local Steelcase dealer.
He's the one who handles Datacase-the color-coordinated auxiliary units with
the "computer look" made by Steel case. He has the experience and knowledge
to help you plan or amplify your DP department, to create offices and machine
rooms that are as efficient as they are attractive. And, as we said, he not only
sells, but delivers, installs and services locally. Call him as your machine room
needs arise. He's in the Yellow Pages. Steelcase Inc., Grand Rapids, Michigan,
and La Mirada, California; Canadian

~teelcase

Co., Ltd., Don Mills, Ontario.

D
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DATAMATION

L-,.____ .__:" .. __ _
• George W. Fenimore has been
appointed international vp of the
Bunker-Ramo Carp. He will be in
charge of all overseas activities which
include the manufacture and marketing
of industrial control computers. and
associated equipment.
• Ray W. Macdonald has been
elected executive vp of the Burroughs
Corp. He was formerly vice president
in charge of the International Div.
• James J. MacIsaac has been
appointed vp and general manager of
. the Data Processing Systems Div. of
'SCM Corp. He was previously director of business planning for the Diebold Group Inc.
• John J. .Kramer has been appointed managing director of Control
Data Corp. in Europe. Previously, he
served as eastern regional sales manager for RCA's Data Processing Div.
• William A. Ogletree has assumed
the post of acting general manager of
the Advanced Scientific Instruments
Div. of Electro-Mechanical Research,
Inc.

The

problem
sovers
I

• Norman F. Schneidewind has
been appointed manager of commercial data processing projects for Planning Research Corp. He was formerly
manager of central data processing at
Title Insurance and Trust Co.
• James E. Connors has assumed
the position of manager of RCA's New
Systems, EDP Div. Connors will be
responsible for marketing systems support for new products. He was previously with CruCible Steel Co.· of
'
,
America.

I,

• Seymour Schoen, former manager
of the Computer Dept; of Litton
Industries, has been appointed director
of the computer systems laboratory
at the Guidance and Control Systems
Div. of that company.
• Fred Cornish, a specialist in
computer-based management sciences,
has joined the Information-Management Sciences Div. of the Auerbach
Corp. as progra~ manager.
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START HERE WITH A BASIC SYSTEM ...

THE CONTROL DATA®160G
ANS ERS YOUR
QUESTIONS ABOUT
COMPUTER SIZE AN'D
COMPUTING ECONOMY

OFFICES:

OR HERE WITH EXTENSIONS . ..

Here is how the CONTROL DATA 160G Computing System answers some ofthe most pressing questions about
computer size and computing economy:
How much computing power do you need to han'dle
your present data processing operations?
Depending on the scale of problems to be solved, you
can select, by modules, the exact size 160G system you
need-according to computing capacity, memory size
_
and input-output arrangement.
How about system growth to accommodate your
problem growth?
Complete modularity of the CONTROL DATA 160G
makes available required system capability whenever
you need it-as many as nine compute modules can
access one memory, module; magnetic core storage is
expandable from 8,192 to 131,072 words with 1.35
microsecond cycle time; you can expand input-output
data channels on one compute module to give you seven
buffered channels and one non-buffered.
How can you maintain a high rate of computationsper-dollar with an expanded 160G'system?
Expansion of the 160G is economical, ,does not-interrupt the operation of an eXisting system and requires
minimum rearrangement of your site environment. Also,
an existing CONTROL DATA 160-A system can be upgraded in computing capacity without the retraining or
reprogramming required when a totally different system
replaces one in service.
If yours is a "new use" problem, system replacement
or system expansion, investigate the advantages of the
CONTROL DATA 160G, which fully utilizes all of the
field-proven 160-A programming packages. Contact
your nearest Control Data representative.

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION
8100 34th AVENUE SO, • MINNEAPOLIS 20. MINN.

Alamogordo. Albuquerque. Atla'nta • Beverly Hills. Boston. Cape Kennedy. Chicago. Cleveland • Colorado Springs. Dallas. Dayton. Denver. Detroit. Downey
Honolulu. Houston. Huntsville. Ithaca. Kansas City, Kan .• Minneapolis. Newark. New Orleans .- New York City. Oakland. Omaha. Philadelphia. Phoenix. Pittsburgh • Sacramento. Sa It Lake City. San Bernardino. San Diego. San Francisco • Seattle • Washington, D.C . • Frankfurt, Germany. Hamburg, Germany. Stuttgart,
Germany. Lucerne, Switzerland. Zurich, Switzerland. Melbourne, Australia. Canberra, Australia. Athens, Greece. London, England. Oslo, Norway. PariS, France. Stockholm, Sweden. Mexico City, Mexico. Ottawa, Canada. Tokyo, Japan
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A
FEDERAL
EDP

STUDY
to set
policies,
legislation

.,

A study of automatic data
processing in the executive
; branch of the federal government has gotten underway with the
formation of a project staff, headed
by Carl W. Clewlow. A report to the
director of the Bureau of the Budget
is scheduled for the end' of May, with
ultimate transmission to the President
and the Congress by June 30, 1964.
The study is a culmination of the
legislative activity around Capitol Hill
over the past two years, which resulted in the so-called Brooks Bill,
H.R. 5171, and the hearings conducted by the House Post O~ce and Civil
Service Committee under the chairmanship of Congressman Arnold Olsen of Montana. The latter committee,
after extensive hearings, recommended
to President Kennedy in September
1963 that a study of the type mentioned above be conducted and the
reports to the Congress made by June
30.

main
obiectives
Objectives of the study, announced
last December, are the recommendaMay 1964
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We would.
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tion of policies, administrative organizational improvements and legislation "in the public interest."
The broad range scope of the study
includes all federal dp activities and
establishments, areas in which relationships with state and other governmental bodies are involved, as well as
contractors whose computing activities are in part federally supported.
It includes the complete range of
information processing equipment.

four topics
to be studied
Topics to be studied include edp
organization and management, systems planning (with emphasis on
questions concerning centralized control and standardization), manpower
and personnel (including unemployment effects), and equipment management. The last item includes contractual arrangements; purchase vs.
lease; criteria for selection; "prudent
use;" system efficiency; maintenance;
redistribution or disposition of excess
gear; compatibility and standardization.

heads staff
of eight

'1

Mr. Clewlow formerly served in
several high~level administrative capacities for the Treasury and Army
departments, and is on leave for the
duration of the study from Arthur
Young &. Company, management consultants. He heads a staff of eight
representatives of federal departments
and agencies. These are: Joseph F.
Cunningham, associate director of
Data Automation, Department of 'the
Air Force; W. Howard Gammon, assistant to the director, National Bueau of Standards; Martin Hochdorf,
chief of the Computing Center, Tennessee Valley Authority; Donald B.
Rock, Chief, ADP Evaluation Branch,
Federal Aviation Agency; Richard
G. Shook" chief, Program Development Section of ADP Branch, Office
of the Controller, Atomic Energy
Commission; William H. Smith, assistant commissioner for Planning and
Research; Internal Revenue .Service,
and Clark R. Renninger, management
analyst, Office of Management and
Organization, Bureau of the Budget.
The report will be reviewed by the
Advisory Committee, headed by Robert Ramspect, former Congressman
and chairman of the Civil Service
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FOR PENNIES, YOUR COMPUTER CAN PLOT DATA DIRECTLY
IN EASY·TO·READ GRAPHIC FORM'
Why try to visualize the significance of masses of digital data-or plot it laboriously by hand? The new EAI DATAPLOTTER~
Series 3110/3120/3130 automatically plots digital information on-line from almost any digital computer or from punched cards
or punched tape. It will plot lines, points or symbols with extreme accuracy at speeds up to 120 points per minute on charts up
to 10" X 15". YOU CAN RENT IT FOR $3.50 AN HOUR.
If you want to get more out of your computer-generated data, write for information on the new EAI DATAPLOtTER today.

EAI ~----------------~-ELECTRONIC ASSOCIATES, INC., Long Branch, New Jersey

ADVANCED SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND COMPUTATION SERVICES/ANALOG COMPUTERS/HYBRID ANALOG-DIGITAL COMPUTATION EQUIPMENT/SIMULATION SYSTEMS/
SCIENTI FIC AND LABORATORY INSTRUMENTS/ INDUSTRIAL PROCESS CONTROL SYSTEMS/ PHOTOGRAMMETRIC EQUIPMENT/ RANGE INSTRUMENTATION SYSTEMS/TEST
AND CHECK-OUT SYSTEMS/MILITARY AND INDUSTRIAL RES.EARCH AND DEVELOPMENT SERVICES/FIELD ENGINEERING AND EQUIPMENT MAINTENANCE SERVICES.
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Committee. It is comprised of agency
heads, academicians and industry reppresentatives.

study staff
reviews installations

.-

The study staff has been visiting
various government installations, government installations operated by contractors, using organizations, software
firms, corporations whose data processing activities are as far-flung as those
of the federal government, research
organizations and individuals prominent in the dp community to review
the various problems which the federal government faces and to solicit
advice on any and all phases of the
ADP management problem. The study
staff has available a complete inventory of all of the equipment of the
federal departments and agencies
which was concurrently in the process
of being reported as a result of a
directive from the Bureau of the
Budget. Representatives from all the
manufacturing organizations are being
contacted to determine: (1) Areas
in which the government can improve
its present methods of operation and
(2) At the policy-making level of the
organization, the impact which .a
major modification in government
practices or policies would have on
the industry as a whole. Presumably,
Olsen's report, plus the various reports
of the General Accounting Office, and
other information provided voluntarily
to the committee, will be used as a
basis for the study.
In addition to the project staff
members above, other government
employees have been assigned to task
forces working on various phases of
the overall study.

The

problem
so Ivers

how to
manage
At the core of this activity is a
determination whether or not automatic data -processing in the federal
government should be managed in a
way different from the general man-"
agement scheme of other assets which
are used in the discharge of the
government program responsibilities.
If so, it can be anticipated that some
major changes in government approach to ADP will be recommended
by the project staff. Any thoughts or
suggestions might be sent to Clewlow
at the Bureau of the Budget, Wash•
ington 25, D.C.
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SYSTEM/360's
INITIAL IMPACT

,the fun begins

by ROBERT B. FOREST
4~'1~t\~;~

~,

The giant dropped the
other shoe last month. As
,
usual, the thud was less
shattering than the anticipated version. But then what could possibly
equal the power and the glory of the
mythical machines created in the
minds of comput~rites by imagination
working on the partial and misleading
information in the weekly trade press?
It's difficult this early in the game
to assess the real, the long-range impact of IBM's new System/360 . . .
harder yet to separate fact from ballyhoo. But for what' it's worth, here is
a report on some of the initial reactions to what has to be the industry's
biggest announcement yet, whether
it's measured by the weight of the
hefty press kit, or the number of units
introduced. (Estimates are that IBM
has spent 300 megabucks to date on
the project, expects to see this rise to
$500-million. . hopes to sell 20,000
systems) .
:~e\0~if;~;~

The internal IBM reaction could' be
characterized as quiet, smug elation.
One office is supposed to have sold
its yearly quota on A (Announceinent) -Day. In Texas, a man allegedly
interrupted the 360 presentation to
demand he be allowed to order one
right then . . . which sounds like a
'combination plant and a new version
of the rich Texan jokes.
The competition, helped the daily
press get their stories filed with the
expected statements on their reactions,
then turned quickly to a more intensive study of their next marketing
target. Inside comments varied somewhat from the official. "The 360 looks
like a clean machine," said one competitor. "And it took a great deal of
courage for IBM to break with its
past product line."
The courage involves opening the
door to that chamber of expense horrors, reprogramming. (Cost estimates
range from $100K to several $-miJ.:
lion). To ease the transition to the
1401, IBM offers stored-logic circuitry
which will allow "most" 1401, 1440,
1460 programs to run as is on the

68

models 30 and 40. CE offers the same
The company so far seems unwilling
technique in its 415. But these 1401
to recognize that selling computers
programs will not take ,maximum addiffers significantly from selling any
vantage of the 360, and should probacomplex electronic gear.
bly be reprogrammed eventually. By
Unlike CE, RCA and NCR have
using the Honeywell 200 Liberator
random access devices. RCA points out
software approach, the user allegedly
its 3488 has greater capacity than the
gets his reprogramming done auto- • CRAM and ·more speed than IBM's
matically . . . although it's not clear,
announced counterpart. RCA and
that such new programs will be as
NCR, however, lack a complete, comefficient as those which are handpatible family. This despite the forcoded.
mer's claim that its 3301 covers "a
The problem for the 7000-series
major portion" of the 360 line, and that
user is a little trickier. Although IBM
its cost! performance ratio beats that of
is "looking at" a hardware simulation
models 40 and 50.
technique similar to that available for
Honeywell can probably still be exthe 1401, odds are against it. This is
pected to make some inroads into 1401
partly because the gO-most popular
territory, if at a less accelerated pace, if
in the 7000 line-has more peculiariits Liberator lives up to advance billties, is harder to simulate than the
ing. The low end of the. 200 is only
1401. IBM will suggest what they call
slightly more expensive than its 360/30
"graduated transition" . . . replacecounterpart; expanded punched card
ment of a peripheral 1401 with a mod'
and small mag tape configurations are
30, which can be used to debug 360
slightly cheaper ... and delivery favors Honeywell here.
programs as they are developed, and
expanded gradually as the 360 proControl Data has the beginnings of
gram library grows.
a family with some compatibility in
The tricky transition question is
the 32-34-3600 line, and can be exclouded by the addition to IBM softpected to come out with something
ware of NPL (New Programming
under the 3200 this year. At the upLanguage) which stemmed from the
per end, the 6600 may have a yearwork of a six-man joint IBM/SHARE
or two at the most-of breathing room
committee.
before the first 70 is delivered .. But
But reprogramming considerations
6600 marketing life will undoubt~dly
aside, the 360 announcement has to
be shortened.
worry the competition considerably
The biggest question mark: the
. .. partly because anything new from
smaller competitors . . . SDS, PackIBM creates an automatic bandwagon
a~d Bell, ASI, DEC and the like. At
effect, partly because the completefirst look, the extensive IBM line apness of the new line offers less reaSOR
pears to hit these people pretty hard.
for people to look outside.
Their biggest hole card: the ability
The outfit which looks on the surto marshall a small engineering crew
face to be least hurt is CE, with its
to create in six months to a year, a
"400 compatibles" line. The 415 is
new system, without massive R&D
price competitive in the 32K-memory,
overhead.
four-tape configuration. But CE lacks
360 technology
a mass random access device, a shortage which will probably be corrected
IBM underplayed somewhat the'
within a year or two. With a brand new
"solid logic technology" of its new
marketing director, the company
line. Despite some half-hearted "third
has to clarify its marketing philosogeneration" talk, the main claim to
phy, figure out a way to focus its imfame of the new hybrid (as opposed
pressive technological and financial
to integrated) circuitry is its amenmuscle on computers in a highly deability to low-unit-cost mass produccentralized, profit-oriented' operation.
tion. This, plus greater (but hard-toDATAMATICIN

measure) maintainability and reliability, seem to more than offset at present the integrated approach, which
offers some potential speed advantages, but remains unproven on the
other grounds.,
user view
The man who will have the final
word on the impact of the 360, the
user, viewed its announcement with
pretty much the same mix of curiosity, delight and criticism which has
characterized reactions to previous unveilings . . . with perhaps a shade
more skepticism showing. Many who
have placed ,multiple 360 orders
point out that this is a standard delivery protection device . . . that a
lot of hard study, evaluation and
question-answering must precede installation.
One '90 user with a heavy machinelanguage program investment is especially doubtful of his management's
willingness to spend reprogramming
bucks. Another feels his company has
enough '90 power to satisfy its re-quirements for the next four to five
years. Characterizing the 360 as
"more muscle, a giant step backward,"
he maintains that what is needed now
is "smart"-development of techniques
to take maximum advantage of what's
now in house. But his company has
ordered some 360's anyway.
A commercial data processor who
has ordered two 30's and a 40 (added
to earlier orders for current IBM,
Honeywell and Burroughs gear), says
he's "somewhat impressed" by the
360's I/O flexibility. He'd use the
30's to replace a 1401/1460 and almost halve his rental. And he likes the
compatibility, which should keep him
from reprogramming himself "into a
hole" as he's done in the past. He's
still talking to the competition, but
feels that some of them, as "relative
newcomers" must do more to prove
themselves than IBM, which has done
a better job of delivering on its promises so far.
Another feels that the economic
incentive (rental cuts of 50 per cent
for 7080, 7090) will force him down
the 360 route. And he thinks 360 interrupt features will open the door
to real-time applications which can
be approached on an incremental basis impossible before. The large core
doesn't excite him-"we've misused
core"-except for linear programming
work.
One maverick doesn't share the enthusiasm of his company, which ordered "plenty" of 360's within an hour
of the announcement, without price
agreements. He likes the idea of the
mass random access memory, but em-
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BEFORE YOU CONTRACT FOR

flfVAlfD flOORING

IT PA YS TO TAKE A

-

-SECON D L9QK!

PANELS
Panels available from elevated flooring manufacturers vary
considerably in terms of abrasion and indentation resistance.
Sample panels of A, B, and C might look alike. But what
does'the Taber Abraser (standard test for abrasion) show
about elevated flooring panels? It proves the STRATOFLOOR molded fiberglass panel to be 20 to 30% more marand-abrasion resistant and totally free of indentation! Indentation tests, with compression pressures of up to 5000 lbs.
through an individual caster wheel, show that all panels
tested, except STRATO-FLOOR, had permanent identation.
STRATO-FLOOR panels, of course, are non-conductive
and light-weight and are available in plain colors or mottled
patterns.
'

SUB-STRUCTURE
For maximum strength,' minimum deflection, the STRATO-·
FLOOR sub-structure features the patented STRATO-TRIJACK, which utilizes the strength of the triangle in its design.
Conventional types of jacks in other elevated flooring
systems support the stringer and floor at one concentrated
point. The STRATO-TRI-JACK distributes support of the
stringer over a larger area, increases the load-bearing capacity and provides greater strength and rigidity. Supports a
live load of 250 lbs. per square foot and a point load of 1000
lbs. with at least 4 factors of safety. Va" galvanized steel
channel is the strongest sub-structure on the market.

CONTRACTOR-RELIABILITY
STRATO-FLOOR elevated flooring is sold and ins~alled by
STRATO-FLOOR, INC. or by licensed STRATO-FLOOR
distributors. They are reputable contractors, carefully selected by STRATO-FLOOR and known for reliable and
conscientious work in the communities they service.

This is important. Before you contract for elevated flooring-get full details about STRATO-:FLOOR. Write us for
further information and the name of your STRATO-FLOOR
distributor.
',

INCORPORATED
795 East 152nd Street

e.

Cleveland 110, Ohio

,Phone: Liberty 1-4200
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phasizes he hasn't seen it in action
yet, as he has RCA's unit. Head of
a decentralized operation, he sees the
possibility of reducing the configurations of his remote installations. "Suspicious by nature," he can't imagine
nothing better will appear within 10
years.
One careful man thinks its 'way
too early to decide anything about
the 360, except that this kind of gear
calls for a "good, hard systems look.
Docs it mean we just shift what we're
doing now over; or use it for the first
pass at a true systems approach," he
asks. And he wants to see what's in
the compilers.
experts anonymous
Consultants, independent hardware
and software experts also want more
information. "It's not the beast the '90
was," says one, "but the II 0 gear
has been available elsewhere for years.
And they haven't paid sufficient attention to multiprocessing. The bulk core,
at five cents a byte, looks interesting,
but by the time problems get that
large, 8 usec will kill you." Software?
"They've got a lot of tough programming to do." (IBM says it will spend
over $10-million in programming development).
An independent software manufacturer thinks IBM is overlooking techniques which allow development of
smaller compilers. "The 360's compatibility should permit one compiler (per
language) and one operating system
for the whole line," he concludes.
A time-sharing enthusiast and command-and-control software expert likes
the 360. He's curious about how
they'll solve the reprogramming problem.
If there was less than unanimous
enthusiasm for 360 technical prowess,
observers generally admired IBM's
marketing skill. "They touched all the
bases," says one. By announcing now,
the company fights off increasingly
penetrating raids on current installations. At the same time, 18-24-month
delivery insures their life for that much
longer at least.
And we'd guess that the last 360
announcement is not in. You can look
for models 10 and 20 ... and maybe
something really big above the 360/
70. Later, as competition appears,
IBM can be expected to hop up core
speeds.
The competition may feel that with
the dropping of the other shoe their
target is out in the open and clearly
defined ... but it's an awfully tough
target.
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'Get the full story.on the
COMPATIBLES/400-or any
other family of G-E computers.
Call a General Electric Computerman
at any of the following G-E
Computer Department offices:
Atlanta, Georgia - 404/634-1241
Boston, Massachusetts - 617/245-5860
Charlotte, North Carolina - 704/377 -5428
Chicago, Illinois - 312/663-3880
Cincinnati, Ohio - 513/861-3400
Cleveland, Ohio - 216/431-6700
Columbus, Ohio - 614/221-6533
Dallas, Texas - 214/631-0910
Daytona Beach, Florida - 305/258-2107
Denver, Colorado - 303/388-4545
Des Moines, Iowa - 515/276-4961
Detroit, Michigan - 313/872-2600
Houston, Texas - 713/529-3128
Huntsville, Alabama - 205/881-3871
Indianapolis, Indiana - 317/WA 3-7221
Jacksonville, Florida - 305/353-5727
Kansas City, Missouri - 816/471-2919
Los Angeles, California - 213/385-5369
Louisville, Kentucky - 502/454-7511
Memphis, Tennessee....:. 901/527-3766
Minneapolis, Minnesota - 612/332-7569
New Orleans, Louisiana - 504/643-4111
New York City, New York - 212/751-1311
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma - 405/946-5421
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania - 215/568-1800
Phoenix, Arizona - 602/264-3741
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania - 412/281-6400
Salt Lake City, Utah - 801/486-7431
San Francisco, California - 415/362-3740
Schenectady, New York - 518/374-2211
Seattle, Washington - 206/624-8300
St. Louis, Missouri - 314/436-4343'
Syracuse, New York - 315/456-6141
Washington, D.C. area - 3011654-9360

International Offices:
Australia - Australian General Electric Pty, Ltd.
103 York Street· Sydney, Australia
Canada - Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd.
Electronic Equipment and Tube Dept.
214 King Street West • Toronto, Ontario
Europe - I nternational General Electric S.A.
Data Automation Department
1 rue du Temple • Geneva, Switzerland
Or write Drawer 270, Phoenix 1, Arizona
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'Gladwe
Dumpealnto

Fanning seems to be having trouble mating the buffer to the
A-D Converter. One minute it's in sync and the next minute
it's either ahead or behind."
I said, "Why don't we-"
"Just a minute!" the Chief said with a vengeful gleam in his
eye. "Let's see what this young man has, to say about it."
"Nngg," said Carson Maim.
Oh, brother, I thought.
"Well?" the Chief said.
"Nngg, with this kind of an A-D Converter, you only have a two or three microsec interval in which the Converter output
register contains a legitimate word. Then ,
it starts being replaced by the next word,
a bit at a time."
,
I found my mouth was hanging wide open, and managed to
get it closed.
"Go on," the Chief said, looking interested.
"I'd say as long as the buffer only has such a short time to
,
grab off the word, you're going to have problems."
research engineer in charge of data reduction." "And you know some trick for iengthening the interval?" the
"My pleasure!" An oyer~diameter young man with a Chief challenged him.
high C. G. grabbed my hand and ground it into what felt like a
"Sure," Carse said. "If you were using the A-D Converter
EECO makes, you could plug in a second output register. Then
gruesome tangle of pulp and splintered bone.
"I'd appreciate it, Paul," Marv went on, "if you'd show Carse each word transfers to the second register and stays available
,
the D.R. system."
while the first register is filling up with the next word. It gives
"Glad to," I gritted between clenched teeth. "I've just got the buffer at least eight times as long to snatch each word, and
time before I'm due at Emergency Hospital."
lets you process data faster."
"Fun-nee," Marv said. "Carse, would you
"EECO, huh?" the Chief said. "I know their products have
wait over there for a minute?"
a good reputation. How's the price?"
"Their A-D Converters start at under two K," 1 Carse told
"G lad· to," said the rriegawatt power supply, moving off down the aisle.
him.
"What's up; Marv?"
"Then what's the tradeoff?"
"His bowling score. Up around two
"None that I know of. In fact, EECO ADC's have some
twenty."
other extras. For instance, if an external trigger command is
I was impressed. "Makes up for losing received during the conversion cycle, an EECO ADC will store
Evans, huh?"
it until the cycle has been completed, and then act on it. And
"We had to do something to stay on top of the league. Now you can get their converters with a gated display for looking at
listen, Paul. Carse may not be much of a data handling engineer, one channel at a time. In case you want to moniter the signal
but I'm counting on you to turn him into one before Mr. from a certain transducer."z
"That's good?"
Robertson gets around to looking him over. Otherwise we'll be
minus our only chance of snatching that trophy for keeps."
"I leave it to Mr. Daly."
I started the guided tour at the tape transport cabinets.
"It's good," I agreed.
"We receive the FM-FM flight test telemetry on these tapes,"
"Also," Carse went on, "every EECO A-D Converter has
I told Carse.
an automatic mode. This gives you continuous digital display
He made a noise that sounded like "nngg." I hoped it meant of the incoming analog data. It sure simplifies calibration and
I was getting through to him.
test procedures when you're trying to isolate problems in a
"First we put it'through these discriminator banks and this system. You ,see, EECO has done lot of system work. That's
analog multiplexer."
why they have this interface approach that eliminates a lot of
"Nngg."
problems before they start."
"Next," I said, "we come to the Analog-to-Digital Converter
"That right, Daly?" the Chief asked me.
"It sure is," I said. "In fact, we've got an
where the pulse-amplitude data is digitized before it goes
to the buffer that- Woops! I beg your pardon, Mr. Robertson, EECO ADC on order right now." We
I'll get right out of your way."
didn't, actually, but we would have as soon
"Wait, Daly," the Chief said as I made a futile attempt to as I could arrange it, if Carse's facts
keep Carse out of sight. "Fanning and I were just coming checked out.
to look for you. Who's this young man?"
.
They did.
Well, there goes the league trophy, I thought.
"Carse, where did you learn so much about
"This i,s Carson Maim," I said. "Our new associate data han- EECO A-D Converters?" I asked him that night as we watched
dling engineer. Carse, meet Mr. Robertson, Vice President iIi Marv trying to pick up a split. "Did you use to sell them?"
Charge of Research."
"No. I bowled in the same league with the EECO team. We
The Chief stuck out his hand and said, "It's a pleasure to beat them pretty bad, but I learned a lot about A-D Converters 3
in between turns. There comes your ball, Mr. Daly."
,
mmmmwwwooowww!"
"Sorry, Mr. Robertson," I said, dragging Carse back. "He
By the way, when you're in our neighborhood,
_.
was just trying to be friendiy."
.
drop in and see our bowling trophy. Also our
"I see," said the Chief, rubbing his hand. "As I was saying, EECO A-D Converter. They're both permanent.

you:'Marv said as

" I rubbed my bruises.
I want you to me~t Carson
Maim, who is coming to work for
us. Carse, this is Paul Daly, our senior

a

1 He was talking about the EECO 761 ADC with res- 2 Also ask about EECO Multiplexers with simultaneous
olution to 10 bits binary or 12 bits BCD. Converts at sample and hold for use with EECO ADC's. EE 4-5
18 KC at max. resolution. If you need higher speed,
the EECO 760A ADC gives resolution to 12 bits, converts at 44 KC, is priced from $3700. That's the best
deal we've heard of-how about you?

So can you. Just circle this footnote and mail to
Electronic Engineering Co. of Calif., Mail Station 1700,
Box 58, Santa Ana, California. You'll receive FREE a
handy table of powers of two. Table also includes
quasi-software format programming of EECO 751
Computer Format Control Buffer.
3
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random access cards

RCA 3488
The RCA 3488, which made its debut as RACE
but now is referred to as the random access
computer equipment, is an on-line storage device
for the 301 and 3301 computers. The basic storage unit
is a flexible magnetic card, and the average access time is
350 milliseconds, reducible by programming.
Each 16 x 4.5-inch card has a capacity of 166,400
characters; 256 cards make up a magazine (an enclosed,
removable unit), and eight magazines comprise the 3488
storage unit with its own read/write head. Two units,
however, can be linked in tandem to share a read/write
head, and eight 16-magazine units can go on-line. "If you
go through the multiplication," an RCA spokesman comments, "you'll find that you have capacity for more data
than you know what to, do with." Total: 5.4 billion
characters-sufficient to record 25 characters of information for each person in the U.S., and (the company enjoys
pointing out) equivalent to 1,000 on-line mag tape drives.
Data on the cards are recorded longitudinally on 128
tracks divided into 64 separately-addressable bands of two
tracks each. Characters are recorded serially, two tracks
being recorded in parallel. Each band (two tracks) of
recorded information is divided into four addressable blocks
of 650 (seven bit) characters each. Recording density is
700 bpi.
Computer addresses are delivered to the 3488 through a
control module. The 3488 includes two full address registers
for the selection and pre-selection of cards, and a magazine
address which is used to return a card to its original
magazine. Each address specifies one of 16 magazines to be
accessed, one of 256 cards to be selected· from the specified
magazine, one of 64 bands on the card, and one of four
blocks from the selected band. Addresses are compared and
verified before reading or ';Vriting occurs.
The accessed card is power-selected in the magazine by
electronically-controlled bars and grippers, and pulled
along a raceway to the read/write assembly. This consists
of a revolving drum, a movable read/write assembly, and
a re-circulate gate (for repeated passes under the heads).
Reading and writing are accomplished by eight heads
which can be moved to one of 16 locations. Once positioned, the assembly is capable of reading or writing to one
of four addressable bands, each containing four addressable blocks.
Head positioning for the proper band occurs simultaneously with card selection. A pre-selection technique permits

a second card to be· ready, timed to the leading edge of
the first card, reducing effective access time. The timing
mechanism clocks the block address automatically each
time a block gap passes under the read/write heads. If
the address requires the next head position, the heads are
moved during the next card gap, permitting the data
on an entire card to be transferred by one read/write
instruction. Time required to transfer data on an entire
card is 3.8 seconds, and the data transfer rate is 80KC.
Data-checking capability include address verification, parity read-after-write, and lost bit fill-in.
The 3488 software system uses the "bucket" concept for
handling and storing data, eliminating extensive chaining
methods and preventing multiple overflow. It is said to
simplify the programming to handle blocks of data as if
they were on mag tape. A bucket consists of one or more
blocks, and accommodates records of varying sizes. In
order to reduce scanning and access time, a "tag" specifying'
a bucket address is used by the software to determine where
an overflow record is stored on or can be located. Thus, no
more than two seeks are necessary to retrieve any record
randomly stored in the unit.
Complete software control is provided at the system,
magazine, card and bucket levels, and may be supplemented
by the user's own programming control.
Generally-used methods of organizing file data are applicable with the device, as are grandfather-father-son
maintenance techniques. In sequential processing-one item
after another order by primary number of key-use of
the 3488 is facilitated by directories with "high-hit" summary information and a generalized sort system. In serial
processing-by consecutively-located records or bucketsdata transfer can be continuous with one instruction for
bulk processing, storing programs and tables, and for
statistical analysis, report generating, or duplicating master'
files. Full data control is effected with maps of file locations
and with indices or tables for,individual file entries.
•

The following· 3488 lease prices are based on 176
hours usage with the 301 computer:
First unit, 340 million characters
$2,770.00
The add-on unit
1,385.00
The control
610.00
The magazine with 256 cards
340.00
Single replacement card
2.25

Outline drawing of magnetic card shows notched coding,
data tracks, four addressable blocks.
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Write Tape
in 5 Minutes . ..
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Plot 8 Hours
at High Speed

N

HIGHWAY CROSS SECTIONS-plot 384 from one 2400-foot
reel of magnetic tape.
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ENGINEERING DRAWINGS-plot up to 100 from one 2400-foot
reel of magnetic tape.

DATA REDUCTION GRAPHS-plot 240 from one
2400-foot reel of magnetic tape.

NEW CALCOMP 670 CUTS COMPUTER TIME.
... INCREASES MAGNETIC TAPE OUTPUT
CalComp's Model 670 Magnetic Tape Plotting System provides 8 hours
of high speed plotting from a single 2400-foot reel of tape. Tape
requires less than 5 minutes to ~rite on most large, high speed digital
computers. Computer sub-routines (an extensive library available)
generate automatic annotation of graphs, charts, curves, drawings
and maps ••• a" symbols, letters, numerals or scale markings required.
• From tape written at a density of 556 bits per inch (278 plotter
commands per inch) Model 670 drives the plotter continuously at full
speed and imposes no restriction on record size.
• Model 670 handles tape densities up to 800 bits per inch, plots from
single or multiple addresses, provides automatic search for selected
addresses. Block addresses are visually displayed during plot and
search modes.

........ ...

••
ACCURATE
••
• AS THE COMPANY·.
••
IT KEEPS
••

.

..............

.

For off-line plotting, Model 670
plots with the digital accuracy
of the computer on which tape
is written. CalComp plotters are
available separately for equal
accuracy on-line with IBM,
Control Data, SDS , GE, Packard
Bell, and other digital computers

• Solid state electronics in roll-out, tilt-up drawer and test panel
provide ease of access and maintenance. The system operates on
50/60 cycle, 115/230 DC and occupies 'floor space of a secretary's desk.
• Model 670 is designed for use with a" CalComp Digital Incremental
Plotters, producing graphic data displays to 29V2 in. wide x 120 ft. long.

Specialists in Digital Technology

CALIFORNIA COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.
305 Muller Avenue, Anaheim, California
CIRCLE 31 ON READER CARD
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You can trust the P-150; it corrects its own IT!istakes
All of Tally's perforators (over 3,000) have made mistakes. We
haven't built a perfect machine and neither has anyone else.
But Tally has built the next best thing - a perforator that can
tell when it makes a mistake and can correct it-all at 150
characters per second.
Tally calls this new perforator the P-150. Even before we added
the self-correction feature, it was a dependable machine. Now
it's by far the industry's most trustworthy high speed perforator.
How You Can Use It
Computer and machine tool programming, photo composing,
and many data logging applications demand accurate paper
tapes. With the P-150, you don't need to design a system which
includes post reading the tape for error or going through· a
cleanup routine which takes time and more equipment. Instead,
you can design around the perforator's accuracy. Tally gives

your system these lines to communicate with the perforator:
(1) 8 data lines and a sprocket line; (2) a line to introduce the
parity test signal; (3) two lines to check parity condition, one
odd and one even; (4) a line for advancing tape; (5) a line for
reversing tape.
With the P-150 your system can produce clean tape in less time,
with le.ss equipment, and at lower cost.
The Price is Right
The cost of the industry's most trustworthy perforator is: mechanism, $2,850; drive electronics, $1,400; tape handler (1,OOO-foot),
$450.
For additional details on how Tally's P-150 perforator can solve
your design problem, please write to Tally Corporati,on, 1310
Mercer Street, Seattle, Washington 98109.

TALLY®
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INTERNATIONAL

space age challenge

DP
CONFERENCE
The year's largest meeting for the Data Processing Management Assn., the International Data
Processing Conference, will be held June 23-26
at the Jung Hotel in New Orleans. Convention theme is
"Space Age Challenge." Featured will be a reconvening
of the Executive Forum held at last June's DPMA meeting
in Detroit. The topic, "How Can Executive Management
and Data Processing Best Assist Each Other?" will be
discussed by a panel.
The registration fee for association members is $75, for
non-members, $85.
Some 30 other seminars are scheduled for all day
Thursday and Friday morning. The keynote. speaker on
Wednesday will be Warren C. Hume, president of the
DP Div. of IBM, and luncheon speakers on Friday will be
Calvin D. Johnson and Justin Wilson.
Some 60 exhibitors will participate in the Business
Exposition. Exhibit areas will be open on Tuesday from
1-6 p.m., on Wednesday and Thursday from 9 a.m. to
6 p.m., and on Friday from 9 a.m. to noon. And for
wives, a full ladies program includes tours of the French

D

Quarter and the Uptown and Garden district, and fashion
shows. The fee for this is $28.
In addition to seminars on specific industries and applications, the following sessions are planned:
A Look Into the Future; Selection, Training & Evaluation
of Personnel; Management Sciences; How to Conduct a
Feasibility Study; COBOL Revisited; EDP Within the
Corporate Structure; Equipment Comparison; Management Consultants Pro & Con; Centralized vs Decentralized
EDP; Statement-Type vs Machine-Oriented Programming
Languages; and Equipment Purchase vs Rental.
Other topics: Petroleum; What's New in Bio-Medical
Research; Improved Marketing by Computer Control;
Manufacturing; DP in Volume Retailing Operations;
Transportation; Insurance; Government; Education; Utilities; Banking; Hospital Administration; Data Communication; Management Information Retrieval & Dissemination;
Simulation Techniques, Uses & Validity; Controls & the
Audit Trail; PERT & CPM; Random vs Serial Storage;
and Zip Code & the Transition Stage.
-

A view of Orleans Street looking toward the rear of the
famous St. Louis Cathedral.

A view through the iron grill of the lower Pontalba Apartment balcony, looking up Chartres Street.
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COMPUTING
IN THE
SECONDARY
SCHOOLS

what, why and how'

by FR'ED GRUENBERGER
For a comprehensive discussion of the role of
the computer in the high school 'curriculum, we
should, of course, consider more. than Why and
How. We might go into the What: What should we try to
teach about computers and with computers? And we might
also toy with the Who: Who should do the teaching and to
what groups of students?
But let's take these things in order; the first one, logically,.is Why.
The question is not why we should teach computing. We
must assume that knowledge of computing and computers
is good, and that large numbers of people must be trained
and educated each year from now 'on. The question is,
do we want this training and education to begin prior to
college? It is obvious that many of us believe computing
belongs in the high school, but we should examine the
reasons. Many subjects are competing for time, space, and
money in our school systems. It can be argued that if computers come in, something else might have to leave. If
this is so, there had better be powerful reasons for what
""e are proposing.
. The first argument is common to maJ1Y subjects. It goes
like this: The pace of technology is speeding up, young
people will emerge into a complex society, and we should
accelerate their training in the lower grades. Essentially,
this says: "We're in a hurry, so let's cram faster." Thus we
see calculus moving from the 14th grade toward the 12th
(though admittedly only for the brightest students). We
also see the same argument applied to driver training
courses. It can he argued that driver training is Fterally
training for survival, and perhaps my survival, which
touches me .. The same argument, if it is valid, applies to
computing, and perhaps we could make a case for computing being a more basic tool (and of wider application)
than the calculus. I would prefer to restrict the discussion
to "Where should computing be taught?" I am trying to
point out by analogy that we should always question new
demands on the time or money of either the school or the
pupil. I believe that computing as an academic subject
can stand on its own. It is not a fad; it is becoming a vital
part of almost everyone's education.
.
. For any subject, there is a threshold point, it seems to
me, below which you cannot go. Thus, you can't teach
algebra to five-year-olds, no matter how bright; their
minds just are not matureenoughto absorb the symbolism
and abstraction. I would seriously question efforts to introduce the calculus to the 17 -year-olds. It is easy to dem-
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onstrate the learning of the formulas and mechanics; I am
questioning the learning of the content and its meaning.
We must be able to demonstrate that more understanding has taken place than could be exhibited by, say, a tape
recorder or a parrot. So in advocating computing as a subject for the 12th grade,. I must determine where the
threshold is.
Admittedly, for any given subject, the threshold is different for different people. The subject we are considering,
though, is proposed for mass education; we must worry
about the threshold point for all students who might arrive
at the fourth year of high school mathematics. Many experiments have established that fair understanding of computing can be realized with gifted 12-year-olds (Le., 7th
or 8th graders). It seems reasonable to assume that we
would be well over the threshold at the 12th grade. With
computing, we can prove that understanding has developed in the child (and proof is difficult with almost every
other subject). When a student can take a real computer
problem and carry it through all its stages independently
(namely, analysis, flow-charting, coding, debugging, t~st
ing, and production), then there is little question but that
he has mastered much of the subject. We can insure that
the problem he works on is, indeed, a good computer problem by having him select from a limited - but very largeset. If so, we have at least established feasibility.
.
The threshold concept is not new. Consider the prob-

Mr. Gruenberger is associate
mathematician at the RAND
Corp., Santa Monica, Calif.,
and the author of five books
on computing. He is presently
gearing up to teach, for the
fifth consecutive year, a cla~s
of 12-year-olds (see Jail. '63
Datamation). He holds
meister's degree in math from the
Univ. of Wisconsin, where he
also served as project supervisor in' the Numerical Analysis Lab, later as numerical
analyst for GE in Richland,
Wash.
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lem that a mother cat faces in giving her kittens the trainjng they need for survival. The lessons she gives, on stalking and pouncing, and in how to go through a doorway,
are basic and vital; the kittens who fail to learn stand a
good chance of not becoming grown-up cats. The first thing
she does (by instinct, to be sure) is wait'for them to reach
minimum age--":'the threshold for the course she is about
to give. It comes at about four weeks of age, and it would
be futile to teach it earlier. She then teaches by example
-for instance, by going through a doorway in the timetested manner. They then learn by doing. Usually they
do it all wrong-once. They are promptly punished, by
being knocked five feet or so by mommy's big paw. they
get one more chance, and on the second try they get it
right, and are promptly rewarded with lunch. This is
known as the Felix Domesticus school of teaching. Cats
don't seem to need any more modern methods, since this
one works splendidly. I have digressed; the important point
is that threshold effect.
But now I argue that the learning of computing is analogous to the learning of a foreign language. In fact, the
first third of a course in computing is the learning of a
foreign language, and moreover is conducted in that language. It is well established that foreign languages are
best learned young (in the case of languages, the younger
the better. In some parts of the world-China, for example
-small irifants learn idiomatic Chinese readily). For aged
people, no amount of time and effort seems to be enough
to learn a foreign tongue without an accent and with -Full
command of the word order in a sentence.
This, to me, is the strongest argument-namely, that it's
simply easier and more fun to learn this subject In high
school than in college. Other arguments:
a) The high school student has less preconceptions and
misinformation that will only have to be erased. He tends
to bring a blanker slate to write on, in other words.
b) The college-bound student who has had some computer trainirig in high school has a distinct advantage on
his arrival on campus. It is becoming very difficult these
days to find a college that is computer-free.
The day may not be far off when the roles of the entering freshman (science or e~gineering student) and the college admittance officer will be somewhat reversed. The
student will be asking, with justification, whether he should
put this college on his list of acceptable institutions. He
will ask how much computing ,capacity the college has,
and how much of it, per week, he can get.
c) The computer can be used as a teaching device to
make the learning of other things (e.g., mathematics)
easier or more attractive. There is also a prestige and reward factor tocorisider in having a computer course available in the senior year.
,
Those of us in computing claim-and believe-that the
learning of computing has a beneficial effect iiI regard to
clear, logical organization of one's thinking on new problems. We are claiming the transfer effect, and we have, to
date, little or no evidence to support it. I recall ( in
slightly different context) the same claim made some years
back for the learning of Latin-namely, that besides all its
other advantages, it was good for the learning of English.
I think the transfer argument is as weak for computing as
it was for Latin; .at least, we should demand proof that
the transfer actually takes place. The best I can say right
now is that I think it has made my thinking more orderly
-but you can see what an illogicai argument that becomes.
So much for Why. I have already tacitly implied the
Who: The computer course should be embedded in the
mathematics department. Specifically, if it is to be in the
78

regular curriculum, I think it should be in the trigonometry course. A significant portion of a traditional trig course
deals with the mechanics and dog work of computation,
and the computer can pay back most of the time it takes
to teach its fundamentals. We can hope, of course, that the
computer will not be labelled "exclusive property of the
mathematics department," but that its use be extended to
other departments. As an example, all teachers have common chores of bookkeeping in connection with grades.
The computer might offer, some relief from such chores
as a starter; eventually its power can be extended to more
sophisticated uses. The foreign-language tcacher, for instance, might easily be lured into trying a machine approach to word-for-word. table look-up translations of simple texts. The teacher of business practice should be attracted to some of the simpler business applications of the
computer, and so on.
As to the What of computer instruction, there are three
important areas:
1) Traditional problems. We can use the computer to
solve many problems that have always been included in secondary math classes. There was mentioned the solution
of triangles (i.e., all the stock trigonometry problems);
there is also the solution of systems of equations, and so
on. Of great importance, along these lines, is the topic
"What should we not compute?" In other words, what
problems are not good computer problems? Let me Cite
two examples of what I regard as not-good computer
problems.
a) The calculation of 17 5 , which is not only
trivial, but a one-shot problem. A good computer
problem demands repetition.
b) The playing of tick-tack-toe. This can be great
fun, and the programming for it can be challenging,
but it's the wrong thing to compute. Every possible board situation in the game can be stored in
any computer, and the correct move can simply be
looked up. The world is jammed with good and
real computer problems; why allow students to
waste their time and the machine's time?
2) Advanced problems. There are many problem areas
~n advanced mathematics-calculus, number theory, college algebra, analytic geometry-which can be successfully tackled with a computer, if only by cut-and-try
methods. For many problems, it is possible to show that
the problem is not yet solved-and the student may be the
one to show us-or that the known solutions are limited
and he can move the boundaries of knowledge back a bit.
This is the most challenging motivation I know for the
good student. By making a solution feasible, the student
is led to inquire into the analytic methods. Inquiring students are always good, sometimes almost as good as inquiring teachers. In my experience, the computer acts as a catalyst to produce both.
3) Entertaining problems. The whole field of computer
work is somewhat akin to a large jigsaw puzzle, and it
seems to attract the same kind of addicts. The world is full
of puzzles that are ideal for computer attack. Everyone's
experience along these lines has been the same-namely,
that if you furnish a computer to bright kids, you need
only stand back and let them go. High school students will
not tolerate any waste of the machine's time, nor any work
on trivial problems. They will demand answers to their
questions. The high school teacher who finds all of this
slightly frightening need not worry. He has several things
in his favor:
a) He has several years to learn the subject, and has
always the assurance-as with any subject-that lots of
stupider people have done it before him.
b) His students will learn the subject at high speed,
with or without him, and will be delighted to show him
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the fine points.
c) As with no other subject, he can respond to most
questions with: "Why don't you try it and see?" You can't
hurt a computer through its console buttons, and there are
no mysterious hidden e:ements. Both the teacher and the
student can personally check out every topic. With any
sort of luck, they can find a better way to do many things.
And that brings me to the question: How. How do we
couple our students to these wondrous machines? It is well
known that the machines are frightfully expensive. ~ I
would suggest that m!my schools are unaware they've been
moving in the wrong direction. It isn't really necessary
(however desirable it would be) to move a machine to
the students; why not move the students to the machine?
It's a rare school these days that isn't within 10 miles of a
computer, and I have yet to hear of a computer user who
wouldn't encourage an earnest group to visit his installation and use some machine time. In most such cases, the
school will acquire a free teacher for lagniappe, and one
who works long hours with great enthusiasm. It's not the
ideal solution, but it's a fine way to operate today. Maybe
tomorrow we can get the manufacturers to make an inexpensive machine for the schools. The manufacturers are
understandably shy about an undemonstrated market, but,
on the other hand, when the market develops (there are
11,000 high schools of 1,000 or more students in the
~There

is such a thing as a IIfree l l machine, occasionally, but it may
be a white elephant . . . old and unreliable. Cost of maintenance m~y

country), they want to be there with the goods. Meanwhile, I should sound a warning against inexpensive non~
computers, of which there are already too many ·on the
market. Schools should not waste their precious qollars on
paper clip gadgets that purport to be "just as good" as a
computer. Everyone is well aware that adding the word
"programmed" to the cover of a book doesn't automatically
make it into a prognimmed text. Similarly, no matter how
big the word "computer" appears on the nameplate or the
brochures of a cheap gadget, that doesn't make it a computer, . or a computer simulator, nor a device to "do the
same things as the giant electronic brains" (sic). A computer is an internally programmed calculator; so far, all
of them are electronic. The secondary schools shouldn't
settle for less, particularly when there is probably access to
one nearby for nothing.
The real computers ,are getting cheaper, and quite rapidly. Coincidentally, textbooks are appearing that are designed for high school use, with every promise of many
more to come. The only real shortage right now seems 'to
be trained teachers.
.
It is much too early to try to define exactly what about
computers and computing should be taught to high school
students. W~ need, and should take time, to explore a
wide range of curricula and many diverse approaches.
Here, ther~ is a comforting fact: there is no record of an unsuccessful course in computing -: at any level. This only
demonstrates, it seems to me, that the real teacher, ul:.
timately, is the computer itself-and it is superb.
I

be prohibitive. No one sets out to teach the use of an inoperative
machine.

TSU/lO HIGH SPEED PAPER TAPE TRANSPORT
(Illustrated)
Designed for use with the T 5 and T I 0 range of
Paper Tape Readers. The transport will operate at speeds of up to 100 inches per ~econd.

TDU/lO HIGH SPEED TAPE DISPENSER
Primarily designed for use with the T5 and
TIO, the dispenser will operate at speeds of
up to 100 inches per second from an eight
inch diameter reel of paper tape.

TSU/2 MEDIUM SPEED TAPE TRANSPORT
Specially designed as a transport for use with
the Elliott T2 Paper Tape Reader, the TSU /2
will operate at up to 25 inches per second.

For full illformation of these a1ld ot/le,; Automation
accessories please write to:

Associated
Automation
Limited
.
AUTOMATION ACCESSORIES DIVISION

70 Dudden Hill lane, london, N.W.10, England
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IBM reports to the industry-the new SYSTEM/360
IBM SYSTEM/360

All-purpose system
solves variety of problems

features new 1/0 devices

IBM SYSTEM / 360 can solve data processing problems in every area of business, science and industry.
You can use this one system for inventory simulation, market forecasting,
linear programming, statistical analysis and other jobs.
.
Two types of channels help handle
these jobs at faster speeds. Selector
channels control high-speed I/0 devices such as tapes and files. A multiplex channel serves multiple I/0
devices such as printers and communications terminals. All channels are
overlapped and have data rates of up
to 1,200,000 characters per second or
2,400,000 digits per second.
SYSTEM/360 uses an eight-bit rather
than six-bit character (plus one check
bit in every character). Two 4-bit numeric characters can be "packed" in
each 8-bit character. This saves storage
space and inc!eases the data transfer
rate.
The new character size and the instruction set provide greater flexibility for manipulation of individual bits
within a character, making it easier for
the programmer to set up switches,
masks and similar iogic instructions
for a program.

vVith SYSTEM/360 you can choose
from the widest selection of I/0 devices ever offered with one system. You
select only the equipment you need.
When you need more power or capacity, just add new I/0 devices.
The new IBM 2400 Tape Drives (with
a standard Y2" tape) utilize a g-track,
single-density, 800-bit-per-inch tape
format. .. with data rates 22.5 K to goK
per second. With an optional read-write
head, the same tape drives work with
conventional seven-track tapes .
. For even faster tape throughput, the
new IBM 7340 Hypertape Drive gives
you rates up to 340,000 characters and
680,000 digits per second.
Other new devices: With the 2841
Storage Control Unit, every record on
disks and data cell units may have an
individual format.
The 2311 Disk Storage Drive gives
you direct access to over 7,000,000 characters of data on each interchangeable
disk pack.
The 2321 Data Cell Drive lets you
put billions of characters on-line.
The new 2301 Drum Storage Unit
reads or writes data at 1,200,000 characters per second with a drum latency
to any record of only 8.6 milliseconds.

Memory ranges from 8 ]Ii
to over 8 million characters
With SYSTEM/360, IBM offers virtually unlimited memory at low cost.
In this new system, the main core
memory alone ranges from 8 K to 512 K.
With large, high-speed memory like
this, less programming is required.
Big jobs now go faster-particularly
when they involve tables, rates, large
matrices and subroutines.
Up to 8 million characters of bulk
core storage can be added, one or two
million characters at a time. Every
character is directly addressable and
up to eight characters can be accessed
in only eight microseconds.
The programmer uses the same instruction se~ for any SYSTEM/360 configuration. You don't have to revise
mos t of your programs ..

This new type of core memory gives you the
largest, low-cost memory ever offered.

Using the vast assortment of I/O devices offered with SYSTEM/360, you can put togeth~r
ety of configurations ... to handle any data proceSSing problem.
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SYSTEM/360's operating
system is tailored to your needs

New high-speed circuits
used in IBM SYSTEM/360

System offers complete
data communication capabilities

The operating system of SYSTEM/360
is a comprehensive package of control
and processing programs which support a wide range of configurations.
From this modular package, you select
the elements which match your needs.
Control programs initiate job operations, load programs, assign I/0 units,
handle stacked job processing and job
scheduling.
Control routines perform all I/0
function~ required by the processing
program. These routines also take care
of channel scheduling, control of buffer areas in main storage and standard
file labeling.
The operating system includes improved compilers for programs written
in FORTRAN and COBOL as well as symbolic assemblers with macro-instruction capability.
A new programming language· has
been developed especially for applications which require both scientific and
commercial capabilities.
Problems can be stated in terms related to English, mathematics or symbolic language. The operating system
automatically translates source programs into machine language and then
executes the program, if desired.

In SYSTEM / 360 we use a new "solid
logic" technology, built around miniature circuits.
We manufacture tiny chip transistors, then assemble them into printed
circuits only a half inch square-a fraction of the size of previous circuits.
Finally, we permanently seal each circuit.
These tiny micro-circuits pack more
computer logic in smallet:..space. And
they speed operation inside the central
processing unit.

SYSTEM / 360 is designed to handle
data communications and data processing operations.
It can be expanded, in stages, to take
input from one to 256 communication
lines. You may start with only one line
and add as many as you need.
The system' allows message data to
arrive simultaneously with normal
processing operations. Its fast, multiple interrupt plan minimizes the time
needed to make a program switch,
identify the interrupt and act on it.
Control programs automatically relocate programs when necessary.
SYSTEM / 360 also offers memory protection, dynamic storage allocation, direct access files of any size and speed,
expandable core storage and multicode conversion_

New high-speed circuits contribute to the in·
creased processing speed of SYSTEM/360.

I/O devices like the IBM 1015 Display Unit keep
you in direct contact with your central processor
from any location.

You get four new easy-to-use programming Ian·
guages with SYSTEM/360-an assembler and
compilers that speed both programming and
processing.

DATA PROCESSING
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~®NEWS BRIEFS
CYBERNATION FEATURED IN
TRIPLE REVOLUTION PAPER
The tendency toward greater use of
automation and cybernation should be
encouraged by public policy and not
resisted, according to a 27 -page
document, The Triple Revolution,
sent to President Johnson and Congressional leaders. Signed by leading
economists, labor leaders and journalists the paper discusses three simultaneous revolutions occurring in the
u.s. which require fundamental
changes in public and private policycybernation, weaponry, and human
rights. Most discussion is with the first.
The report suggests that promises
of jobs to Negroes today are a "cruel
and dangerous hoax" because of their
special vulnerability to cybernation.
"The demand of the civil rights movement [for freedom and jobs] cannot
be fulfilled within the present context
of society," the statement declares.
"The Negro is trying to enter a social
community and a tradition of workand-income which are in the process
of vanishing even for the hitherto
privileged white worker."
The paper also recommends federal
and state programs for the transition
period presently being experienced.
Single copies are available while they
last from The Ad Hoc Committee,

Maurer, Fleisher, Zon & Associates,
1120 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Wash- .
ington 36, D.C.

BIOMED COMPUTER CENTER
GOES TO WASHINGTON UNIV.
A Computer Technology Center for
Biology and Medicine, destined for
MIT under a 2.8-megabuck grant
from the National Institutes of Health,
has been transferred to Washington
Univ.,. St. Louis, Mo. Working with
the School of Medicine and the
Engineering School's department of
computer sciences, the center will
study advanced computers. for biomedical research.
Also making the move are William
N. Papian, named director of the
center and associate dean, School of
Engineering, and Wesley A. Clark,
research professor of computer science.
The two are responsible for LINC
(Laboratory Instrument Computer),
desk-top hardware for the biomed
researcher in the lab.
AFTER 10 YEARS,
SABRE IS ON THE AIR
As alert air travelers know, the American Airlines reservation system,
SABRE, already is operational in some
communities and should be on-line
nationally this year. The 10-years-in-

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT LEADS PERT APPLICATION GROWTH
The fastest growing commercial use
of PERT is in the management of new
products, which nevertheless ranks in
applications below R&D projects and
construction, according to a study of
183 companies by the consulting firm
of Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc. By
the end of '63, half the companies
surveyed were using PERT (Program
Evaluation and Review Technique)
only for commercial work, and another
35% for both commercial and government projects.
The firm also notes a change in
management's attitude toward the
technique. In 1959, the top brass
considered that 80% of PERT's value
lay in its planning benefits. Now, 75%
of users vote for operating benefits.
Like time savings. Of· those that answered this question, three-fourths
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believed that 6-20% of total project
time was saved by using the technique.
Cost? Some 47% of respondents
regarded the costs as minimal, 45%
as moderate, and 8% as high. The
Air Force indicates that PERT runs
0.5% of the total cost of an R&D
project and 0.1 % of other major
programs.
Almost 100 companies reported that
they processed PERT by hand; almost 80% of the manually-processed
projects had 200· or fewer activities.
Difficulties encountered with using the
technique: 64 mentioned securing
realistic time and cost estimates; 57
mentioned obtaining operating personnel's acceptance and use; and 41 noted
personnel training problems.

the-making, 30.5-megabuck system
stores not only seat inventories but
also passenger names and phone
numbers.
By year-end, 1,000 agent sets will be
on-line to an IBM 7090 system housed
at Briarcliff Manor, N.Y. The configuration includes two 64K 90's, 12 disc
files (total capacity: .532.8 million
characters), six drums (7.3 million
characters), and 12 tape drives.
Among SABRE's automatic functions: notify sales agents when special
action is required, such as calling a
passenger to inform him of changes;
maintain and process waiting lists of
passengers desiring space on fullybooked flights, as seats become available; send teletype messages requesting space on other airlines, follow up
if no reply is received, and answer
same requests from other airlines; and
advise agents to follow up on a
reservation when a passenger hasn't
picked up his ticket within the time
limit.

SAVINGS, QUALITY CONTROL
CITED BY TWO USERS
Westinghouse, whose computer-controlled teletype network is headquartered in Pittsburgh, reports it spent
16.2 megabucks in 1963 for its
company-wide computing effort. The
firm says computers are producing a
net savings of 30% of its outlays. The
Tele-Computer Center reportedly pays
for itself in direct savings. Effects of
communications net: closing of four
field warehouses and eight-megabuck
reduction of stocks in all warehouses.
At three Chrysler Corp. plants, a
computer-based quality control system
is on the air and is scheduled for its
remaining assembly lines nationwide.
Central hardware is an IBM 1710
computer, linked to data collection
units at assembly points. The system
keeps tab on defective work and parts
reported, and reminds those farther
down the line of corrective action not
taken. Byproduct: report for management and parts manufacturers.
17-YEAR-OLD OKLAHOMAN
WINS $150 SOFTWARE PRIZE
A 17 -year-old Altus, Okla., student has
won the "Most Original Computer
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Art for science's sake
That's what some of our research scientists got when they
photographed what they were seeing close up in their
labs: the etched surface of a cadmium sulfide crystal,
an oxide film on a single crystal of iron, and many others.
The results were such striking examples of art in research
that we collected the best for a small display at the
Laboratories. And that was just the beginning.
Today, several sets of these photos in color are
constantly on loan to universities, high schools, art
schools, and museums. Even the GM Futurama exhibit
at the World' s Fair will feature some of our collection
in two and three dimensions.
The art in research project is a dramatic example of
the beauty and excitement experienced by the research
scientist. Not only that, its success shows that the
researcher's delight in the orderly world of science
is something that can be shared with the student
... the artist ... or the ordinary man.

General Motors Research Laboratories
Warren, Michigan
A. From our solid state physics lab (Oriented surface resulting from
reduction of oxide scale on an iron single crystal) B. From our fluid
dynamics lab (Air flow over a cylindrical body) c. From our semiconductor lab (Etch pit in a cadmium sulfide single crystal) D. From
our solid state physics lab (Thermally etched single crystal iron
surface) E. From our chemical separations lab (Crystalline organic
nitrogen compound from vehicle exhaust gas)
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Program" contest sponsored by the
Assn. for Educational Data Systems for
junior and senior high school students.
The $150 prize went to Steve Doughty
who, with his teacher Earl Newberry,
was Hown to Santa Barbara, Calif.,
for the presentation at the second
annual AEDS convention. There were
55 entries in what is slated to become'
an annual contest.
The software, written in FORTRAN
and rtm on a 1620, enables irrigation
workers to determine the number of
acre-feet of water being delivered
hourly through a six- and eight-inch
pipe by observing the water level in
a pilot tube. The youth is attending
a ,Saturday course in computer math
at the Univ. of Oklahoma.
Six second-place prizes of $50 were
awarded, as well as 10 awards of a
year's subscription to Datamation. The
prizes and air fare were paid by Control Data Corp. Judges were F~ed
Gruenberger, RAND Corp., and Dr.
Richard Andree, Univ. of Oklahoma.
• HCA has received a "multimilliondollar" contract from Western Union
for additional work to expand the
DOD's Autodin system~ Built by WU
in 1963, the worldwide military communications network prese~tly consists
of two RCA 601's, and the new work
is scheduled for completion in mid-66.
• About 10% of Hughes Dynamics
personnel has survived the reorganization which the firm calls a shift of emphasis from software to hardware and
which includes the sale of AIS (see
below). H-D has been exercising its
10-year option to purchase the majority stock of Dashew Business Machines,
retains the large credit reporting service Consumer Credit Clearance, and
is trying to figure what to do with
numerous other holdings.
• The old Advanced Infotmation
Systems in Los Angeles, acquired by
Hughes Dynamics a year ago, has
been purchased from the latter by
Informatics Inc., Culver City, Calif.
No purchase price has been announced.
Switching allegiance is a group of
nine headed by John Postley, who has
been named director of Advanced Information Systems, and also including
Arnold Anex and Dwight Buetell. The
formerhead of AIS, Dr. Robert Hayes
has joined UCLA's Library School.
The purchase also includes a contract
with the Metropolitan Data Center
to develop a data bank of land use
information for urban renewal projects
and other metropolitan studies.
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Haw high is vaur gaal?
Ours are out of sight-in the labyrinth of space. But
your opportunities are a tangible reality, here and
now at North American's Space and Information
Systems Division.

ADVANCED COMPUTING TECHNIQUES
Advanced theoretical and speCialized research in
computer techniques and applications. Ph.D. and
MS degrees in engineering, Math or Physics with
seven to ten years experience conducting complex
theoretical studies and analysis in computer
applications.

SIMULATION SYSTEMS
Seek specialists in integrating computers to all
types of peripheral simulation equipment. Experience with complex simulation systems and visual
displays with background in electrical or mechanical engineering. Also require specialists with optical
physics and mathematics experience.

SENIOR RESEARCH SPECIALIST
To provide technical direction on programs, preproposal efforts and project activities in information
storage and retrieval, data processing and data
presentation. BS/EE, Math, Physics or Linguistics
with three to ten years experience required.

DATA ENGINEERING
Data analysts and programmers with experience in
the acquisition,processing and analysis of engineering data. Emphasis is on real-time applications
with reliability and accuracy as major criteria. Data
analysis experience in flight and trajectory, propulsion and vibration, and life support systems is
required.
Interested? Please contact:

E.

MR. E.
GATELY
ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC EMPLOYMENT
12214'LAKEWOOD BLVD.
DOWNEY, CALIFORNIA
All qualified applicants will receive consideration for employ.
ment without regard to race, creed, color, or national origin.

SPACE AND INFORMATION SYSTEMS DIVISION
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION

I~"'.
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CONTRARY TO RUMOR ...
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HOW COULD THEY BE?
Lots of engineering time and dollars have been poured
into making a more reliable printer than our dp/p 3300.
Nobody's been able to do it. Including us.
What we have done, is develop a new series of high
speed, buffered LINE/PRINTERS. They're called the
dp/p 4000 Series.And we're writing orders right now
on ~oth 600 and 1,000 line-per-minute models.
With the 4000 Series, we haven't changed our design
approach. We've used- all of the simplified electronic
and mechanical features you've come to expect of any
data products LINE/PRINTER.
For instance, there's our unique, friction-free hammer
mechanism. No finicky linkages. No friction pointS. Just
fast, accurate, long-term, low maintenance printing.
Then, there's our non-traumatic paper feed system. It
starts smooth, feeds smooth, stops smooth. No clutch. No
brakes. No springs. No dogs. Just lo'ad it and forget it.
Also, there are no knobs. Other printers need adjustment knobs. Ours don't. A data products LINE/
PRINTER needs no adjusting. Ever.
As you can see at the right, we did make some cabinet
changes. With the 4000 Series, everything is enclosed
in a high-styled shell. The printer looks better that way.
It also operates quieter. And paper dust stays inside,
where it belongs. '
So, it's true. There's no such animal as a printer that's
more reliable than our old 3300 model. But
now there are faster ones that are just as reli~
able: The 4000 Series. We'd be happy to ~
send you a new data bulletin about them.

data products corporation

8535 Warner Drive/Culver City, Californhi/Phone: 837-4491
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"Hattis Engineers
reduce billing time
by 90% and
cost by 30% with an

~ffiJ~~1J
Computer"

saYi.• i'.~·~·r~~d.H~ttiS~.·YiC~ -·pre$.iden t and. sesretary~ treasu're r.• o·f

R?bert E: HattIsEngineers~l nc. t . a.?esignandmanagerT1ensengi*
neering fjrm .wh ich .als() providesoperal i9na'.c rna irytenan~efor
p
the
se.
v. •. .e. .'UniiedStates.
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~.~?inCe~eputGe~eraIPr~dsion~~low:So~t

LGP~21 • ·•. • intoour· office,w~haye·.•. re?ucedthe
tirneittakes t{) process our monthly landl.()r9
utilitybilling.forshopping·ice~~ers . .· fr0f1110
d~ystol1alfa .' day.·' and ?urbilliflglaporS{)~ts
byatleast30%~ Our public~tility billing/is
now out In only one .day. This function alone
wQuldpay··. fof. the. equipment '.' ifllessthan2
years; in:addition, weare·no\V.planningseveral
otheradministrativ€.andengineering '. uses
w~ichwill resul~in further savin~sthat are
pure dividends onourinvestmentlnthep~st
6mo T1thsqf operation; we have placed only
one service calion the LGP:21 ... itismore
trouble-free thari anyoftheother ()fficeequipment we have. The compact, easy-to:operate
LGP~21 has done everything General Precision
said it would "'-with substantially better features
than other machines we considered al1dfor
about 60% of their cost."

By combining compactness and portability with a capacity large enough
to meet all your computing requirements, the LGP-21 electronic computer can save time and money for
your company, too. You can buy an
LGP-21 for only $16,250 plus card or
paper tape input/output equipment
or lease it under a variety of plans
designed to fit your needs. Write
lihrascope for descriptive literature.
G3·11421

L1BRASCOPE GROUP

@) @~[Kl~~~[b
~~[g©D®D©~
COMMERCIAL COMPUTER DIVISION
808 WESTERN AVENUE. GLENDALE l,CALIF.
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Then this
punches holes in it

This tells a
complete sales story

Wherever a credit transaction takes place ..• at counters, on
route trucks, at service stations •.. there's a need to record
data quickly and accurately. Addressograph~ Data Recorders
do this for thousands of businesses. Customer name, address,
account number, date, sales location, type and amount of
sale - all are "written" with one stroke of a lever.
All information is recorded on tab cards in both
"human sensible" form and "machine sensible"
bar' code .• The coded tab cards - from dozens or
hundreds of sales locations - are thEm delivered

to central accounting headquarters. An Addressograph Optical Code Reader scans and automatically punches the cards,
at the rate of 180 per minute, for subsequent machine accounting. Complete accuracy is assured, costly manual key
punching and errors are eliminated. • For full information
on how this Addressograph system can serve your
business, call your nearby Addressograph office. It's
listed in the Yellow Pages. Or write Addressograph
Multigraph Corporation, Department T-6438, 1200
Babbitt Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44117.

'Adclressograph Mult/graph Corporation
CUTTING

COSTS

IS

OUR
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paper. tape reader
The 500n is photoelectric, bidirectional, and has proportional reel servos
which kccp the tape in contact with
the capstan and read head, even in
the willd mode. Read speeds are field

cores & stacks

NOlldcstruct read-only rope memories
in a variety of sizes are available.
Cycle times are from five to 15 usec.
Other planes and stacks have 30 or
50-mil cores, and are for memories
from two to seven usec. BURROUGHS
CORP., ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS DIV., Plainfield, N.J. For
information:

tcm, as well as programs for such users
as engineers, designers, surveyors,
statisticians, and teachers. These are
for traverse closure, multiple r~gres
sion, matrix inversion, least squares
approximation, etc. MONROE CALCULATING MACHINE CO., 555
Mitchell St., Orange, N.J. For
information:
CIRCLE 205 ON READER CARD
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adjustable to 500 cps, in wind/search
modes to 1,000 cps. PHOTOCIRCUlTS CORP., TAPE READER
DIV., Glen Cove, N.Y. For information:

tape cleaners

check printer

Models E-4 and E-2 are economy and
automatic units, respectively, which
use carbide steel blades to shave away
error-causing dirt particles from mag
tape. CYBETRONICS INC., 132
Calvary St., Waltham, Mass. For
information:

The 1445 prints both the E13B font
and conventional type. Linked to a
1440, 1401 or 1460 computer, it
permits insurance companies to produce preauthorized checks with other
processing jobs. Standard speed with
56-character set plus MICR is 190
Ipm, with 42 characters 240 Ipm.
IBM DATA PROCESSING DIV.,
112 E. Post Rd., White Plains, N.Y.
For information:
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monrobot software

Library additions for the Monrobot
XI include a symbolic assembly sys-

CIRCLE 206 ON READER CARD
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terminal buffers

In roday's Data Processing Market . ..

The Local and Remote Universal
Buffers each handle up to 50 MIMO
terminals, and are linked to a computer I/O channel and telephone
channel, respectively. Both handle
message assembly and disassembly,
code and format conversion, line identification, I/O timing, and communication line monitoring. DATA
THENDS INC., 1259 Rt. 46, Parsippany, N.J. For information:

WHAT IS YOUR TRUE WORTH?

CIRCLE 201 ON READER CARD

gp family

The 10.t)0 family of small and mediumscale computers consists of main
frames HI and IV which, with assorted
modules, become the 1050 Card series,
Tape series, Mass Storage series,
Satellite series, Real-Time series, and
the 1004 On-Line series. Access time
with Mod. III is 4.5 usec per character, and two· usec with Mod. IV.
Time to add five decimal digits to
five digts is 117 usec with the III,
35 usec for the IV. The III has 4-32K
characters of core, the IV has 8-64K
characters. The family is software~ompatible.
UNIVAC, DIV. OF
SPERRY RAND Corp., Sperry Rand
Bldg., New York, N.Y. For information:

You'll never know unless you contact the nation's largest data
processing placement service.
Cadillac Associates represents all of the country's leading data
processing companies. We presently have over 900 positions
coast to coast that should be filled immediately.
With Cadillac, you are represented by men conversant in your
discipline. And remember, our placement service is yours in
ABSOLUTE CONFIDENCE, WITHOUT OBLIGATION AND FREE
OF CHARGE. Client companies pay all costs.
SR. SYSTEMS ANALyST .......................... $12-14,000
Resp. for systems analysis of both internal and client
operations. Insurance bkgd.
PROGRAMMERS .................................. to $9,000
1501 tape for commercial applications.
MATHEMATICIAN ............................... to $14,000
MS. Ph.D. pre£. Theory of ord. differential or difference equations. Statistics.
MACHINE ACCOUNTING MGR (EDP) ............... to $9,000
Bkgd. in NCR. Change over to computers within a
year. Methods and systems.
ENGINEERING ANALYST-MATH ................. to $11,000
Ability to translate engineering problems into computer language and processing.
PROGRAM MANAGER ........................... $15-18,000
Exp. in electronic or electro-mech. computers in aerospace field. Administration of total programs.
SYSTEMS ANALYSTS .............................. to $9,500
Office procedures, production and genl. systems
work. 1401-1410.
SYSTEMS ENGRG (PROG.) ........................ to $12,000
GE-225 in GAP-WIZ desirable. Analyze data of commercial instruments.
OPERATIONS RESEARCH ...................... to $12-17,000
Ability to use computers in the overall analysis of
corporate structure.

May we help you In absolute confidence
and without obligation? For further information on the above or other positions, send us a short resume of your
background.
Lon D. Barton, President

CADILLAC ASSOCIATES, INC.
~~~:::!~~3 29 E. Madison Bldg., Chicago 2, Illinois
"
Financial 6-9400
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If your,-.compa,ny

is growing fast
but you've been
timid about
computers ...

92 ,

CATAMATICIN

how ,will you
feel when a
not-so-timid competitor
puts in a Univac
Real-Time Computer?
l.

At first you may not feel anything.
After all, the fact that your competitor now has a completely centralized communications, control and data processing center is not going to change things overnight.
And the fact that he may be able to save by cutting
down on inventory, storage space and other fixed overhead
charges isn't going to shake the world either.
Or the fact that he'll be able to handle small jobs as well
as big ones better and faster should not give anyone a case
of nervous indigestion.

But put them all together and it's more than just possible that a UNIVAC Real-Time Computer is the kind of
system you can't afford to be timid about.
Perhaps you're ready to step up from tab equipment.
Perhaps you already have a conventional computer. If so
-a move to a Real-Time system may be easier .and less
rA
costly than you think.
At any rate, isn't it worth
~
something to be sure?
THE FIRST COMPUTER

U N I v. C®

UNIVAC DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION, SPERRY RAND BUILDING, NEW YORK 19, N. Y.
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What isuOn Target" Software?

"On-Target" software is a continuing
and concentrated programming effort
supporting NCR 315 Computer installations. The 315-100 and compatible
315 are designed to fit the small and
medium-to-Iarge data processing
range. For this reason, we are able to
concentrate our software efforts. As a
consequence, we have developed "indepth" computer languages, executive routines, utility programs, plus a
wide range of business and scientific
programming packages.

The benefits are many: a concentrated effort assures a more complete
and usable software product for the
business and scientific user-for the
,newcomer as well as the computer
sophisticate. A concentrated effort
also assures future software development which will benefit all NCR 315
users. A compatible hardware-software oriented approach means that
the user can expand his present' or
future computing power as needed
with minimal programming costs.

BE SURE TO VISIT THE NCR PAVILION AT THE N. Y. WORLD'S FAIR

NCR's software is zeroed in on the
315. It is operational and presently
used by more than 200 customers ...
some for more than two years. Just
remember, when considering your
over-all computer requirements, you
must consider software. For this, and
many other reasons, it will pay you
to investigate the NCR 315 Computer
with "On-Target" software and programming. For details, call your nearby NCR Office, or write National Cash
Register Co., Dayton 9, Ohio.

THE NATIONAL CASH REGISTER COMPANY

®
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HIGH SPEED LIGHT PEN: Bulletin describes type 370 designed for use with
cathode ray tube displays with rapid
plotting rates. DIGITAL EQUIPMENT COHP., Maynard, Mass. For
copy:
CIRCLE 130 ON READER CARD

MEMORY DRUM: Description, special

capabilities and system specifications
for the SD-1000 are included in brochure. LITTON INDUSTRIES, 5500
Canoga Ave., Woodland Hills, Calif.
For copy:
CIRCLE 131 ON READER CARD

DATA TRANSMISSION: The 27 A, specifically designed for use on HF radio,
is the subject of this brochure. Included are performance figures, circuit description and block diagrams.
LENKURT ELECTRIC CO., INC.,
1105 County Road, .San Carlos, Calif.
For copy:
CIRCLE 132 ON READeR CARD

LITERATURE
.. .. :::-.-:1

A·D CONVERTER & MULTIPLEXER: 12-

page catalog gives technical discussion of features of units and the 8000
series. Block diagrams, model charts
and complete specifications are given.
. TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, INC., P. O.
Box 66027, Houston, Tex. For copy:
CIRCLE 133 ON READER CARD

and modules. RADIATION, INC.,
Melbourne, Fla. For copy:
CIRCLE 135 ON READER CARD

SPECIALITY CARDS: Brochure describes
company's complete line of speciality
cards. MIDWEST TAB CARD PRODUCERS, INC., 2411 West Howard
St., Evanston, Ill. For copy:

DP AND COMPUTER AUXILIARY: Cata- .

log 15 contains 60 illustrated pages of
data. processing auxiliary equipment.
Catalog 16 covers computer room
equipment made by this company.
TAB PRODUCTS CO., 550 Montgomery St., San Francisco 11, Calif.
For copy:
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MAG TAPE CENTERS: Brochure out- .

lines company's mag tape centers and
includes descriptions of equipment
used and services provided. GENERAL KINETICS INC., 2611 Shirlington Rd., Arlington, Va. For copy:
CIRCLE 137 ON READER CARD
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INFORMATION HANDLING: 32-page

brochure details the company's lines
of analog acquisition systems, PCM
acquisition systems, digital dp systems, special purpose data systems,
digital command systems and cards

PDP·6: 16-page booklet includes system description, type 166 arithmetic
processor, i/o equipment, instruction
times and illustrations. DIGITAL
EQUIPMENT CORP., 146 Main St.,.
Maynard, Mass. For copy:
CIRCLE 138 ON READER CARD

TAPE CODER AND SEARCHER
Model 483 Coder and Searcher-for automatic retrieval and editing of data recorded
on analog magnetic tape.
Periodically or on command, the coder
generates code numbers as a series of ~ulses
to be recorded on 1 channel of analog
magnetic tape.
The searcher, automatically locates a
desired code number and controls the processing of the data.

FEATURES
• Readily readable code
number.
• Aperiodic code to identify
events.
• Periodic code to identify
time.

• Time sharing permits data
to be recorded between
code numbers.
• No calibration requirements.
• Plug·ih displays.

AIRBORNE INSTRUMENTS LABORATORY
DEER PARK,

LONG ISLAND,

NEW YORK

CIRCLE 42 ON READER CARD
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Here's how PRC can provide a JOVIAL
compiler that costs a lot less than you're used
to paying-and can be delivered a lot quicker.
Digitek Corporation has recently developed
revolutionary techniques of compiler construction that produce FORTRAN at X the
cost and X the delivery time of existing compilers. As a co-operative venture with Digitek,
PRC can now apply these same techniques
to JOVIAL to accomplish comparable savings
in cost and time.
PRC's broad experience in comman d and
control plus Digitek's breakthrough in compilers mean the latest state-of-the-art approach
to your JOVIAL compiler.
The Digitek compiler method has provided
FORTRAN for Daystrom, Hughes Aircraft
Company, Honeywell, and Scientific Data

Systems. The compilers can be implemented
on all 8K and most 4K computers.
TYPICAL EXAMPLE: PRC wquld apply to
your JOVIAL compiler the same techniques
that resulted in a FORTRAN II for Scientific
Data Systems 920 which was delivered on time
at a fixed price.
Features included: All statements-accepts
the full language· Several times faster than
comparable compilers· Efficient machine
code· Optional generation of program
diagnostics.
Call or write now for complete information on
how the combined capabilities of PRC and
Digitek can save you time and money on your
JOVIAL compiler. Planning Research Corporation, 1333Westwood Boulevard, Los Angeles
24, California.

PLANNING RESEARCH CORPORATION
LOS ANGELES I WASHINGTON I NEW YORK I NORFOLK I SAN DIEGO I HONOLULU

[

Providing assistance to Government and industry in systems engineering, economic )
research, and information systems-for more than a decade.

CIRCLE 43 ON READER CARD
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liThe Readiness Is All" •••
most thinking men today
are of the view that our twin
national goal is National Defense
and Space Exploration. Important
advances in state·of-art technology
are equally essential for both. Particularly is this true of electronics. In the
last decade the share of electronics and
aerospace has risen to 80% of National
R&D programs for space and defense.
SYLVANIA ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS IS A LONG-TIME
LEADER IN THE SEARCH FOR NEW DISCOVERIES
ALONG THE ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM

1963 saw Sylvania ranked 19 among 500 DOD contractors engaged in experimental, developmental, test
and research work. Examples of sophisticated programs
now under way range from the development and production
of the electronics for the Princeton University phase of NASA's
largest unmanned scientific satellite, the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory, to a study of verification
methods required to prohibit the
placing of mass destruction weapons in orbit on a contract from the
U. S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency.
WHAT

DISTINGUISHES

SES

OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
ELECTRONICS FIELD?

IN

OPPORTUNITIES AT ALL
LOCATIONS OF SYLVANIA
ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS
The APPLIED RESEARCH LAB
(Suburban Boston) Central Resarch
Facility at Waltham, Massachusetts

Research Assignments in:

(I) Advanced
Communications Techniques (2) Perception &.
Learning Theory (3) Character & Speech Recognition (4) Advanced Control Theory Techniques
(5) Operations Research (6) Radio & Space Physics
(7) Optimal Control (8) Electro·Optics

CENTRAL OPERATION

(Suburban Buffalo) Laboratories in Williamsville, N.Y. Production facilities in Buffalo, N.Y.

R&D Assignments in: (9) Strategic & Tactical Communication Systems & Equipment (10) Aerospace Communication
Systems (11) Command & Control Systems (12) Countermeasure
Systems Equipment (I3) Instrumentation Systems & Equipment
(I4) Systems Synthesis & Analysis (I5) Techniques Development
(I6) UHF & Microwave Circuit Design (I7) Digital Circuit Design
EASTERN OPERATION

(Suburban Boston) Laboratories at Waltham
and Needham, Mass. Production facilities at Muncy, Pa. and Needham, Mass.

R&D Assignments in:

(18) Radar &
Sensor Systems & Techniques (19) RF
& Digital Microcircuitry (20) Communications Systems Fabrication (21) Advanced Information Systems Design
(22) Machine Language; Management
Information Systems,. Real Time Systems & Analysis (23) Design Integration of Voice Data Conversion & Communication Systems (24) Display &
Instrumentation Systems (25) Digital
Control Systems

FROM

THE

Its thorough·going big-systems orientation. Inevitable when you recall that SES is a focal point for
systems management of large government contracts for the entire
General Telephone & Electronics
.;complex.
The technical scope of SES programs. Among them are: Deep
Space Communications • Electronic
Defense Systems • Arms Control Techniques (evaluation design criteria) • Radar/Sensor Detection, Tracking & Warning
Systems • Information Handling Systems (all aspects) • Guid. ance & Navigation Systems (missiles, aircraft, spacecraft)
• Soft-Landing Techniques (other planets) • Nuclear
Weapons Effects Studies • Also included: Equipment &
Component Development and/or Fabrication; WorldWide Engineering Support.
The Way SES Staff Members Keep On Top of
the State-Of-The-Art. Through working on
small, interdisciplinary teams ... through
plentiful cross-communication within each
research and engineering laboratory and
between all 19 labs ... through Divisionwide-conferences ... and also in-plant
seminars and post-graduate study
plans, conducted on an unusually generous scale.

MINUTEMAN PROGRAM OFFICE
(Suburban Boston) Prime contractor to
the Air Force responsible for design,
development, integration' and test planning of the advanced ground electronics system for Minuteman missile
command and launch control functions.

Senior 'Level Engineering & Mariagement Assignments in: (26) Command & Control Systems Engineering
(27) Project Engineering Management

PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT OFFICE
(Suburban Boston) Defines opportunities and prepares plans for busi·
ness in new markets and product areas:
Appointments in: (28) Communications ~witching (~9) Comm~nica.
tions Theory (30) Space & Information Handling Systems'

PRODUCT SUPPORT. ORGANIZATION
West Roxbury, Massachusetts.

Field Engineering Assignments:

(31)

(Suburban Soston)
.

u. S.

Continental

(32) Overseas

WESTERN OPERATION

(Suburban San Francisco)
Laboratories at Mountain View, California. Production
facilities at Santa 'Cruz, California.
R&D Assignments in: (33) Electromagnetic Re·
connaissance Studies (34) Signal Analysis & Proc~
essing Studies (35) Advanced Broadband & OF
Antenna Studies & Design (36) Advanced Solid
State Techniques' & Receiver, Transmitter &
Parametric Device Design (37) Digital &
Analog Signal Processing Equipment
Design (38) Intruder Warning Systems
Design (39) Arms Control & Disarmament Studies (40) Missile & Space
Vehicle' Detection

"THE READINESS IS ALL'"
CLIMAXING ALL THIS, A QUESTION REGARDING
TECHNOLOGICAL OBSOLESCENCE: Should an engineer
working in the SES environment worry about "techno·
logical obsolescence"? We think not. Certainly not if he
takes advantage of SES self-development policies. The
road here leads to continuing progress and discovery.,

Manager of Professional Staffing, Dept. 17-E
Division of Sylvania ~Iectrlc Products Inc:
.
40 Sylvan Road - Waltham, Massachusetts 02154

o

Please send me a copy of Sylvania's Digest of 155 Opportunities
and information explaining how SES aids technological development and counters the threat of narrowing specialiZation.

NAME
STREET
CITY

CODE

STATE

BS in _ _ _ 19_; MS in _ _ _ 19_: PhD in _ _ _ 19_
Geographic Preference: Buffalo _ _ _ __
An Equal Opportunity Employer

Boston _ _ _ __

San Francisco _ _ _ __
My specialty area is: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

---------------------------.
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EXPERIENCED
PROGRAMMERS

Opportunities:
Newconcepts in programming languages-exploratory
research and development of machine-independent
languages for scientific and commercial applications ..
R & Dof ways of easily defining a number of varying
special application areas: investigation of the nature
of programming languages, their specifications, form
and meaning, their essential syntax and semantics;
comparative analysis and evaluation of language
features; development and documentation of language standards.
Advanced programming techniques-research and development in such areas as: new compiler techniques,
operating systems, symbolic debugging of source language programs, non-numeric algebraic manipulations
in computers, information retrieval systems, and time- .
sharing systems.
Business-oriented programming-advanced development of sorting techniques, merging, report generators, and file-maintenance programs.
Qualifications: a bachelor's or advanced degree - at
least one year's advanced programming experience.
Additional information: the art of programming at IBM
is exceptionally challenging; Liberal company-paid
benefits include relocation expenses. These opportunities are located mainly in Poughkeepsie, a suburban
environment about 70 miles from New Vork City. Other
programming facilities are located in White Plains,
N. V., NewVork City and Boston, Mass. IBM is an Equal
Opportunity Employer.
If interested, please write, outlining your experience
and qualifications, to: James D. Baker, . Dept. 7015
IBM Corp., P. O. Box 390, Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 12602.

COMPUTER
PERSONNEL
Following are some of the
positions for which we are currently conducting recruiting
and search assignments:
• Senior EDP
Consultant
• Lead Systems
Analyst
• Lead Systems
Analyst
• Lead Systems
Analyst.
• Senior Systems
Analyst
• Senior Systems
Analyst
• Senior Systems
Analyst
• Lead O/R Analyst
Senior O/R Analyst
• O/R Analyst
• Senior Programmer
• Programmer
• Programmer

$18,000
$20,000
$20,000
$10,800
$10,000
$10,000
$10,000
$18,000
$20,000
$12,000
$ 8,500
$ 8,200
$ 8,000

All fees are assumed by our client
organizations. All negotiations are
.handled in. complete confidence.
Registrations of computer professionals not actively seeking a position change but sincerely interested in considering opportunities
for which they are qualified are
cordially invited.
Computer Personnel Consultants,
Inc. specializes exclusively in the
recruitment of and searches for
professional computer personnel;
computer personnel appraisal;
and, computer personnel administration consulting.
CPC is composed of professional
staff members with extensive computer experience with national
management consulting or CPA
firins, with computer manufacturers or with computer users.
CPC is the only personnel
firm that has engaged
in field research of
computer personnel
characteristics.
Call, write or visit us
.H-t~~+-"- to discuss these and
other opportunities.
T.M.
•

J"_,'''-'''_'

CPC
COMPUTER PERSONNEL
CONSULTANTS, INC.
135 South LaSalle Street-Suite 1460
Chicago, Illinois 60603-Phone 312-236-0900
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DRTRMATION

NORTH ELECTRIC

VISIONEERING ACHIEVEMENT
SINCE 1884 . . . INTO THE FUTURE

PO-WER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
. .. frolU the finest, :most co:mplete facilities
The modern, extensive facilities of the Power Equipment
Division (PECO) of North Electric are the largest in the
industry. They are devoted to the design, engineering
and manufacture of power supplies to each customer's
individual requirements.

PECO ENGINEERING will custom design a power supply
equal in reliability to your own equipment.
PECO LABORATORY and PROTOTYPE SERVICE will place
a custom built prototype in your hands in the shortest
possible time.

e

PECO PRODUCTION will keep pace with your produc-

OTHER
DEFENSE
DIVISIONS:
SYSTEMS - Electronics. Command and Control Systems
ELECTRONETICS - Switching. Controls. Computers. Components
TELECOM - Public Telephone Exchanges. Associated Equipment

tion requirements.

AND PECO custom tailored power ..supplies are competitively priced.
PECO custom-engineered power devices, from low power
miniaturized and transistorized power supplies to unusually high current capacity battery chargers, range
from unregulated AC & DC to highly-regulated AC & DC
for commercial, industrial and military computer, communications and automatic contrbl systems.
The PECO capability, recognized since 1935, is at your
service. We welcome your inquiry. Write for brochure
"Custom Engineered Systems."

NO RT H

MI'R~71EJl~'C1JBllr:
POWER EQUIPMENT DIVISION • GALION. OHIO
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Continued from page 21 ...

ENTER THE 17-YEAR
- - -COMPUTER

NEW CASH FOR

PRoJECT MAC

AUTODIN, AIR TRAFFIC
CONTROL DECISIONS DUE

May 1964

a Senate pigeonhole, awaiting the end of the Civil'
Rights filibuster and the cpmpletion of a
comprehensive Gov't. adp study by the BOB's Clewlow
Committee.
Burning Industry question: What has Univac got,
now that after 17 long years it's got a patent on
ENIAC, first electronic computer and reknowned brain
child of J. Presper Eckert and Dr. John Mauchly.
The patent -- No. 3,120,606 -- weighs one pound,
seven ounces, makes 148 cl~ims. Patent office fees
paid for the grant amounted to $158, though Univac
undoubtedly ran through at least several barrels
of money in legal fees and related costs. From
1947 to February 4 of this year, the patent
survived eleven major "interferences" which
serve to make thepat~nt that much more iron-clad.
The end product is a document which requires a
platoon of Philadelphia lawyers and electronic
engineers to comprehend. According to the patent
office, the patent is "quite broad in scope" -suggesting that it establishes Univac's legal and
proprietary title to basic mechanical and electronic
concepts found in nearly all electronic computers.
Univac is closemouthed on the patent and its
possible implications for licensing or royalty
. arrangements wi th other manufacturers. "That's
usually the reason for a patent being secured in
the first place," commented a patent office examiner
who worked on the claim. "I don't know of any
reason why Univac wouldn't be considering such
action." The possibility is real enough to send most
computer makers scurrying back to their law books ..
Project MAC is due for some fresh funding. MAC,
a probe into new ways to utilize computers underway
at MIT, will exhaust its initial budget believed to be about $2 million -- in 15 months
(against a postulated 18). The project's angel, DOD's
Advanced Research Projects Agency, isn't quibbling
with MIT over this profligacy, however, since it's
well pleased with research results. And provision
was made for accelerated expenditure in the initial
contract. The new arrangement, to begin in August,
is now being negotiated. It's expected the new
contract will run for two years and contain a nice
raise for MIT, to perhaps $3 millio~.
The word on who gets the next big AUTODIN plum,
providing computers for its projected ten overseas
message switching centers, is expected early in
July. RCA recently made a clean sweep of the
computer end of AUTODIN domestic updating.
And noises are being heard that the GSA's private wire
~ystem, a pint-sized AUTODIN system contemplated for
non-military agencies, is being merged, as in swallow,
with its big brother ... A decision is reported
imminent by the Federal Aviation Authority on its
choice for a prototype computer(s) for its Atlantic
City test facility, a major step on the way to its
proposed super-duper air traffic control system. Could
be that the successful bidder ~ill have his foot in
the door for the follow-up business -- an assignment·
that may carry a price tag of as much as $40 mil1io~
for air terminal computer~.
.
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE
SPECIALISTS

•

YOU SHOULD LOOK AT CONTROL DATA ... AS ACAREER ... WHY?
BECAUSE

of the worldwide acceptance of CONTROL DATA'S technological
accomplishments in general and special purpose computer systems, and ...
BECAUSE of its outstanding advantages ... nationwide locations, creative work
climate, opportunities for recognition and advancement.
If you have medium or large-scale computer experience and a B.S. degree,
please examine the following opportunities which exist at all experience levels
and. find out IIfirsthand" how the worldwide acceptance of CONTROL DATA'S
product family has created once-in-a-career opportunities.

SYSTEMS EVALUATION: Partici-

pate in the development of quality assurance
techniques for general purpose programming systems. These positions require a
good understanding of system programming techniques and creative imagination.
Positions located in Palo Alto and Minneapolis.

SYSTEMS INSTALLATION:

Represent CONTROL DATA technically at various
nationwide customer sites. Responsibilities
will include orientation, training, programmer
consultation and software systems installation for CONTROL DATA® 3600, 3400,
3200 and 1604 computer customers. Positions located in Palo Alto and Minneapolis.

ADVANCED SYSTEMS:

Participate in the development of experimental
programming systems in such areas as general purpose translators, multi-processing
systems and new, high-level programming
languages. Positions located in Palo Alto.

PROGRAMMING SYSTEMS:

Systems programmers required with a minimum
of two years' experience to assist in the
development of parallel processing and
multiple console access operating systems.
Opportunity to assist in machine specifications in development of combined hardwaresoftware systems. Continued openings in
scientific and business compiler development are also available. Positions located in
Los Angeles, Palo Alto and Minneapolis.

SOFTWARE DOCUMENTATION:
Assist in development of reference manuals,
teaching aids, sales aids and other forms of
documentation for programming systems.
Positions located in Los .Angeles, Palo Alto
and Minneapolis.

SALES SUPPORT ANALYSTS:
Consult with CONTROL DATA'S hardware
customers to analyze their problems for
computer applications in both pre- and postsale situations. Experience required in scientific or business data processing programming for medium or large-scale computers.
Scientific experience preferred. Positions located at all nationwide CONTROL DATA
sales offices.

COMPUTER SALES ENGINEERS:
Digital computer experience in sales engineering and/or applications programming to
sell CONTROL DATA computers and related
industrial product lines. Positions located at
all nationwide CONTROL DATA sales offices.

PROGRAMMING INSTRUCTORS:
Teach beginning and advanced programming to both CONTROL DATA employees
and customer personnel. Must be experienced in scientific or business data processing programming. Scientific experience preferred. Positions located in Minneapolis, Los
Angeles, Washington, D.C. and Palo Alto.

DIAGNOSTIC PROGRAMMERS:
Develop and run diagnostic maintenance

routines for 1) mUlti-computer systems or
2) in conjunction with regular CONTROL
DATA computer checkout and Held installation work. Positions located in Minneapolis.

PROGRAMMER ANALYSTS:

Analyze Data Center customer problems for
computer applications. In addition, you will
be involved in sales support work and the
preparation of programming proposals. Positions located in Los Angeles, Palo Alto,
Washington, D.C., Minneapolis and Long
Island, New York.

TECHNICAL APPLICATIONS:

We
need experienced programmers with advanced degree in math or physics for work
in long-range market support. This area includes nuclear applications, APT codes for
computer controlled machine applications
and general mathematical applications using
linear programming. Positions located in
Minneapolis.

DATA CENTER SALESMEN:

Data
processing sales experience required. Will
sell Data Center computer time to customers.
Must have thorough knowledge of computer
applications. Positions located in Los Angeles, Palo Alto, Washington, D.C., Minneapolis
and Long Island, New York.

REAL· TIME PROGRAMMERS:

Experience in real-time industrial computer
control systems development and programming in the power, nuclear, petrochemical,
oil and gas production and metals industries.
Positions located in Minneapolis.

TO ASSURE PROMPT REVIEW OF YOUR QUALIFICATIONS AND INTERESTS PLEASE SEND RESUME TO ONE OF THE FOLLOWING AREA STAFFING REPRESENTATIVES.

PALO ALTO: B. CRIPE, 3330 HILLVIEW, PALO ALTO, CALIF.• LOS ANGELES: P. WEBER, 5630 ARBOR VITAE, LOS ANGELES, CALIF •• EASTERN REGION U.S.:
J. FETTIG, 11428 ROCKVILLE PIKE, ROCKVILLE, MD .• MINNEAPOLIS AND MIDWEST: T. OLDHAM, 8100 34TH AVE. S., MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

NOTE:

When sending resumes, be sure to mention
position or positions of interest as listed above.

CONTROL DATA
CORPORATION
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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sucht fur Entwicklung und Vertrieb
von Datenverarbeitungs-Anlagen und -Systemen

Physiker, Ingenieure,
Mathematiker und Programmierer
Dr.-Ing E.h. Konrad ZUSE entwickelte 1941 die e~ste programmgesteuerte Rechenanlage der Welt.
Die ZUSE KG ist das einzige Spezialunternehmen Deutschlands, das ausschlieBlich elektronische
Datenverarbeitungs-Anlagen und -Systeme ehtwickelt und herstellt. Dos Untetnehmen hot sich seit
1961 von 320 auf 850 Mitarbeiter vergroBert.
Wir suchen erfahrene, einsatzfreudige und zielbewuBte Mitarbeiter, die interessiert· sind, eine
Dauerstellung in verantwortungsreicher TCitigkeit mit entsprechender guter Dotierung zu ubernehmen.
Wir bieten Einsatzmoglichkeit in folgenden Arbeitsgebieten:'

Entwicklung

Planung neuer Systeme, Aufbau von Datenerfassungs-Anlagen, Konstruktion neuer Baueinheiten.

Vertrieb

Einsatzplanung unserer Datenverarbeitungs-Systeme fur neue Anwendungsgebiete. SelbstCindige
Ausarbeitung von System- und OrganisationsvorschlCigen nach eigenen Betriebsanalysen. J:insatz
im AuBendienst nach ~ingehender Ausbildung in unseren Fachgruppen.

Programmierung

Erste"ung von Program men sowohl fur technisch-physikalische Berechnungen als ouch fur kommerzielle Datenverarbeitung. Entwicklung neuer Programmierungs-Systeme und Cihnliche Aufgaben;
Bitte, senden Sie Ihre Bewerbung mit den ublichen Unterlagen an unsere Personalabteilung. Wir
werden die Verbindung mit Ihnen aufnehmen und sind jederzeit gerne bereit, umfassendes
Informationsmaterial zur Verfugung zu stellen.

ZUSE KG · BAD HEBSFELD

Westdeutschland

Postfach 340

Elektronische Rechenanlagen
CIRCLE 78 ON READER CARD

May 1964
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PROCEDURE
CALCULATE FIELD STRENGTH;
BEGIN
REAL B; COMMENT B := MAGNETIC FIELD STRENGTH;
B := M/(Rt3*C0S (LAMBDAt2)*SQRT (1 + 3*SIN (LAMBDA)t2»
END OF CALC. FIELD STRENGTH;

Some problems facing "Bellcomm:
• Efficient Apollo trajectories, including
rendezvous and transearth phases.
e

translunar~

lunar landing,

Radiation dosage per unit area received by an object traveling through
the geomagnetic radiation belts .

• Dynamical behavior of the Apollo vehicle in simulated flight,
including the effects of errors .
• Statistical analysis of the probability of locating suitable lunar
landing sites as a function of the types of surfaces on the moon.
Bellcomm is doing systems engineering on Project Apollo for Headquarters,
Manned Space Flight, National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
If Bellcomm's problems interest you, address your r~sum~ to Mr. W. W. Braunwarth,
Personnel Director, Bellcomm, Inc., Room 1202E,1100 17th St., N.W.,
Washington, D.C: 20036. Bellcomm is an equal opportunity employer.

@ BELLCOMM, INC.
~

A Bell Telephone System Company

4 COMPLAINTS ABOUT COMPUTER TAPE
(And how Memore){ solves them!)

Complaint.

Cinching during shipping, use or handling results when reel is wound under improper
tension or exposed to temperature extremes.

Complaint. Wavy edge caused by improper slitting.
Solution. Specially designed Memorex slitters and

Precision winding, special packing and
careful shipping are examples of attention to detail
that insure cinch-free delivery every time.

microscopic edge inspection of every reel' prevent
wavy edges. Fifty-one other quality control checks
(many performed only by Memorex) guarantee every
Memorex reel pre-test perfect.

Complaint.

Complaint.

Solution.

Semi-permanent ridging and loss of
contact caused by microscopic scratches produced
in manufacturing or use.

Solution.

Memorex-designed manufacturing facilities include equipment unique to the industry which
eliminates all fixed friction surfaces that potentially
produce scratches.

Dropout-causing clumps of redepos·
ited,coating (50X magnification).

Solution. Memorex has developed coating formula·
tions and processing methods to achieve superior
bond between coating and base, extra toughness,
high flexibility, and a smoother surface. Result:
Memorex tape is essentially redeposition-free.

Memorex tape is premium tape. No need to pre-check it. You
can place Memorex computer tape directly in servicereel after reel.
Memorex certification means what it says: Memorex computer tape ~ error-free. Extra care, extra steps and scrupulous attention to every detail make it that way. We know the
importance to you of having a tape you can depend on.
CIRCLE 2 ON READER CARD

Are you on our mailing list to receive the
Memorex Monogra'ph Series of informative
technical literature? Write 1172 Shulman
Road, Santa Clara, California.

MEMOREX
PRECISION

MAGNETIC

TAPE
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STANDARD IN
PERFORMANCE

An optimized floating head design employing recent breakthroughs in
ferrite technology is now offered as a finished product. Utilizing high
density ferrite throughout, and fused by molten glass, the assembly is
controlled to far more precise tolerances than those yielded by previous
methods-and at substantial cost reductions!
Higher bit densities and broader operating margins are a direct
benefit of this control. Stability over wide temperature ranges and long
term electrical and mechanical stability are unprecedented.
This flying disc head design is offered in configurations of one to
twelve tracks, 10 mils wide-all with the same mechanical and aerodynamic properties. Shown below are actual test results obtained in
our laboratory on a plated disc.
1000 Bits per Inch Packing Density
40 MV Output at 1.6 Me
150 Micro Inches Flying Altitude
If you are concerned with a new disc file design. look into the use of
this new readily available head. Our application engineers will gladly
work with you to meet your requirements.

FERRDXCUBE
CORPORATION OF AMERICA

SAUGERTIES. NEW YORK
CIRCLE 3 ON READER CARD
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